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Abstracts

Measuring Job Openings: Evidence from Swedish Plant

Level Data. In modern macroeconomic models �job openings� are a

key component. Thus, when taking these models to the data we need

an empirical counterpart to the theoretical concept of job openings. To

achieve this, the literature relies on job vacancies measured either in

survey or register data. Insofar as this concept captures the concept of

job openings well we should see a tight relationship between vacancies

and subsequent hires on the micro level. To investigate this, I analyze

a new data set of Swedish hires and job vacancies on the plant level

covering the period 2001-2012. I �nd that vacancies contain little

power in predicting hires over and above (i) whether the number of

vacancies is positive and (ii) plant size. Building on this, I propose an

alternative measure of job openings in the economy. This measure (i)

better predicts hiring at the plant level and (ii) provides a better �tting

aggregate matching function vis-à-vis the traditional vacancy measure.

Firm Level Evidence from Two Vacancy Measures. Using �rm

level survey and register data for both Sweden and Denmark we show sys-

tematic mis-measurement in both vacancy measures. While the register-

based measure on the aggregate constitutes a quarter of the survey-based

measure, the latter is not a super-set of the former. To obtain the full

set of unique vacancies in these two databases, the number of survey

vacancies should be multiplied by approximately 1.2. Importantly, this

adjustment factor varies over time and across �rm characteristics. Our

�ndings have implications for both the search-matching literature and

policy analysis based on vacancy measures: observed changes in vacan-

cies can be an outcome of changes in mis-measurement, and are not

necessarily changes in the actual number of vacancies.
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Swedish Unemployment Dynamics. We study the contribution

of di�erent labor market �ows to business cycle variations in unemploy-

ment in the context of a dual labor market. To this end, we develop a

decomposition method that allows for a distinction between permanent

and temporary employment. We also allow for slow convergence to steady

state which is characteristic of European labor markets. We apply the

method to a new Swedish data set covering the period 1987-2012 and

show that the relative contributions of in�ows and out�ows to/from un-

employment are roughly 60/30. The remaining 10% are due to �ows not

involving unemployment. Even though temporary contracts only cover

9-11% of the working age population, variations in �ows involving tem-

porary contracts account for 44% of the variation in unemployment. We

also show that the importance of �ows involving temporary contracts

is likely to be understated if one does not account for non-steady state

dynamics.

The New Keynesian Transmission Mechanism: A

Heterogeneous-Agent Perspective. We argue that a 2-agent ver-

sion of the standard New Keynesian model�where a �worker� receives

only labor income and a �capitalist� only pro�t income�o�ers insights

about how income inequality a�ects the monetary transmission mech-

anism. Under rigid prices, monetary policy a�ects the distribution of

consumption, but it has no e�ect on output as workers choose not to

change their hours worked in response to wage movements. In the cor-

responding representative-agent model, in contrast, hours do rise after a

monetary policy loosening due to a wealth e�ect on labor supply: prof-

its fall, thus reducing the representative worker's income. If wages are

rigid too, however, the monetary transmission mechanism is active and

resembles that in the corresponding representative-agent model. Here,

workers are not on their labor supply curve and hence respond passively

to demand, and pro�ts are procyclical.
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Der �ndes én visdommens vej � det

er dén, som bør være let at erindre:

Dum dig,

og dum dig,

og dum dig igen;

men mindre

og mindre

og mindre.

Piet Hein
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Chapter 1

Introduction

How do we measure available jobs in the economy? Why does unemploy-

ment �uctuate? And does it matter for the transmission of monetary

policy who receives pro�ts? These are the questions this thesis seeks to

answer. It does so through four self-contained essays within the �elds of

labor and monetary economics.

In the �rst essay, Measuring Job Openings Evidence from

Swedish Plant Level Data, I investigate how well vacancies predict

hiring on the plant level. The search and matching framework is a key

component of modern labor economics. Within this framework, �job

openings� are a key concept. Hence, when taking these models to the

data one needs to map the theoretical concept of a job opening to

an empirical counterpart. This is usually accomplished using data

for vacancies. These are either measured via surveys conducted by

statistical agencies or registers maintained by employment centers.

Aggregate time series for these vacancies measures have been shown

to behave in line with the predictions of the search and matching

framework � at least qualitatively. However, so far we know little about

how these vacancy measures relate to actual hiring on the micro level.

In the essay I study this relationship on the plant level relationship

using a new Swedish data set. I �nd the relationship between vacancies

and subsequent hires to be weak and concave. This stands in contrast

1



2 INTRODUCTION

to what is predicted by a plant level hiring regression derived from

standard search-matching theory. I however also show that it is possible

to improve the predictive power of the plant level hiring regression by

modifying the measure of job openings. In particular, the predictive

power of the plant level hiring equation increases when allowing job

openings to be a function of plant size as well as job openings. Drawing

on these plant level �ndings, I construct an alternative measure of job

openings in the aggregate. This measure takes into account the plant

level concavity as well as the predictive power of plant size in the

relationship between vacancies and hires. In the aggregate, the measure

yields a better �tting matching function over the years 2001-2012

and provides a partial explanation of the post-2008 breakdown in the

historical relationship between labor market tightness and job-�nding

rates.

In the second essay Firm Level Evidence from Two Vacancy

Measures we explore further the reliability of vacancy data. In the em-

pirical literature on labor markets two data sources for job vacancies

are often used. The �rst source is survey data compiled by statistical

agencies, while the second is data on vacancies registered at Public Em-

ployment Services. The former is widely held to be preferable due to

selection problems likely to be present in the latter.

Yet how these two measures relate to each other on the micro level

has so far not been investigated. Studying this relationship is important,

as it can inform us about how con�dent we should be in the survey based

measure for job vacancies. Speci�cally, by comparing the joint distribu-

tion of the vacancy measures on the micro level, we can learn whether

some vacancies are registered at the register data from the Public Em-

ployment Service but not in the survey data.

To conduct our investigation, we use both Swedish and Danish �rm

level data. Speci�cally, we merge �rm level data for vacancies from sur-

veys managed by the national statistical agencies with vacancies regis-

tered at the national Public Employment Services. Interestingly, we �nd

that the vacancies in the survey are not a super-set of those registered
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at the Public Employment Service. For both Sweden and Denmark, ap-

proximately 60% of the vacancies registered in the Public Employment

Service are not included in the survey. To obtain the number of unique

vacancies in the two databases, the number of vacancies in the survey

needs to be adjusted by a factor of approximately 1.2. This correction

factor however varies across the business cycle and �rm characteristics.

This indicates that �uctuations in the number of survey vacancies could

be driven by changes in mismeasurement.

In the third essay, Swedish Unemployment Dynamics, the focus

is shifted from job openings to the other side of the labor market. Specif-

ically, the paper studies the statistical properties and the determinants

of the dynamics of unemployment.

The study is motivated by a basic observation: an increase in unem-

ployment can be driven either by workers losing their jobs at a higher

rate or by the unemployed taking more time to �nd a job. Thus, we

need to know the underlying �ows on the labor market in order to prop-

erly understand the nature of a given change in unemployment. This

observation has motivated a large body of papers, but we bring up new

methodological issues and solutions in addition to analyzing new data.

First, show how one can decompose �uctuations in unemployment on

a dual labor market with slow convergence to steady state. The existing

literature often assumes that the current level of unemployment can be

well approximated by the steady state unemployment rate associated

with the current �ow rates observed in the data. However, as pointed

out in the literature, this approximation works well in a U.S. context,

where labor market gross �ows are high, but is problematic in a European

context where �ows are much lower. At the same time, many European

labor markets are dual, with a role for both temporary and permanent

contracts. Since the �ow properties likely di�er markedly across these

two cases it seems important to allow for more than �one employment

state�. To address these issues we develop a decomposition method which

allows for both (i) slow convergence to steady state and (ii) an arbitrary

number of labor market states.
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Second, we make an empirical contribution by applying this method

to a new Swedish data set on labor market �ows covering the period

1987-2012. Our method is well suited for this application. Indeed, the

Swedish labor market is dual, with temporary contracts accounting for

13% of employment on average, and characterized by low gross �ows

and consequently a low rate of convergence towards steady state. We

�nd that approximately 60% of the business cycle variation in Swedish

unemployment during 1987-2012 can be attributed to variation in the

in�ows to unemployment, while 30% can be attributed to the variation

in the out�ow from unemployment. The remaining 10% can be attributed

to �ows not involving unemployment. Decomposing the data further we

�nd that �ows involving temporary contracts account for roughly 40%

of the variation in unemployment. This is sizable given that workers on

temporary contracts during the period on average only account for 9-11%

of the working age population.

We also show that it is important to account for out of steady state

dynamics on the labor market. Indeed, when using the decomposition

which relies on the steady state assumption, we underestimate the con-

tribution from temporary contracts and overestimate the contribution

from permanent contracts. These results are of interest in a broader con-

text, as they suggests that existing studies on dual labor markets may

have underestimated the contribution in unemployment variation stem-

ming from temporary contracts.

The last essay, The New Keynesian Transmission Mechanism:

A Heterogeneous-Agent Perspective, highlights a challenge faced

by modelers when augmenting New Keynesian models to include het-

erogeneous agents. The paper is about the transmission of monetary

policy and may thus seem unconnected to the labor market focus of

the three previous chapters. Nevertheless, labor supply lies at the heart

of the mechanism highlighted in the paper. The paper analyzes a sim-

ple extension of a standard New Keynesian model to a setup with two

di�erent consumers: workers and capitalists. Workers supply labor and

only receive wage income, while capitalists do not supply labor but re-
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ceive pro�t income. Arguably this model captures a key element of the

empirical wealth distribution observed in the data: the extreme wealth

inequality.

We show that this model delivers quite di�erent results than does

the standard New Keynesian model. In particular, we show that the

transmission depends crucially on the form of the nominal rigidity. Under

price stickiness only, output is unresponsive to monetary policy shocks,

while under wage stickiness output responds to monetary policy shocks

as in the standard New Keynesian model.

What explains these results? In a model with only price stickiness

workers are operating according to their optimality condition for labor

supply. When using preferences where the income and substitution e�ects

cancel out, and without pro�ts being paid to the workers, changes in the

wage level will not impact employment. Consequently, output becomes

invariant to monetary policy, as labor is the sole factor of production in

the model. In contrast, under wage rigidities, in the short run workers

are constrained to supply the quantity of labor demanded. A stronger

degree of wage rigidity will thus make the response in employment, and

output, more determined by demand, i.e., by the consumption response,

following the monetary policy shock. Consequently, output will respond

to monetary policy in a model with a su�ciently high degree of wage

rigidities.

The paper also sheds light on an underappreciated feature of the

transmission mechanism in the standard New Keynesian model with

price rigidities only. The feature is that both the countercyclical response

of pro�ts and its steady state level play a key role in the transmission of

monetary policy. With preferences where the income and substitution ef-

fect of wage changes cancel out, the existence and behavior of non-labor

income make labor supply respond to shocks. In particular, in response

to an expansionary monetary policy shock �rm pro�ts fall, giving house-

holds a negative wealth e�ect which generates a positive response in

labor supply. At the same, time the existence of pro�ts in the house-

hold's budget set decreases (increases) the relative size of the income
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(substitution) e�ect, thus allowing changes in the wage level to impact

labor supply. This transmission mechanism seems to be empirically un-

appealing for two reasons. First, in the data household have substantial

non-labor income. Second, in the data pro�ts are pro-cyclical, and the

available evidence points to a rise (fall) in pro�ts in response to a mon-

etary policy expansion (contraction).



Chapter 2

Measuring Job Openings:

Evidence from Swedish Plant

Level Data*

2.1 Introduction

One of the puzzles in macroeconomics after the Great Recession has been

why unemployment in a number of advanced countries has been high,

while job openings at the same time also has been high in a historical

context. This observation is captured by the notion that the Beveridge

curve has shifted outwards in a number of OECD countries � including

Sweden. In this paper, I investigate whether problems in measuring job

openings can be part of the explanation. My starting point for this study

is a plant level hiring equation, which derives from the standard search

and matching model. I estimate this equation using Swedish plant level

*I am very grateful for helpful comments from Orley Ashenfelter, Tobias Broer,
Saman Darougheh, Karl Harmenberg, John Hassler, Bertil Holmlund, Georg Marthin,
Mounir Karadja, Per Krusell, Alexandre Kohlhas, Hannes Malmberg, Kurt Mitman,
Erik Öberg, Torsten Persson, Robert Shimer, Jósef Sigurdsson, Hans Henrik Sievert-
sen, Karolina Stadin, David Strömberg, as well as seminar participants at the Bern
University, IIES, IFAU and Warwick University. Institute for Evaluation of Labour
Market and Education Policy and Handelsbanken's Research Foundations are grate-
fully acknowledged for �nancial support. All remaining errors are my own.

7



8 MEASURING JOB OPENINGS

data for vacancies and hires. Doing so, I �nd that the usual vacancy

measure is only weakly related to hiring on the plant level, and that the

�t of the plant level hiring equation can be improved on by allowing

job openings to depend not only on posted vacancies but also on plant

size. Based on these �ndings, I construct an alternative measure of job

openings, which builds on the extensive margin of vacancies and plant

size. This measure also improves the �t of the aggregate matching func-

tion. Also, when using this measure to analyze the Swedish labor market

experience after the Great Recession, job openings appear less plentiful

after the recession and the outward shift in the Beveridge curve is less

pronounced.

Job openings are a key concept in modern macroeconomic models.

Within the search-matching framework we need to know the number of

job openings to infer the tightness of the aggregate labor market. On

the micro level, a hire is made when a job opening and an unemployed

worker are matched via the aggregate matching function.

When taking these models to the data we thus need to construct a

mapping from the theoretical concept of a job opening to an empirical

counterpart. To achieve this mapping the literature relies on data for

job vacancies. These are either measured via surveys, where employers

are asked about the number of jobs they are trying to �ll, or via regis-

ter data on job vacancies posted in newspapers or employment centers.

Economists use these measures to guide discussions about the aggregate

state of the labor market and to evaluate model predictions. Yet so far,

we know little about how these vacancy measures relate to actual hir-

ing on the micro level. Insofar as job vacancies capture the notion of

job openings well, we should, however, expect to see a tight relationship

between job vacancies and subsequent hires on the micro level.

Speci�cally, according to the textbook search and matching model,

aggregate hires can be written as H = AV 1−αUα, where A and α are

parameters, V is job openings and U is unemployment.1 Assuming ho-

1A > 0 and 0 < α < 1.
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mogeneity across plants, this implies a hiring equation on the plant level

that readsHj = A
(
U
V

)α
Vj . While a large literature has estimated match-

ing functions on the aggregate level there is only little evidence on the

plant level relationship � perhaps because it requires data for both hires

and vacancies on the micro level.2

This paper is among the �rst to investigate this micro level relation-

ship. Speci�cally, I study a new Swedish data set with hires and job

vacancies on the plant level. Using this data, I �nd that the relationship

between job vacancies and subsequent hiring is weak and concave, in

contrast to a linear relationship as predicted by the standard search and

matching model. That is, variations in vacancies explains very little of

the variation in hiring on the plant level and additional vacancies predict

less and less additional hiring. I also show that it is possible to improve

the �t of the plant level regression by 10-100% (measured by the adjusted

R2) when allowing the measure of job openings to depend not only on

listed vacancies, but also on plant size.

Building on these plant level �ndings, I propose an alternative mea-

sure for the aggregate number of job openings in the economy. Motivated

by the concave relationship between vacancies and hires on the plant

level, and the predictive power of plant size, I use the number of plants

with a positive number of vacancies weighted by size as an alternative

measure of the total job openings. This measure improves the �t of the

aggregate matching function by 50-70%.

These �ndings provide a new perspective on the ongoing policy dis-

cussion about why unemployment following the Great Recession has been

high in a number of OECD countries (including Sweden) in spite of the

stock of vacancies also being high. Some economists and policymakers

have argued that declining match e�ciency is behind this outward shift

in the Beveridge curve (Hall and Schulhofer-Wohl, 2015; Sveriges Riks-

bank, 2012). However, using the alternative measure of job openings de-

veloped in this paper, the Swedish labor market appears less tight after

2See Petrongolo and Pissarides (2001) and Pissarides (2000) for an overview.
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the Great Recession. The reason is that vacancies have rebounded less in

plants where the vacancy yield is high. This suggests that the traditional

vacancy measure may have overstated the number of job openings in the

economy and made the labor market appear too tight. Thus, my �nding

provides one potential explanation behind a lower job �nding probability

after the Great Recession than what is predicted by a matching func-

tion estimated on historical data. Speci�cally, the actual job �nding rate

during 2010-12 was on average 2 percentage points lower than what is

predicted by a standard matching function estimated on pre-crisis data.

However, it is only 1.2 percentage points lower than what is predicted

by a matching function estimated on pre-crisis data using the alternative

measure of job openings.

Nevertheless, my plant level �ndings could also be interpreted dif-

ferently than the vacancy measure being poor. Speci�cally, the varying

number of hires per vacancies across the size distribution of plants, could

be interpreted as a varying degree of match e�ciency across plant size.

To investigate the implications of such an interpretation, I build a simple

matching model which allows for heterogeneity in the match e�ciency

across plant size.3 In this model a shift in the distribution of job open-

ings towards plants with lower match e�ciency ceteris paribus lowers the

job �nding probability. The implications of this model are qualitatively

similar to those above. Indeed, a part of the lower job �nding probability

in the wake of the Great Recession can be explained by a shift in the va-

cancy distributions towards plants with lower estimated match e�ciency.

However, the contribution of this channel is quantitatively small: during

the recovery (2010-12) the shift can only explain a drop in job �nding

rate of 0.2 percentage points.

Related literature

My study relates to four strands of literature.

3This model is inspired by Kroft et al. (ming), who also allows for heterogeneity
in match e�ciency across the distribution of unemployment duration.
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First, the most closely related paper is that by Davis et al. (2013).

They analyze the relationship between hires and a survey-based measure

of vacancies (JOLTS) on the plant level in the United States. They doc-

ument how hires per vacancy, the vacancy yield, behaves in the cross-

section of plants and over time. Moreover, they develop a generalized

matching function with a role for recruitment e�ort. They show that

variation in recruitment e�ort can partly explain the recent break-down

in the matching function for the U.S. My paper takes a somewhat di�er-

ent approach. Instead of introducing a time-varying measure of recruit-

ment intensity, I construct an alternative measure of job openings which

builds both on vacancies and plant characteristics.

Second, there is a vast literature which estimates matching functions

using the aggregate number of vacancies, unemployment and job �nding

probabilities. A review of this literature is available in Pissarides (2000)

and Petrongolo and Pissarides (2001), but some papers include Blan-

chard and Diamond (1990), Berman (1997), Yashiv (2000), Albæk and

Hansen (2004), Sunde (2007), Gross (1997), and Feve and Langot (1996).

My paper adds to this literature by discussing the micro-level properties

of the vacancy data that goes into the estimation.

Third, another strand of literature discusses the duration of vacancies

on the �rm level, and how this duration is determined (Ours and Ridder,

1991; Burdett and Cunningham, 1998; Barron et al., 1997; Holzer, 1990).

Here vacancies are studied on the micro level, but in isolation. My paper

adds to this literature by investigating the link between vacancies and

hires on the micro level.

Fourth, my paper relates to the debate on Beveridge curve movements

after the Great Recession. As documented by Hobijn and Sahin (2012)

the Beveridge curve has shifted outwards in a number of OECD coun-

tries in the aftermath of the Great Recession. Some, non-mutually exclu-

sive, hypotheses have been put forward to explain this apparent puzzle.

Hall and Schulhofer-Wohl (2015) have argued that declining matching

e�ciency in the pre-crisis period is behind the outward shift in the Bev-

eridge curve in the United States. Sveriges Riksbank (2012) has argued
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that a similar mechanism has been operating in Sweden. Another hy-

pothesis has been put forward by Kroft et al. (ming). They argue that

duration dependence in workers' transition rates between employment,

non-employment and non-participation can account for much of the out-

ward shift in the Beveridge curve in the United States. Finally, Davis

et al. (2013) have argued that variation in �rms' recruitment intensity

can explain parts of the outward shift. I add to this literature by arguing

that mis-measurement of job openings can be part of the story in the

case of Sweden.

Organization

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2.2, I describe my data sources

and how the database is constructed. In Section 2.3, I document the

relationship between vacancies and hires on the plant level. In Section 2.4,

I show that accounting for time aggregation does not overturn the basic

�ndings. In Section 2.5, I build on the �ndings from the previous sections

and propose an alternative measure of job openings in the economy. In

Section 2.6, I instead interpret the plant level results as representing

heterogeneity in the match e�ciency across plants and investigate the

implications of such an interpretation. Section 2.7 concludes.

2.2 Data

Job vacancies

For micro data on job vacancies, I draw on the Swedish Job Vacancy

Survey.

The Swedish Job Vacancy Survey is administered by Statistics Swe-

den and has been collected on a quarterly basis since 2001. Two vacancy

concepts are available from this survey: (1) The number of available

positions in each plant, which has been made �available for external job-

seekers via the newspapers, internet or another mean of dissemination�,

and (2) the number of these positions that the employer wishes to �ll
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immediately.4 This way, the former concept is a superset of the latter. In

my study below, I rely on (1) being the widest de�nition of a vacancy.

The Swedish Job Vacancy Survey is collected at the plant level, and

all respondents are asked to report the number of vacancies in the middle

of the reference month.5 For the private sector the sampling is carried

out on the plant level with approximately 16 700 workplaces sampled

each period. For the public sector the sampling was also undertaken on

the plant level until 2006Q2. In 2006Q2 the sampling was changed to the

organizational level and on this level 650 organizations are sampled each

period. Units larger than 100 employees are asked to report each month

of the relevant quarter, whereas units with less than 100 employees only

are asked to report in the reference month. Reporting occurs either via

letter or online. Non-respondents are reminded via email, letter or phone.

Until 2004, reporting was voluntary and the share of non-reporting units

was 40% in the public sector and 20% in the private sector. In 2004,

reporting became mandatory and currently the share of non-reporting,

units is 11% in the private sector and 2% in the public sector.

The aggregate number and the plant level distribution of vacancies

is reported in Figure 2.1 and 2.2. According to Figure 2.1 the aggregate

stock of vacancies varies in the interval 80.000 - 20.000 over the period

2001-12. On the plant level (Figure 2.2) the mean number of openings

is 2.2, the median is 0, and the 90th percentile is 4. 73.4% of all plants

do not report any vacancies in a given month. Only 14% of plants with

zero vacancies in a given month report vacancies in the following month,

and 30% of the plants reporting vacancy in a given month also report

vacancies in the next.6 Notice the small spikes at 10, 15, and 20 vacan-

cies, which could indicate that plants have a tendency to report certain

numbers.

4In Swedish (1) is called Vakanser and (2) is called Lediga jobb.
5Speci�cally, the respondents are asked to report the number of job openings on

the Wednesday closest to the 15th of the reference month.
6To produce this calculation, I have restricted attention to the subset of plants

for which there are observations in two consecutive months.
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Hires

For hires I have access to two data sources: (i) a survey-based mea-

sure from Statistics Sweden, and (ii) a register-based measure from the

Swedish tax registry.

The survey-based measure of hires stems from the Short-Term Em-

ployment Statistics which is compiled by Statistics Sweden. This data is

collected in combination with the Job Vacancy Survey described above

and thus contains the same sample of plants. From this survey, I con-

struct the total number of hires in a given month by adding up all re-

ported new hires on temporary and permanent contracts. In addition to

the number of hires in each month the survey also contains the number

of workers employed at each plant.

The second measure for hires is register-based and stems from

the Swedish tax authorities. Speci�cally, the Institute for Evaluation

of Labour Market and Education Policy (IFAU) maintains a database

containing the start and end month of all employment spells as

reported to the Swedish tax authorities. Along with the spell length

the database contains an identi�er for person, �rm, and plant. From

this data, I compute the number of monthly hires as the number of

spells that start in a plant in a given month. To discard repeated, or

interrupted, spells I remove all spells where the individual has been

employed in the same plant or �rm during the last 12 months.

The aggregate number of hires from these two data sources are re-

ported in Figure 2.3 and 2.5. In most months the two measures are closely

related, with January being a general exception.7 Here the register-based

measure always exceeds the survey-based by a large margin. This is likely

to be caused by mis-measurement in the former, as employers for simplic-

ity may report some spells as lasting for full years instead of the correct

duration in months. Moreover, the number of hires in the register-based

data displays a downward trend, which is not seen in the survey-based

measure.

7See a comparison in Figure 2.7.
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The distribution of hires across plants is shown in Figure 2.4 and 2.6.

For the survey-based measure of hires the mean is 1.8, the median 0,

and the 95% percentile 6. As was the case with vacancies, most plants

(64.55%) do not hire in a given month according to the survey-based

measure. For the tax-based measure the mean is 1.5, the median is 0,

the 95% percentile is 9 and 71.31% of all plants do not hire in a given

month.

Background variables

I have access to background information on the plant and �rm level from

Statistics Sweden's Short-Term Employment Statistics and the register

data in the Swedish Firm Register. This background information contains

information on the number of employees and industry of each plant,

while turnover and value added is available on the �rm level. I report a

summary of these variables in Table 2.1.

Data selection

In my analysis below I relate the number of vacancies in a given plant

to the number of subsequent hires made at the same plant. For this pur-

pose I need to decide on which measure of hires to use. Speci�cally, I

need to choose between the survey- and tax-based measures. The tax-

based measure has the advantage of being available for the universe of

plants during all months, whereas the survey-based measure only is avail-

able for a plant if the plant was sampled in the given month. As I wish

to relate vacancies to subsequent hires, this presents a problem as only

larger plants are surveyed for consecutive months, as explained above.

This point is illustrated in Table 2.1, where I compare the characteris-

tics of the observations from the data set on survey vacancies, where I

also have access to tax- and survey-based hires in the subsequent month,

respectively. The table shows that the data set with survey hires con-

tains larger plants in terms of employees, turnover (�rm level), and value

added (�rm level). The tax-based measure further has the advantage of
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providing more observations, as shown in Table 2.2. However, this point

is less important once we restrict attention to observations (i) where

all background variables are available and (ii) where hires and vacan-

cies are non-zero. The tax-based measure however has the problem of

an upwardly biased number of hires in January, and downwardly biased

number the rest of the year, as well as the downwards trend over time

which is not observed in the survey-based data. Due to these pros- and

cons of each measure of hires, I below relate vacancies to subsequent

hires using both the survey- and tax-based measure of hires.

2.3 Plant level relationship

In this section, I investigate the plant level relationship between vacancies

and hires. Arguably it would be better to investigate the relationship on

the �rm level, as this would circumvent the potential problem of having

an employee formally hired in a di�erent plant than where the relevant

vacancy was posted. However, as the average number of plants per �rm

in Sweden is 1.1 this problem is likely to be small.8

Descriptive statistics

Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 present the hiring rate, the vacancy rate, and the

vacancy yield in the cross-section of plants. The two tables present the

rates and yield computed using the tax and survey data, respectively.

The hiring and vacancy rate are expressed as the number of hires and

vacancies per employee, while the vacancy yield is the number of hires

per vacancy. All numbers are computed on the plant level and averaged

across the relevant dimension of the data. However, across industries

there is substantial discrepancy between the tax and survey data, which

is likely is caused by the di�erences in sampling described in Section 2.2.

Across size and turnover the picture is however similar between the two

8As per November 2015, the total number of �rms and plants in Sweden was
1.177.761 and 1.257.755, respectively (Statistics Sweden, 2016).
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data sources. Across plant size, as measured by the number of employees,

larger �rms hire more workers per vacancy. Indeed, while the plants in

the decile with fewest employees only hire 0.1− 0.3 workers per vacancy,

the plants in the decile with the most employees hire 2.3 − 2.6 workers

per vacancy.

There are a number of potential explanations behind this observed

heterogeneity in vacancy yields. First, plants may rely on other recruit-

ment channels than vacancies, such as uninvited applications or infor-

mal social networks. In case the reliance on such alternative recruitment

varies across plant characteristics this may give rise to the pattern ob-

served in Table 2.3-2.4. For example, Cahuc and Fontaine (2009) con-

struct a model where an employer's probability of �lling a job is increas-

ing in the size of the social network. To the extent that larger plants have

larger social networks this can potentially go some way in explaining why

the vacancy yield is increasing in plant size. Second, plants may rely on

one vacancy to hire more than one worker. If a plant is attempting to hire

workers with a homogenous skill set, it may only report one vacancy in

spite of an intention to hire more than one worker. Such behavior would

predict a higher vacancy yield in industries where the required skill set

of workers is more homogeneous.

Next, I investigate how the number of hires varies with vacancies in

the cross section of plants. Figure 2.8-2.9 depicts the raw relationship

between vacancies and hires in the following month on the plant level.

Here each dot on the y-axis represents the average number of hires for

the number of vacancies represented on the x-axis. This relationship ap-

pears concave � rather than linear � which suggests that each additional

vacancy predicts less and less hiring.

In addition many hires occur in plants where no vacancies were re-

ported. Figure 2.10 shows the share of all hires that are made in plants

that did not report any vacancies in the preceding month. This share

varies in the interval 40 - 50% when using the tax-based measure for

hires, and 40-60% when using the survey-based measure. It falls to 30 -

40% (30- 50%) if when hires made without any vacancies during the last
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two preceding months are included. Some of these hires can be accounted

for by hiring out of other channels than vacancies, but some of the hires

might also be explained by time aggregation issues. Indeed, since I only

observe the stock of vacancies at a given point in time hiring may origi-

nate from newly created vacancies that do not enter into the data set. I

will address this issue in Section 2.4.

These initial descriptive statistics suggest: (1) the distribution of va-

cancies plays a role, and (2) our vacancy measure may not capture all

job openings in the economy. Usually, we look at the sum of all vacan-

cies to gauge the number of job openings in the economy. However, the

descriptive statistics reported above suggests that this is potentially mis-

leading. Indeed, if the observed variation the vacancy yield is caused by

variation in the underlying number of actual job openings, we need to

account for the distribution when using vacancies as a measure of total

job openings in the economy. Moreover, the large share of hiring in plants

without preceding vacancies also suggests that vacancies are incomplete

as a measure of job openings.

Estimating a hiring equation on the plant level

I now turn to the estimation of the relationship between vacancies and

hires on the plant level. In the textbook search and matching model

aggregate hiring is determined by the matching of unemployed workers

(U) and job openings (V ). This matching is carried out via an aggregate

matching function with constant returns to scale: M(U, V ).9 Assuming

plant homogeneity, and allowing the matching process to last one period,

the number of hires in plant j at time t can then be written as

H(t, j) =
M(U(t− 1), V (t− 1))

V (t− 1)
V (t− 1, j). (2.1)

Here the number of hires in plant j at time t is a function of (1) the tight-

ness on the aggregate labor market, and (2) the number of job openings

9As presented e.g. in Pissarides (2000)
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posted by the plant.10

Two predictions follow from equation (2.1). First, the number of hires

made by plant j at time t is linear in the number of job openings posted

by the plant. The coe�cient on job openings is inversely related to labor

market tightness, so that a tighter labor market predicts fewer hires

per job opening. Second, we should only see hiring in plants where the

number of job openings is positive. As explained above, these predictions

appear to be at odds with the data. In the estimations below, I will allow

for a non-linear relationship between vacancies and hires, and in Section

2.4 I will investigate how much of the hiring without vacancies that can

be accounted for by time aggregation.

When estimating (2.1) one has to take a stand on the appropriate

interval between a vacancy posting and the associated hire. To guide

this choice, I rely on information on the duration of vacancies posted

at the Public Employment Service (Figure 2.11). The average duration

of vacancies posted here is 18 days, and 85% of all durations are less

than a month. Informed by these �ndings, I set the interval between

vacancy and hire to one month. I will, however, vary this interval to

check robustness in Section 2.4.

To identify (2.1) in a �exible manner, I estimate the following equa-

tion using plant level data.

H(t, j) = α(t− 1)V (t− 1, j)γ (2.2)

Here α(t− 1) is a time �xed e�ect, which captures the aggregate condi-

tions in equation (2.1). γ is an exponent on plant level vacancies, which

allows for the possibility of a non-linear relationship between hires and

vacancies. Insofar as the relationship is linear we should estimate a γ of

unity.

Identifying (2.2) involves a choice of estimation strategy. One option

is to estimate (2.2) in logs using ordinary least squares. This, however,
10The de�nition of labor market tightness is often cause of confusion. Here I follow

conventions and de�ne labor market tightness as number of job openings per unem-
ployed worker.
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comes at the cost of losing all observations with zero hires and/or vacan-

cies. Another option is to estimate (2.2) in levels using non-linear least

squares. This allows for the inclusion of all observations in the regression.

Below I report the results from both estimation methods.

The estimation results are reported in the �rst column of Table 2.5

and 2.6. In both estimations the exponent on vacancies is below unity,

which speaks against a linear relationship between vacancies and hires.

Note also that most of the explanatory power in both estimations stems

from the time �xed e�ect. Indeed, in the estimation using ordinary least

squares the adjusted R2 falls from 0.27 to 0.03 when removing the time

�xed e�ects.

Can the measure of job openings be improved?

The �ndings in Table 2.5 and 2.6 above show that the relationship be-

tween vacancies and hires on the plant level is weak and non-linear.

Moreover, the descriptive statistics in Table 2.3-2.4 pointed to the dis-

tribution being important for the job content of the sum of observed

vacancies. Speci�cally, the number of hires per vacancy was increasing

in plant size. A natural next question is thus whether it is possible to

construct an alternative measure of job openings that better is able to

predict hiring on the plant level.

To investigate this, I allow job openings to be a function of not only

vacancies, but also of plant size as well as other plant and �rm level

characteristics. Speci�cally, I estimate the following relationship.

H(j, t) =
M [U(t− 1), V (t− 1)]

V (t− 1)
F [V (j, t− 1),x(t− 1)] (2.3)

F [V (j, t− 1),x(t− 1)] = V (j, t− 1)γ1 × S(j, t− 1)γ2 × T (j, t− 1)γ3 × V a(j, t− 1)γ4 .

This relationship between hires and job openings in (2.3) is an aug-

mented version of that in equation (2.1). Whereas job openings in equa-

tion (2.1) were measured as posted vacancies only, job openings in (2.3)
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are measured by the function F [V (j, t− 1),x(t− 1)], in which job open-

ings are allowed to be a function of posted vacancies V (j, t−1), plant size

Sj,t−1, �rm turnover, Tj,t−1, and �rm value added, V aj,t−1. Aggregate

labor market conditions are again captured in the term M [U(t−1),V (t−1)]
V (t−1)

and will be modeled as a time �xed e�ect in the regressions.

Equation (2.3) is estimated using ordinary least squares as well as

using non-linear least squares in column 2-5 of Table 2.5 and 2.6. From

column 2 to 5, I gradually allow job openings to be a function of more

plant and �rm level characteristics in addition to vacancies. Two results

stand out from this exercise. First, the ability to predict hiring on the

plant level is substantially improved upon when allowing job openings to

depend also on plant and �rm characteristics. This is witnessed by the

increase in the adjusted R2. Second, including these additional plant and

�rm variables decreases the exponent on vacancies towards 0. These two

results are especially driven by plant size. Indeed, most of the increase

in the �t and decrease in the exponent on vacancies comes from the

inclusion of plant size in the regression. Relatively little additional �t is

achieved from including the other �rm and plant level variables.11

The results in this section suggest that we can improve on our mea-

sure of job openings by taking plant characteristics as well as vacancies

into account: allowing job openings to be a function of vacancies and

plant size substantially improves our ability to predict hiring on the

plant level. Speci�cally, the regressions showed that a measure of job

openings, that combines vacancies and plant size in the form

F (V (j, t), size(j, t)) = V (j, t− 1)asize(j, t− 1)b (2.4)

clearly outperformed the traditional vacancy in its ability to predict hir-

ing on the plant level. In equation (2.4) a is e�ectively zero and b is

estimated to be in the interval 0.4 − 0.5. When a is zero, V a
jt takes the

form of a 0/1 variable: it is 0 when the plant reports 0 vacancies and 1 as
11Industry dummies are included for the eight categories reported in Table 2.4

and 2.3. Including industry dummies on a two digit level from the SNI classi�cation
changes the results very little.
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soon as the plant reports any positive number of vacancies. This binary

variable is then multiplied with sizebjt, which is a concave function of

plant size.

Thus, the takeaway from the regressions in this section is that we

should be concerned about three questions when wanting to predict hir-

ing in a given plant: (1) the aggregate conditions on the labor market,

(2) whether or not the plant has any vacancies, and (3) the size of the

plant.12

2.4 Dealing with time aggregation

An issue mentioned above is that of time aggregation. In section 2.3,

I associated hiring in period t with the number of vacancies posted in

the middle of period t− 1. This approach could be problematic for two

reasons. First, a vacancy posted in the middle of month t − 1 might be

�lled before the beginning of month t. Second, a hire made in period t

might be associated with a vacancy which was created after vacancies

were counted in the middle of month t− 1.

To address this problem, I take an approach inspired by, but not

identical to, that in Davis et al. (2013). Speci�cally, I use the model

in Davis et al. (2013) to describe the daily dynamics of vacancies and

hires. I calibrate the model parameters to the Swedish data and then use

the model to estimate (1) the number of vacancies at the end of month

t − 1 and (2) the number of hires in month t associated with newly

created vacancies in that month. The di�erence between this approach

and that of Davis et al. (2013) is that I perform this calculation for each

plant in the data set while their calculation is made at a higher level of

aggregation.

Speci�cally, Davis et al. (2013) model the daily dynamics of hires and

12The aggregate conditions are captured in the termM(U(t−1), V (t−1))/V (t−1),
which in the regressions is modeled as a time �xed e�ect.
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vacancies using the following two equations.

hs,t = ftvs−1,t (2.5)

vs,t = (1− ft)(1− δt)vs−1,t + θt (2.6)

Here hs,t is the number of hires on day s in month t, vs,t is the number of

vacancies at day s in month t, ft is the daily job �lling rate in month t,

δt is the daily depletion rate of vacancies in month t, and θt is the in�ow

of new vacancies each day in month t.13 Both ft, δt and θt are assumed

to be constant throughout each month. Equation (2.5) is thus telling us

that the number of hires at day s in month t is equal to the number

of vacancies yesterday multiplied by the vacancy �lling rate. Likewise,

equation (2.6) tells us that the number of vacancies at day s in month t

is equal to the number of vacancies from yesterday, which were neither

�lled nor depleted, plus the in�ow of new vacancies.
Solving (2.5) and (2.6) forward yields an expression for the stock of

vacancies in the beginning of month t and the �ow of hires during month
t:

vt = (1− ft − δt + δtft)
τ
vt−1 + θt

τ∑
s=1

(1− ft − δt + δft)
s−1

(2.7)

ht = ftvt−1

τ∑
s=1

(1− ft − δt + δtft)
s−1

+ ftθt

τ∑
s=1

(τ − s) (1− ft − δt + δtft)
s−1

.

(2.8)

Here, τ is the number of working days per month. The �rst expression

on the right-hand side of equation (2.7) denotes the number of vacancies

from month t−1 that carries over to month t. The second expression cap-

tures the remainder from the �ow of newly created vacancies. Likewise,

the �rst right-hand side expression in equation (2.8) denotes hires out

of vacancies posted in period t− 1, while the second expression denotes

hires out of newly created vacancies.

Given τ and a time series for the triplet {δt, ht, vt} one can solve

13The daily depletion rate is that by which vacancies are taken o� the market
without having been �lled.
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this equation system numerically for the time series of {ft, θt}. I set

τ equal to 22. ht and vt are available from the Vacancy Survey and

the Short-Term Employment Statistics. However, to use these numbers I

�rst need to discuss the timing of measurement. As explained in Section

2.2 the observed number of hires in a given month is the sum of all

hires throughout that month, while the observed number of vacancies is

the stock in the middle of the month (Figure 2.15). To ensure timing

consistency, I thus need to approximate the total number of hires in the

interval between Vt and Vt+1. To do this, I take the average number of

hires between month t and t+ 1. Calibrating the depletion rate,δ, is less

straight forward, as it is not observed. Thus, to calibrate δ, I set τδt equal

to the monthly job loss rate as measured in the Swedish Labor Market

Survey (where the average monthly job loss probability over the period

is 3.3%). This approach follows Davis et al. (2013), who also argue that

the computation is quite insensitive to this parameter.

Initially, I use this method to compute the aggregate time series for

ft and θt. To do this, I rely on the aggregate time series for hires and va-

cancies presented above (Figure 2.1 and 2.3).14 The resulting time series

for aggregate job �lling rates is show in Figure 2.12. The calibrated daily

�lling rate varies in the interval 0.012−0.027, and has an average of 0.017

which corresponds to an average vacancy duration of 1/0.017= 58 days.

This duration is high compared to the duration of vacancies reported

at the Public Employment Service (Figure 2.11). Several reasons can be

behind this discrepancy. First, the selection of vacancies di�ers across

the two selections of data. Not all vacancies are reported at the Public

Employment Service. Second, the duration measure itself is di�erent. For

vacancies in the Public Employment Service we measure the publication

period, whereas the computation in this section aims at measuring the

period from vacancy creation to �ll date.

The time series for aggregate vacancy creations is shown in Figure

2.13. The monthly in�ow of new vacancies varies in the interval 0.6 −
14Note that Figure 2.1 and 2.3 shows hires and vacancies on a quarterly frequency,

while in this calculation I use them at a monthly frequency.
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1.1% of employment with a mean of 0.81%. The time series is roughly

stationary, but contains a negative blip around the �nancial crisis in

2008/09.

In Table 2.7, I report the job �lling and vacancy creation rates cal-

ibrated by industry. This calibration uses the micro data for hires and

vacancies aggregated per industry during the period 2001-2012. Across

industries the daily job �lling rate varies between an average of 0.06 in

farming to 0.01 in transportation, mail and telecom. The monthly in�ow

of new vacancies varies from 3.9% of employment in Manufacturing to

0.4% of employment in Public and Personal Services.

Using these calibrated numbers, I now address the issue of time ag-

gregation in the analysis in Section 2.3. Speci�cally, I use the calibrated

time series for the relevant industry to predict for each plant (i) the num-

ber of vacancies in the end of each month and (ii) the number of hires in

the following month corrected for hires out of newly created vacancies.

I do this by inserting the observed vacancies and hires, along with the

estimated industry-level job �lling and vacancy creation rates, into the

following two equations:

vt,ultimo = (1− ft − δt + δtft)
τ/2 vt,medio + θt

τ/2∑
s=1

(1− ft − δtft)s−1

(2.9)

ht,corrected = ht − ftθt
τ∑
s=1

(τ − s) (1− ft − δt + δtft)
s−1 (2.10)

In (2.9), the �rst expression on the right-hand side denotes the predicted

number of vacancies in the end of month t, that remain from the stock

observed in the middle of month t. The second expression denotes the

stock of vacancies that remain from those created after the middle of

month t. In (2.10) the �rst term denotes the stock of observed hires in

the given month, while the second term expresses the expected number

of hires made out of vacancies created during the relevant month. Hence,

ht,corrected is the predicted number of hires made in month t that cannot
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be accounted for via vacancies opened after the beginning of month t.

Having computed vt,ultimo and ht,corrected I now redo the analysis

from Section 2.3. In Table 2.8, I thus re-estimate the relationship between

hiring and vacancies using OLS while gradually increasing the number of

plant and �rm level characteristics. Table 2.9 is similar, through using a

non-linear least squares estimator. The pattern from Section 2.3 remains:

(1) the estimated relationship between hires and vacancies is concave, not

linear, (2) the exponent on vacancies goes towards zero, as I increase the

number of plant and �rm level characteristics, and (3) the �t of regression

is improved by allowing job openings to be a function of plant size as

well as of posted vacancies.

I now revisit the issue of hiring without preceding vacancies. In Figure

2.10, I showed that the share of hires without vacancies in the preceding

month varied in the interval 40-60%. In Figure 2.10, I repeat this exercise

using ht,corrected and vt,ultimo instead of ht and vt. This yields a share of

hiring without vacancies in the preceding month in the interval 20 - 30%

for hires from the tax data and 10-20% for hires from the survey data.

This suggests that time aggregation can account for some, but not all,

of the observed hiring without preceding vacancies.

2.4.1 Additional robustness checks

Although I have attempted to address the time aggregation issue above,

timing remains an a concern. Speci�cally, one might question relating

vacancies in one month to hires in the next month only and even more

so when contrasting the evidence on vacancy durations from the Public

Employment Service to (longer) durations inferred from the calibrated

�ll rates in Figure 2.12.

To address these concerns, I carry out two robustness checks. First,

re-run the main regressions (Table 2.5 and 2.6) using the average number

of hires over the next two months instead of just one. The results from

these regressions are shown in Table 2.10. They do not overturn the

results from above. Second, I relate the average number of vacancies
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during one year to the average number of hires in the same year. This

approach is complicated by the lack of a complete panel structure for

vacancies, but when estimating the regression equation I restrict my

sample to plants where I have at least three observations for a given

year. The results from these regressions are shown in Table 2.10. These

do also do not overturn the results from above.

Finally, I check whether gradual sample selection is driving the results

in the main regression (Table 2.5 and 2.6). Speci�cally, the number of

observations drop as more explanatory variables are included in Table 2.5

and 2.6. Thus, one might be concerned that, the better �t is not driven by

the inclusion of plant and �rm characteristics but rather by a change in

the sample. To ensure that this is not the case, I re-estimate the equation

for a subset of the sample where all plant and �rm characteristics are

available. The results are shown in Table 2.12. They do not overturn the

conclusions from above.

2.5 Aggregate implications

In the sections above, I found that the relationship between vacancies

and hires on the plant level is weak. Further I found that the predictive

power of the plant level hiring equation was strengthened, when allowing

job openings not just to be a function of vacancies but also of plant

size. One interpretation of this �nding, is that the traditional vacancy

measure performs poorly in measuring actual job openings, and that we

consequently should consider alternative ways of measuring these.

In this section, I discuss the implications of such an interpretation

for aggregate labor market analysis. Speci�cally, I use the plant level

�ndings from above to guide the construction of a simple alternative

measure of aggregate job openings. Using this alternative measure I es-

timate aggregate matching functions and reassess the recent aggregate

developments on the Swedish labor market. In the subsequent Section

2.6, I then entertain an alternative interpretation of the same plant level

�ndings. The alternative amounts to allowing the model for labor market
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matching to include heterogeneity on the plant level.

2.5.1 An alternative measure for job openings

One interpretation of the results above is that the traditional vacancy

measure of job openings can be improved. Indeed, the plant level �ndings

suggest that an indicator variable for whether or not a plant has any va-

cancies multiplied by a concave function of plant size is a better measure

of job openings vis-à-vis the number of vacancies posted at the rele-

vant plant. Taken to the aggregate level, this interpretation would imply

that the number of plants with a positive number of vacancies weighted

by a function of their respective sizes provides a better measure of job

openings in the economy than the sum of all vacancies.

I thus construct the following alternative measure for job openings

in the aggregate:

Valt,2 = J
∑
j

[
I (Vj > 0)Ej∑

j Ej

]
. (2.11)

Here, I() is an indicator function, Vj is the number of vacancies in plant

j, Ej is the employment at plant j, and J is the number of plants in

the economy. Thus, Valt is the sum of all plants with non-zero vacancies

weighted by their share of total employment. I construct this measure

using the micro data in the Swedish Job Vacancy Survey applying the

sample weights provided by Statistics Sweden.15

Figure 2.16 depicts job openings in the economy using the tradi-

tional and alternative measures. The two time series develop broadly

similarly, with the notable exception of the latest post-recession period.

Here the traditional measure bounces back to a level above that in the

pre-recession period, while the alternative measure stays below the pre-

recession peak.

15I have veri�ed that computing the aggregate number of vacancies using the micro
data for vacancies and the provided sample weights yields a time series for vacancies
identical to the one published by Statistics Sweden.
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A quite similar picture is seen when looking at the development in

labor market tightness (Figure 2.17). Using the traditional measure for

job openings, the tightness on the labor market in 2012 was approxi-

mately 15% below its peak level in 2008. Using the alternative measure

labor market tightness was approximately 30% below its peak level.

There are two reasons why the two measures develop di�erently in

the post-recession period. First, the number of plants with a positive

number of vacancies did not grow as strongly after the recession as did

the number of vacancies. This is seen in Figure 2.18, where it is observed

that the number of plants with a positive number of vacancies, as mea-

sured in per cent of the labor force, in the post-recession period stayed

below its pre-recession peak level. This is in contrast to the number of

vacancies, which bounced back to a level above its previous peak. Second,

the average number of vacancies bounced back relatively less in larger

plants, as illustrated in Figure 2.19. Taken together this suggests that

the apparent surge in vacancies after the Great Recessions may partly

have been deceptive: vacancies soared, but more so in plants where the

vacancy yield was low.

2.5.2 Aggregate matching function

To assess how well the alternative measure for job openings explains the

aggregate labor market development vis-à-vis the traditional measure,

I rely on aggregate matching functions. Speci�cally, I assume that the

aggregate matching function takes the following form:

M(U(t), V (t)) = AU(t)αV (t)1−α. (2.12)

Consequently, the job �nding probability can be written as

M(U(t), V (t))

U(t)
= AU(t)α−1V (t)1−α. (2.13)
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which in log terms yields

log

(
M(U(t), V (t))

U(t)

)
= log(A) + (1− α) log

(
V (t)

U(t)

)
. (2.14)

In Table 2.14 and 2.13, I report the estimated matching function

(2.14) using both the standard vacancy measure and the alternative mea-

sure for job openings. Data for the (monthly) job �nding probability is

collected from the Swedish labor force survey. Table 2.14 shows the es-

timation results using seasonally adjusted data, while Table 2.13 uses

non-seasonally adjusted data. In column (1)-(2), I carry out the estima-

tion using OLS and contemporaneous variables. This approach faces an

endogeneity concern as a high job �nding rate will deplete the contem-

poraneous stock of vacancies and unemployed, respectively (Petrongolo

and Pissarides, 2001). Thus, I follow the literature and do the same esti-

mation by (i) instrumenting the right-hand variable with its lag (column

3-4) and (ii) using the lagged stocks as a right hand side variable (column

5-6).

Across all estimations in Table 2.14 and 2.13 the alternative measure

of job openings yields the better �tting matching function. Speci�cally,

comparing the adjusted R2 values in the instrumented regression in col-

umn 3-4, we see that the �t is 55-70% higher in the latter column.

2.5.3 Re-assessing the post-recession developments

I reassess the apparent �break-down� in the Swedish matching function

after the latest recession. It has been noted that the historical relation-

ship between the job �nding probability of unemployed workers, and

tightness in the labor market appears to have changed in recent years

(see e.g., Sveriges Riksbank (2012) and Håkanson (2014)). This is wit-

nessed by (i) a lower job �nding probability than what the historic rela-

tionship between the job �nding probability and labor market tightness

would imply (Figure 2.20) and (ii) an outward shift in the Beveridge

curve (Figure 2.21). In line with what also has been hypothesized about
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the case of the United States, some Swedish economists and policymakers

have argued that the shift can have been caused by a gradually declining

matching e�ciency in the labor market.

If one instead observes the Swedish labor market through the lens

of the alternative measure for job openings, the picture is somewhat

di�erent. In Figure 2.20, I show the actual and predicted job �nding

probability in Sweden, where the latter is estimated on the time series

for job �nding probabilities and labor market tightness up to 2008. The

labor market tightness is computed using both the standard measure for

job openings, the sum of all vacancies, and the alternative measure. The

�gure shows that the actual job �nding rate during the recovery, 2010-

2012, on average was 2 percentage points lower than what the historical

relationship between job �nding probabilities and labor market tightness

(computed using the traditional measure for job openings) would sug-

gest. However, when using the alternative measure for job openings the

actual job �nding probability is only 1.2 percentage points lower than

predicted. Thus, using the alternative vacancy measure can account for

approximately 40% of the post-recession breakdown in the relationship

between hires and labor market tightness.

A similar picture is seen for the Beveridge curve. Figure 2.21-2.23

shows the Beveridge curve using both the traditional and alternative

measure for job opening, respectively. For both measures there is an out-

ward shift following 2008. However, when depicted using the alternative

measure, the Beveridge curve after 2008 operates at a level closer to its

2006-07 level. From Figure 2.21-2.23 is it can also be seen that the level

of vacancies is relatively lower in a historical context when using using

the alternative measure. Indeed, unlike when using the traditional mea-

sure for job openings, the vacancy rate was higher during 2007-08 than

during the recovery. Again the reason behind the less strong bounce back

in the alternative measure for job openings is found in Figure 2.18 and

2.19: The number vacancies rose during the recovery, but the number

of plants with positive vacancies stayed below its previous peak and the

average number of vacancies rose less in larger plants.
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2.6 A model with plant level heterogeneity

In section 2.3 above, I showed that the predictive power of a plant level

hiring regression was improved upon when allowing job openings to be

a function of plant size as well as vacancies. In Section 2.5, I interpreted

this as the traditional vacancy measure being poor. Consequently, I con-

structed an alternative measure where job openings also were a function

of plant size and investigated the implications for aggregate matching.

However, there is another possible interpretation of these plant level

�ndings: instead of vacancies being a poor measure of job openings, one

could argue that matching e�ciency varies across plant level character-

istics.

To explore the implications of such an interpretation, I now construct

a simple search-matching model which allows for heterogeneity in match

e�ciency across plants. The model is inspired by the model by Kroft

et al. (ming), where match e�ciency is allowed to vary across worker

characteristics. In contrast, I allow matching e�ciency to vary across

plant characteristics. This model choice opens a channel through which

the distribution of job openings can in�uence aggregate matching e�-

ciency. Speci�cally, if a larger share of job openings are posted in plants

with lower match e�ciency, aggregate matching e�ciency will decline.

Using this model, I assess whether such a compositional e�ect can ex-

plain the recent break-down in the historical relationship between job

�nding probabilities and labor market tightness.

2.6.1 The matching function

To allow plant characteristics to a�ect matching e�ciency, I use a setup

inspired by Kroft et al. (ming). Workers and job openings meet according

to the standard matching function

M(U, V ) = AUαV 1−α. (2.15)
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However, the rate by which a meeting is transformed to a match depends

on a plant speci�c parameter κj , which I allow to depend on plant size.

Hence, the number of hires in plant j is written

Hj = κ (sj)
M(U, V )

V
Vj . (2.16)

One way to motivate this choice is through the mechanism present in

the job-ladder model by Moscarini and Postel-Vinay (ming). Here work-

ers rank employers according to attractiveness, and since higher-ranked

employers will be able to attract and retain more workers, employer size

will be a relevant proxy for attractiveness. This appears consistent with

the vacancy yields being increasing in plant size (Table 2.3-2.4).

In this model, the aggregate number of hires is as usual a function

of unemployment, job openings, and aggregate matching e�ciency. How-

ever, it is also a function of the vacancy distribution across plants. To see

this, integrate (2.16) over plants to arrive at the total number of hires.

H =
M(U, V )

V

∫
κ(sτ )Vτdτ

⇒ H = M(U, V )

∫
κ(sτ )

Vτ
V
dτ

⇒ H = M(U, V )

∫
κ(sτ )θ(sτ )dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ω

. (2.17)

Here, Ω is a composite of the meet-to-match rate of all plants with job

openings, where the rates are weighted by each plant's share of the mar-

ket for job openings, θ(sj).

Consequently, changes in the composition of job openings shift the

level of the aggregate matching function. Speci�cally, if the distribution

of job openings shifts towards plants with higher meet-to-match rates,

the level of hires will increase for a given number of unemployment and

job openings. Conversely, if the distribution of job openings shifts to-

wards plants with lower meet-to-match rates, the level of hires will de-

cline. Hence, the distribution of job openings will play a role akin to
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that of the aggregate level of match e�ciency, A, in the usual matching

function.

2.6.2 Job �nding probabilities

The job �nding probability facing an unemployed worker depends on the

distribution of job openings across plants. Speci�cally, the job �nding

probability reads

λUE =
H

U
= Ax1−α

∫
κ(sτ )θ(τ)dτ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ω

, (2.18)

where x ≡ V
U measures labor market tightness. The distribution of job

openings thus a�ects the job �nding probability in the same way as it

a�ects the aggregate matching function: if the distribution of openings

shifts towards plants with higher (lower) meet-to-match rates, the job

�nding probability goes up (down).

2.6.3 Estimation

Ultimately, I wish to test whether this model can account for the break-

down in the Swedish matching function following the Great Recession.

To this end, I estimate the parameters in the model {A,α, κ(s)} using
pre-crisis data. Subsequently, I predict the job �nding probability using

the estimated parameters and post-crisis data for unemployment and

vacancies.

I estimate κ(s) using the micro data on hires and vacancies. Speci�-

cally, I estimate a logged version of the plant level hiring equation (2.16):

ln(Hj,t+1) = ln

(
M(Ut, Vt)

Vt

)
+ lnVj,t + lnκ(sj) (2.19)

Here, I estimate lnκ(sj) non-parametrically using dummies across size

deciles. I account for aggregate labor market conditions, the �rst right-

hand side term, via a �rm level e�ect, and I restrict the coe�cient on
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lnVj,t to unity in order to ensure that (2.16) aggregates to (2.17). The

left-hand side term is plant level hires, which I can either take from the

tax or survey data described in Section 2.2. In Table 2.15, I estimate

the equation using both data sources. While the exact parameters di�er

slightly, the increasing slope is clear using both data sources. The coe�-

cients for the lower deciles are insigni�cant when using the survey data.

This is likely caused by the fact that few small plants are sampled in

consecutive months in the survey data (see Section 2.2). For this reason,

below I rely on the parameters estimated using hires from the tax data.

To estimate A and α, I use aggregate data. Speci�cally, I log the

expression for the job �nding probability (2.18), where I have discretized

Ω(t) into size deciles:

log(λUE) = log(A) + (1− α) log x(t) + log

(∑
τ

κ(sτ )θ(sτ (t))

)
(2.20)

Here, λUE is the aggregate job �nding probability, which I obtain from

the Swedish Labor Force Survey, x(t) is labor market tightness from the

Swedish Job Vacancy Survey, and the last term is the time-speci�c com-

posite of all plant level meet-to-match rates weighted by their densities

in the vacancy data. The coe�cient on the last term is restricted to one.

For the reasons described in Section 2.5, I instrument labor market tight-

ness with its own lag. The estimated values for A and α are shown in

Table 2.15.

2.6.4 Counterfactual exercise

How did changes in the composition of job openings across the plant

size distribution a�ect job �ndings probabilities over time? To address

this question, I plot the time series for Ω(t) during 2001-2013 in Figure

2.24. As explained in (2.18), this measure captures the contribution to

the level of the job �nding probability stemming from the distribution

of vacancies across plant size.

Figure 2.24 shows that Ω(t) saw a drop during the crisis in 2008-
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09, which was followed by a partial bounce back in the following years.

This re�ects the fact that the distribution of job openings during the

recession moved towards plants with lower meet-to-match rates, which

in turn weighed negatively on the overall job �nding probability. Table

2.16 shows that the share of vacancies in the 4 highest deciles fell from

2007 to 2009 from 57.5% to 51.7% (Table 2.16). Figure 2.24 also suggests,

that part of the reason why the job �nding probability did not fully

recover in the wake of the recession can be found in the post-recession

distribution of vacancies. Indeed, after the recession Ω(t) remained below

its pre-recession peak.

In Figure 2.25, I investigate the quantitative relevance of this argu-

ment by using the estimated model to predict job �nding probabilities

under two alternative scenarios. In the �rst scenario, I let both the tight-

ness and vacancy composition be as observed in the data during 2008-12.

In the second scenario, I let the distribution of vacancies after 2008 re-

main at its 2008 level. Consequently, the di�erence between these two

predicted levels of the job �nding probability measures the contribution

from changes in the composition of vacancies.

Figure 2.25 shows that changes in the composition of vacancies can

account for only a small part of the decline in the predicted job �nding

probability after the Great Recession. Speci�cally, the average predicted

job �nding probability during 2008-10 is 29.6% when feeding the actual

vacancy distribution into the model. In contrast it is 29.3% when �xing

the distribution at the level in 2008. Consequently, changes in the distri-

bution can only account for a drop in the job �nding probability of 0.3

percentage points.

2.7 Conclusion

In modern macroeconomic models job openings are a key concept. To

measure job openings in the data the literature relies on vacancy data.

Such data is either measured through surveys or register data. Yet so

far we know little about how job vacancies relate to actual hiring on the
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micro level. Insofar as job vacancies capture the concept of job openings

well, we should expect to see a tight relationship between vacancies and

subsequent hires.

This paper is among the �rst to study this relationship on the plant

level. Using a new Swedish data set, I show that the relationship between

job vacancies and subsequent hires is weak and concave. That is, each

additional vacancy on the plant level predicts less and less hiring. I also

show that the number of hires per vacancy (the vacancy yield) varies

in the cross-section of plants. In particular, I �nd it to be increasing in

plant size.

These plant level �ndings have at least two possible interpretations.

One interpretation is that the traditional vacancy measure is a poor mea-

sure of actual job openings. Building on this interpretation, I construct

an alternative measure for job openings. I use the number of plants with

a positive number of vacancies weighted by their size. This measure is

motivated by the concave relationship between vacancies and hires and

the predictive power of plant size. I show that this measure both per-

forms better in predicting hires on the micro level and yields a better

�tting matching function on the aggregate level. This interpretation can

partly explain why the job �nding probabilities after the Great Reces-

sion were lower than what a matching function estimated on historical

data predicts. Speci�cally, the predicted job �nding probability during

2010-2012 is on average 0.8 percentage points lower than when using

the traditional vacancy measure. This constitutes approximately 40% of

the post Great Recession breakdown in the relationship between the job

�nding rate and labor market tightness.

Another interpretation of the same plant level �ndings is that the

match e�ciency of job openings varies in the cross section of plants.

To investigate the implication of this hypothesis, I write down a simple

matching model with heterogeneity in the match e�ciency across plant

size. Here a shift in the distribution of vacancies towards plants with

lower match e�ciency lowers the job �nding probability. Implementa-

tion of this model on Swedish data, however, shows that the change in
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vacancies after the Great Recession can only explain a very small part

of the lower job �nding probability.

Clearly more work is needed on how to best measure job openings in

the economy. A substantial amount of hiring happens occur preceding

vacancies. This points to a reliability problem in our vacancy data. Un-

derstanding why hiring occurs without being registered in our vacancy

measure would be a �rst step towards designing better measures of job

openings.
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Figures

Figure 2.1: Aggregate number of job openings, from survey, 2001-2014
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Notes: The �gure shows the aggregate number of job openings in the Job Vacancy

Survey on quarterly frequency. Aggregate is constructed using sample weights.

Sources: Statistics Sweden.

Figure 2.2: Distribution of vacancies at the plant level
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Notes: The �gure shows the distribution of job openings in the Job Vacancy Survey.

Sources: Statistics Sweden.
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Figure 2.3: Aggregated survey hires, 2001-2014
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Notes: The �gure shows the number of hires Short-Term Employment Statistics on
quarterly frequency. Aggregate is constructed using sample weights.
Sources: Statistics Sweden.

Figure 2.4: Distribution of survey hires at the plant level
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Notes: The �gure shows the histogram of hires at plant level from the Short-Term
Employment Statistics.
Sources: Statistics Sweden.
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Figure 2.5: Aggregated tax hires, 2002-2012
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Notes: The �gure shows the aggregate number of hires derived from the tax data.
Method is described in 4.2.
Sources: Institute for Evaluation of Labour Market and Education Policy.

Figure 2.6: Distribution of hires at the plant level
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Notes: The �gure shows the distribution of hires at the plant level. The sample of
plants is restricted to those sampled in the Short-Term Employment Statistics.
Sources: Institute for Evaluation of Labour Market and Education Policy and
Statistics Sweden.
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Figure 2.7: Monthly hires in Sweden, tax and survey hires, 2002-2012
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Notes: The �gure shows the number of hires derived from the tax and survey data.
Sample of plants is as in the Short-Term Employment Statistics.
Sources: Institute for Evaluation of Labour Market and Education Policy and
Statistics Sweden.
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Figure 2.8: Plant level relationship between vacancies and tax hires
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Notes: The �gure shows the average number of hires (y-axis) for each number of
vacancies in the previous month (x-axis). Period is 2001-2012. Hires are measured
via tax data. The solid line denotes the 45-degree line.
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden and IFAU.

Figure 2.9: Plant level relationship between vacancies and survey hires
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Notes: The �gure shows the average number of hires (y-axis) for each number of
vacancies in the previous month (x-axis). Period is 2001-2012. Hires are measured
via survey data. The solid line denotes the 45-degree line.
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden.
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Figure 2.10: Share of hires without vacancies in the preceding month,
2002-2012
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Notes: This �gure shows the share of hires, that are made without a vacancy
present in the previous month in the given plant. An average is computed for each
year. The �gure is done using both hires from tax and survey data.
Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden and IFAU.
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Figure 2.11: Duration of vacancies at the Public Employment Service,
2001-2012
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Note: Mean is 18 days, median is 12 days, 75p is 29 days, 90p is 38 days.
Source: Swedish Public Employment Service

Notes: The �gure shows the histogram of the interval between start and end date of
all vacancies registered at the Public Employment Service during the period
2001-2013.
Source: The Swedish Public Employment Service.
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Figure 2.12: Daily job-�lling rates, 2001-2016
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Sources: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden.

Figure 2.13: Monthly �ow rates of new vacancies, 2001-2016
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Sources: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden.
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Figure 2.14: Share of hires without vacancies in the preceding month,
2001-2012, corrected for time aggregation
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Notes: Figure depicts share of ht,corrected with vt−1,ultimo being above one, where
vt−1,ultimo has been rounded to nearest integer.
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden.

Figure 2.15: Timing of vacancy and hires observations in data
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Figure 2.16: Job openings, traditional and alternative measure
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Notes: The �gure shows job openings on the labor market measured via the
traditional and alternative measure, respectively. The traditional measure uses
vacancy as measure of job openings. The alternative uses the sum of plants with any
vacancies weighted by number of employees. Data is seasonally adjusted. Shaded
areas are the years with declining economic activity (2008-09)
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden.

Figure 2.17: Labor market tightness, traditional and alternative measure
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Notes: The �gure shows labor market tightness de�ned as the stock of job openings
divided by the stock of unemployed. The traditional measure uses vacancy as
measure of job openings. Tthe alternative measure is the number of plants with a
positive number of vacancies. In the lower panel it is the number of plants with a
positive number of vacancies, weighted by employment shares. Shaded areas are the
years with declining economic activity (2008-09).
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden.
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Figure 2.18: Job vacancies and number of plants with a positive number
of vacancies
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Notes: The �gure show the number of job vacancies as measured in the survey as
well as the number of plants with a positive number of vacancies. Shaded areas are
the years with declining economic activity (2008-09).
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden.

Figure 2.19: Average number of vacancies across plant sizes, 2007=100
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Notes: The �gure shows the development in the average number of job openings, as
measured in the survey, across the plant size. Shaded areas are the years with
declining economic activity (2008-09).
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden.
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Figure 2.20: Actual and predicted job �nding rate, estimated using tra-
ditional and alternative measure for job opening
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Notes: Figure shows the actual and predicted monthly job �nding rate estimated via
the traditional and alternative measure for job openings as input into the estimated
matching function (Table 2.13, column 2-3). The matching function is estimated
using on data up to the beginning of 2008. Shaded areas are the years with declining
economic activity (2008-09).
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden.

Figure 2.21: Beveridge curves
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Notes: �Standard� shows the Beveridge curve drawn using the standard vacancy
measure for job openings. �Alternative� shows the Beveridge curve drawn when
using the number of plants with a positive number of vacancies weighted by their
share of employment.
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden.
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Figure 2.22: Beveridge curve, traditional measure for job openings
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Notes: Figure shows the Beveridge curve drawn using the standard vacancy measure
for job openings.
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden.

Figure 2.23: Beveridge curve, alternative measure for job openings
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Notes: Figure shows the Beveridge curve drawn when using the number of plants
with a positive number of vacancies weighted by their share of employment.
Source: Own calculation on data from Statistics Sweden.
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Figure 2.24: Contribution to job �nding probability from distribution of
vacancies
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)
. That is, size speci�c

matching e�ciencies weighted with the distribution of plants across the size
distribution. Shaded areas are the years with declining economic activity (2008-09).
Sources: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden.

Figure 2.25: Predicted job �nding probabilities
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Notes: The �gure reports the predicted monthly job �nding probabilities using (a)
the actual distribution of vacancies and (b) letting the distribution of vacancies post
2008 being �xed on the 2008 level, in the model described in section 2.6. The
parameters of the model are estimated on pre-2008 data. Shaded areas are the years
with declining economic activity (2008-09).
Sources: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden.
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Tables

Table 2.1: Background variables

Variable Mean Standard deviation Min Max N

Hires from survey data

Employees 464.5 1,663 0 56,849 505,509
Turnover 3,467,440.5 9,700,977.7 -85,520 107,805,024 367,647
Valueadded 974,752.9 2,659,080 -12,151,558 39,204,988 367,647

Hires from tax data

Employees 5.4 2.9 1 10 1,014,332
Turnover 1,975,353.8 7,151,197 -85,520 107,805,024 846,167
Valueadded 539,580 1,933,399.6 -12,151,558 39,204,988 846,167

Notes: The sample is plants with hires availiable in period t + 1, where period t is a period where a measure of survey
vacancies is available for the given plant.
Source: Statistics Sweden and IFAU.
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Table 2.2: Data selection

Tax hires Survey hires
All 1,006,525 428,016
- Non zero observations 121,836 119,331
With all background variables 770,481 334,926
- Non zero observations 86,009 100,806

Notes: The table shows the number of observations for each data selection using
tax- and survey-hires, respectively. Vacancies are matched with hires in next
month. Non zero observations counts the number of observations in the given
data selection where both hires and vacancies are non-zero.
Source: Statistics Sweden and IFAU.
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Table 2.3: Average hiring rates, vacancy rates and yields, 2001-2013

Tax hires

Hiring Vacancy Vacancy
rate rate yield
(%) (%) (#)

By industry

Farming, �shery, and mining 3.90 2.01 1.03
Manufacturing 1.86 0.97 1.80
Energy 1.44 1.35 0.73
Construction 1.72 1.49 0.65
Trade, hotel, and restaurants 3.42 1.45 1.57
Transportation and communication 1.89 1.52 1.11
Finance and business service 2.85 1.92 1.11
Public and personal services 3.41 1.84 1.52
Total 2.70 1.55 1.44

By number of employees (deciles)

1 4.50 2.37 0.09
2 3.28 2.03 0.12
3 3.24 1.75 0.18
4 2.96 1.79 0.27
5 2.81 1.75 0.47
6 2.72 1.40 0.77
7 2.29 1.14 1.09
8 1.85 1.11 1.35
9 1.71 1.11 1.82
10 1.37 0.94 2.34
Total 2.70 1.55 1.44

By turnover (deciles)

1 1.79 1.45 1.23
2 2.24 1.55 0.31
3 3.11 1.80 0.12
4 3.27 2.14 0.15
5 3.81 1.93 0.31
6 3.95 1.88 0.31
7 3.94 1.82 0.43
8 3.20 1.50 0.64
9 3.13 2.15 1.34
10 2.01 1.20 1.62
Total 2.59 1.51 1.43
Notes: The hiring rate is the fraction of hires to the plant size. The vacancy rate
is the average fraction of vacancies to plant size. The vacancy yield is the average
fraction of vacancies to hires. All rates are computed on the plant level. Public
sector has been dropped in tabulation by turnover.
Source: Own calculations from Statistics Sweden
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Table 2.4: Average hiring rates, vacancy rates and yields, 2001-2013

Survey hires

Hiring Vacancy Vacancy
rate rate yield
(%) (%) (#)

By industry

Farming, �sher, and mining 4.26 2.01 3.65
Manufacturing 1.68 0.97 2.19
Energy 1.68 1.35 1.38
Construction 1.78 1.49 3.53
Trade, hotel, and restaurants 2.94 1.45 2.50
Transportation and communication 2.44 1.52 1.92
Finance and business service 5.75 1.92 2.58
Public and personal services 1.95 1.84 1.45
Total 2.68 1.55 2.08

By number of employees (deciles)

1 20.14 2.37 0.24
2 11.73 2.03 1.30
3 5.89 1.75 0.32
4 3.49 1.79 0.38
5 3.76 1.75 0.71
6 2.62 1.40 1.01
7 2.34 1.14 1.33
8 2.24 1.11 1.72
9 2.22 1.11 2.38
10 1.44 0.94 2.56
Total 2.68 1.55 2.08

By turnover (deciles)

1 2.22 1.45 2.02
2 2.91 1.55 2.38
3 2.62 1.80 0.65
4 2.75 2.14 0.36
5 3.21 1.93 0.85
6 5.00 1.88 0.88
7 4.92 1.82 1.85
8 17.72 1.50 2.43
9 8.74 2.15 2.79
10 2.23 1.20 2.55
Total 3.04 1.51 2.54
Notes: The hiring rate is the fraction of hires to the plant size. The vacancy rate
is the average fraction of vacancies to plant size. The vacancy yield is the average
fraction of vacancies to hires. All rates are computed on the plant level. Public
sector has been dropped in tabulation by turnover.
Source: Own calculations from Statistics Sweden
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Table 2.5: Plant level hiring regression, ordinary least squares, 2001-2012

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires)

A. Tax hires

Log(Vacancies) 0.32∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Log(Plant size) 0.40∗∗∗ 0.40∗∗∗ 0.50∗∗∗ 0.52∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)
Time �xed e�ects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry dummies No No Yes Yes Yes
Value-added dummies No No No Yes Yes
Turnover dummies No No No No Yes
Observations 121836 121836 121836 86009 86009
Adjusted R2 0.24 0.36 0.37 0.39 0.40

B. Survey hires

Log(Vacancies) 0.34∗∗∗ 0.17∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Log(Plant size) 0.56∗∗∗ 0.58∗∗∗ 0.62∗∗∗ 0.63∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Time �xed e�ects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry dummies No No Yes Yes Yes
Value-added dummies No No No Yes Yes
Turnover dummies No No No No Yes
Observations 119331 119331 119331 100806 100806
Adjusted R2 0.14 0.28 0.30 0.32 0.33

Notes: Standard errors clustered on �rm level. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Log(hires) are leaded one
period vis-à-vis log(Vacancies).
Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden.
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Table 2.6: Plant level hiring regression, non-linear least squares, 2001-
2012

(1) (2) (3)
Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires)
A. Tax hires

Vacancies 0.21∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Plant size 0.25∗∗∗ 0.25∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00)
Time �xed e�ects Yes Yes Yes
Industry dummies No No Yes
Observations 307009 307009 307009
Adjusted R2 0.28 0.30 0.30

B. Survey hires

Vacancies 0.22∗∗∗ 0.08∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Plant size 0.32∗∗∗ 0.34∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00)
Time �xed e�ects Yes Yes Yes
Industry dummies No No Yes
Observations 242940 242940 242940
Adjusted R2 0.34 0.37 0.37
Notes: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Log(hires) are leaded one period vis-
à-vis log(Vacancies)
Source: Own calculations from Statistics Sweden
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Table 2.7: Average job �lling and vacancy creation rates, across industries, 2001-2012

Daily job-�lling rate Monthly vacancy �ow rate
(%) (% of employment)

Farming, �shery, and mining 6.35 1.96
Manufacturing 2.05 3.94
Energy 3.18 3.01
Construction 2.23 1.02
Trade, hotels, and restaurants 1.93 0.45
Transportation, mail, and telecom 0.79 0.75
Finance and business service 0.97 0.79
Public and personal services 0.85 0.42
Total 2.13 0.81

Notes: Calculated using unweighted micro data on hires and vacancies. Total is computed using

published data on hires and vacancies.

Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Table 2.8: Plant level hiring regression, corrected for time aggregation, ordinary least squares, 2001-2012

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires)

A. Tax hires

Log(Vacancies) 0.22∗∗∗ 0.01 0.01 -0.02∗ -0.02∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Log(Plant size) 0.32∗∗∗ 0.32∗∗∗ 0.40∗∗∗ 0.41∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)
Time �xed e�ects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry dummies No No Yes Yes Yes
Value-added dummies No No No Yes Yes
Turnover dummies No No No No Yes
Observations 294317 294317 294317 224603 224603
Adjusted R2 0.21 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.27

B. Survey hires

Log(Vacancies) 0.27∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Log(Plant size) 0.47∗∗∗ 0.49∗∗∗ 0.52∗∗∗ 0.53∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
Time �xed e�ects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry dummies No No Yes Yes Yes
Value-added dummies No No No Yes Yes
Turnover dummies No No No No Yes
Observations 232130 232130 232130 200366 200366
Adjusted R2 0.10 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.20

Notes: Standard errors clustered on �rm level. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Log(hires) are leaded one
period vis-à-vis log(Vacancies).
Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden.
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Table 2.9: Plant level hiring regression, corrected for time aggregation,
nonlinear least squares, 2001-2012

(1) (2) (3)
Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires)
A. Tax hires

Vacancies 0.46∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ -0.06∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Plant size 0.41∗∗∗ 1.15∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00)
Time �xed e�ects Yes Yes Yes
Industry dummies No No Yes
Observations 1006525 1006525 1006525
Adjusted R2 0.14 0.18 0.54

B. Survey hires

Vacancies 0.67∗∗∗ 0.17∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Plant size 0.63∗∗∗ 1.32∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00)
Time �xed e�ects Yes Yes Yes
Industry dummies No No Yes
Observations 1006525 1006525 1006525
Adjusted R2 0.13 0.21 0.50
Notes: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. Log(hires) are leaded one period vis-
à-vis log(Vacancies)
Source: Own calculations from Statistics Sweden.
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Table 2.10: Plant level hiring regression, hires averaged over two next months, ordinary least squares, tax hires,
2001-2012

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires)

Log(Vacancies) 0.37∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Log(Plant size) 0.47∗∗∗ 0.47∗∗∗ 0.60∗∗∗ 0.61∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)
Time �xed e�ects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry dummies No No Yes Yes Yes
Value-added dummies No No No Yes Yes
Turnover dummies No No No No Yes
Observations 146026 146026 146026 104311 104311
Adjusted R2 0.21 0.38 0.39 0.41 0.41

Notes: Standard errors clustered on �rm level. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Log(hires) is the average over the two next months vis-à-vis log(Vacancies)

Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Table 2.11: Plant level hiring regression, averaged over year, ordinary least squares, survey hires, 2001-2012

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires)

Log(Vacancies) 0.38∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗ 0.07∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Log(Plant size) 0.52∗∗∗ 0.53∗∗∗ 0.62∗∗∗ 0.63∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)
Observations 44658 44658 44658 32397 32397
Adjusted R2 0.16 0.41 0.43 0.44 0.44

Notes: Standard errors clustered on �rm level. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Log(hires) and Log(vacancies) is the average during the given year

Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Table 2.12: Plant level hiring regression, constant sample, ordinary least squares, tax hires, 2001-2012

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires) Log(Hires)

Log(Vacancies) 0.24∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Log(Plant size) 0.43∗∗∗ 0.45∗∗∗ 0.50∗∗∗ 0.52∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)
Observations 86009 86009 86009 86009 86009
Adjusted R2 0.23 0.37 0.39 0.39 0.40

Notes: Standard errors clustered on �rm level. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Log(hires) are leaded one period vis-à-vis log(Vacancies)

Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Table 2.13: Estimated matching function, non-seasonally adjusted data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Log(jfr) Log(jfr) Log(jfr) Log(jfr) Log(jfr) Log(jfr)

log(v/u) 0.23∗∗ 0.11
(0.08) (0.09)

log(va/u) 0.25∗∗ 0.18∗∗

(0.08) (0.09)

log(v/u)(t− 1) 0.09
(0.08)

log(va/u)(t− 1) 0.15∗

(0.08)

Observations 48 48 47 47 47 47
Adjusted R2 0.134 0.170 0.076 0.129 0.004 0.052
Seasonal adjusted Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Estimation method OLS OLS IV IV OLS OLS
Notes: va is the number of plants with a positive number of vacancies, weighted by employment share.
Robust standard errors reported in parenthesis. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Quarterly data for 2001Q1
to 2012Q2. In column 3-4 the RHS variable is instrumented with its own lag.
Source: Own calculations from Statistics Sweden
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Table 2.14: Estimated matching function, seasonally adjusted data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Log(jfr) Log(jfr) Log(jfr) Log(jfr) Log(jfr) Log(jfr)

log(v/u) 0.18∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05)

log(va/u) 0.21∗∗∗ 0.18∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05)

log(v/u)(t− 1) 0.13∗∗

(0.05)

log(va/u)(t− 1) 0.16∗∗∗

(0.05)

Observations 48 48 47 47 47 47
Adjusted R2 0.170 0.257 0.164 0.257 0.070 0.136
Seasonal adjusted Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Instrumented stocks No No Yes Yes No No
Notes: va is the number of plants with a positive number of vacancies, weighted by employment share.
Robust standard errors reported in parenthesis. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Quarterly data for 2001Q1
to 2012Q2. In column 3-4 the RHS variable is instrumented with its own lag.
Source: Own calculations from Statistics Sweden
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Table 2.15: κ, α and A estimated on pre-2008 data

κ(s) estimated on micro data

Plant size Mass of lnκ(sτ ) lnκ(sτ )
plants Tax hires Survey hires

1 - 2 10 % 0.00 0.00
(.) (.)

3 - 5 10 % 0.31∗∗∗ 0.37
(0.07) (0.19)

6 - 9 10 % 0.24∗∗∗ 0.26
(0.06) (0.17)

10 - 16 10 % 0.32∗∗∗ 0.15
(0.04) (0.13)

17 - 35 10 % 0.38∗∗∗ 0.29∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.08)
36 - 79 10 % 0.47∗∗∗ 0.31∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.04)
80 - 126 10 % 0.55∗∗∗ 0.36∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03)
127 - 188 10 % 0.55∗∗∗ 0.42∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03)
189 - 354 10 % 0.64∗∗∗ 0.52∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03)
354 - 10 % 0.59∗∗∗ 0.64∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.03)
N 66668 54505

A and α estimated on aggregate data

[1em] log(jfp)
α 0.20∗

(0.12)
A -1.19∗∗∗

(0.26)

Observations 27

Notes: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001. κ(s) is estimated by regressing log(Hjt)
on time-�xed e�ects, log(Vjt) with a coe�cient restricted to one and dummies
for size-deciles. A and α are estimated by regressing log(jfr) on log(v/u(t)) and
Ω(t) with a coe�cient restricted to one. log(v/u(t)) is instrumented by its own
lag.
Source: Own calculations from Statistics Sweden
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Table 2.16: Distribution of vacancies across plant size, private sector

Plant size decile
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
��������������-%��������������

2001 3.56 17.64 12.2 11.85 17.34 13.64 7.92 3.71 4.13 7.88
2002 5.36 18.93 14.39 13.99 14.3 12.35 5.57 3.07 2.81 9.13
2003 4.73 18.1 14.75 15.17 16.43 10.83 5.27 3.18 2.91 8.53
2004 4.47 20.11 12.92 14.18 16.02 12.99 5.82 2.6 2.77 8
2005 4.66 18.75 13.9 14.83 16.32 12.81 6.51 2.64 3.02 6.44
2006 3.68 19.16 11.57 12.63 16.63 13.33 7.81 4.63 4.19 6.32
2007 2.84 18.92 9.64 11.06 18.41 15.06 6.66 5.6 4.21 7.55
2008 3.07 19.3 11.64 11.33 17.09 14.61 7.17 3.88 3.71 8.18
2009 3.85 18.42 15.87 13.07 15.69 14.45 6.58 1.98 3.08 6.96
2010 2.3 16.51 12.37 13.45 16.16 18.05 7.06 3.45 2.72 7.88
2011 3.07 17.32 11.58 12.97 15.32 17.24 5.92 4.04 4.02 8.49
2012 3.54 16.34 10.59 12.28 16.96 19.93 6.5 3.08 3.83 6.93
2013 4.44 16.04 11.7 12.31 16.45 17.28 6.6 2.8 3.66 8.64
2014 7.51 12.59 9.82 12.68 15.09 17.97 8.52 3.32 3.52 8.93

Source: Published data from Statistics Sweden.
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Chapter 3

Firm Level Evidence from

Two Vacancy Measures*

3.1 Introduction

In the empirical search-matching literature job openings are often mea-

sured using two alternative sources. The �rst is survey data on job va-

cancies compiled by statistical agencies. The second is register data on

vacancies from databases maintained by Public Employment Services

(PES). The former is often considered preferable, as it avoids the selec-

tion problems that are likely to be present in the latter (Elsby et al.,

2015). However, since survey data for many countries, particularly in

Europe, so far only is available for relatively short time periods the data

from public job centers are used as proxy in many studies (Berman, 1997;

Carlsson et al., 2013; Albæk and Hansen, 2004; Wall and Zoega, 2002;

*This is joint work with Hans Henrik Sievertsen. We are indebted to Orley C.
Ashenfelter, Paul Bingley, Per Krusell, Karsten Albæk, John Hassler, Robert Shimer,
Tobias Broer, Hannes Malmberg, Georg Marthin and Erik Öberg for stimulating dis-
cussions and suggestions. We are very grateful to Charlotte Leolnar Reif, Anders
Gabriel Pedersen, Klaus Henrik Langager and Charlotte Funk Christensen for pro-
viding us with data. Institute for Evaluation of Labour Market and Education Policy,
Danish Council for Independent Research and Handelsbanken's Research Foundations
are gratefully acknowledged for �nancial support. All remaining errors are my own.
All remaining errors are our own.
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Yashiv, 2000).

An important, yet unanswered, question is how these two measures

relate to each other on the micro level. This is important for a number

of reasons. First, if we are interested in using the register based measure

as proxy for the survey on a subset of the labor market, for which the

survey is not available, we cannot simply rely on how well the aggregate

times series track each other. Second, it is often assumed that the register

based measure su�ers from selection problems Elsby et al. (2015) write

�a perennial concern is that such registered vacancies fail to be repre-

sentative of all job openings�. These problems are likely to be smaller in

the survey based measure. Yet it is also possible that the survey measure

is not a super-set of the vacancies in the PES. That is, some vacancies

are registered at the PES but not in the survey. Thus, by comparing the

joint distribution on the micro-level of the two vacancy measures, we can

obtain important information about the reliability of the data sources.

We investigate this question using �rm level data for Sweden and

Denmark. Speci�cally, we construct two new databases on the �rm level.

In the �rst database we match data for vacancies as measured in a survey

conducted by Statistics Sweden with data for vacancies as counted in

the database by the Swedish Public Employment Service. This database

covers the period 2001-2012. In the second database we match data for

vacancies as measured in a survey conducted by Statistics Denmark,

with data for vacancies as counted in the database by the Danish Public

Employment Service. This database covers the period 2010-2012. Using

these databases we relate the two measures to each other across time

and �rm level characteristics.

We �nd that on the the aggregate level, the number of vacancies in

the PES accounts for roughly a quarter of all vacancies in the survey.

This does not, however, imply that the vacancies in the survey consti-

tute a superset of the PES vacancies. Speci�cally, we �nd that about

60% of the vacancies in the PES are not included in the survey. To ob-

tain the number of unique vacancies in the survey and PES, the survey

needs to be adjusted by a factor of around 1.2. Furthermore, we �nd
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that this correction factor varies the over business cycle and with �rm

characteristics. This is important for both research on business cycles as

it means that �uctuations in survey vacancies could be driven by changes

in mis-measurement.

These �ndings are also important in a methodological perspective.

There appears to be consensus that surveys represent the best available

measures of vacancies (Elsby et al., 2015; Shimer, 2005).1 However, our

results suggest that reliance on survey measure is problematic. The extra

20% of unique vacancies present in the PES provides a lower bound

vacancies missing from the survey measure. This is one potential reason

why a non-trivial share of hires are made with survey vacancies presented

in the previous month. This phenomenon is documented by Davis et al.

(2013) in the United States, and by Chapter 2 of this thesis for Sweden.

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 3.2, we describe our data

sources and how the Danish and Swedish database are constructed. Sec-

tion 3.3 documents the relationship between the two vacancy measures

on the �rm level. In Section 3.4 we compute the aggregate number of

unique vacancies in the two databases and relate these to the aggregate

number of vacancies in the survey. Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2 Data

In this section we describe our data sources and how we construct our two

new databases. We �rst describe our data on vacancies from surveys and

then describe our data on vacancies measured by the Public Employment

Services. Below we will refer to the �rst data source as survey data and

the second as register data.

1Shimer (2005) argues that the vacancy survey in the U.S. (JOLTS) provides
�an ideal empirical de�nition� of job vacancies. Elsby et al. (2015) writes �Reliable,
timely and comprehensive survey data have only recently been made available since
the inception of the Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS).�
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3.2.1 Data from vacancy surveys

Our �rst data sources for vacancies are the Danish and Swedish Job

Vacancy Survey, respectively.

Sweden

The Swedish Job Vacancy Survey is administered by Statistics Sweden

and has been collected on a quarterly basis since 2001. Two vacancy con-

cepts are available in this survey: (1) the number of available positions in

each plant, which have been made �available for external job-seekers via

the newspapers, internet or another mean of dissemination�, and (2) the

number of these positions that the employer wishes to �ll immediately.2

This way, the former concept is a super-set of the latter. Below we rely

on (1).

The Swedish Job Vacancy Survey is collected at the plant level and

all respondents are asked to report the number of vacancies in the middle

of the reference month.3 For the private sector the sampling is carried

out on the plant level with approximately 16,700 work places sampled

each period. For the public sector the sampling was also conducted on

the plant level until the second quarter of 2006, when the sampling was

changed to the organizational level and on this level 650 organizations

are sampled each period. Units larger than 100 employees are asked to

do the reporting for each month of the relevant quarter, whereas units

with less than 100 employees only are asked to report in the reference

month. Reporting takes place either via letter or online. Non-respondents

are reminded via email, letter, or a phone call. Until 2004, reporting was

voluntary and the share of non-reporting units roughly 30%. In 2004

reporting became mandatory, and currently the share of non-reporting

units is 11% in the private sector and 2% in the public sector.

2In Swedish (1) is called Vakanser and (2) is called Lediga jobb.
3The respondents are asked to report the number of job openings on the Wednes-

day closest to the 15th of the reference month.
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Denmark

The Danish Job Vacancy Survey is administered by Statistics Denmark,

and has been collected on quarterly basis since 2010 (Statistics Denmark,

2016). We have access to the data for the period 2010-12. The vacancy

concept in this survey is a �position with salary, which is newly estab-

lished, idle or about to be vacant, and that the employer is taking active

steps to �ll with a suitable candidate from outside the �rm�. The plant

is asked to report its number of vacancies on the second Wednesday of

the given month.

The sampling is conducted on the plant level, with 7,000 plants sur-

veyed each quarter. The plants are sampled from the Central Business

Register, which is a database covering all registered �rms in Denmark.

Data is reported on a quarterly basis but collected monthly with three

equally sized groups reporting each month in the relevant quarter. Re-

porting �rms are selected into one of these three groups randomly. Re-

porting is mandatory and plants that fail to report are �rst reminded

and then informed that lack of reporting will lead to a police report.

The share of non-reporting units is 5%. For non-reporting units larger

than 100 employees data is imputed.4

That data is reported quarterly, but collected monthly, which con-

stitutes a challenge. Indeed, for a given observation we know only the

quarter for which the data was collected, while the exact month is un-

known to us. We thus assume that the observed number of observations

is representative for all months in the particular quarter. Speci�cally, we

compare the observed number of survey vacancies to the average number

of PES vacancies in the relevant quarter.

4Imputation is done for 2.5% of all plants. This is accomplished via prediction
from a regression model of vacancies on the number of employees within the same
industry.
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3.2.2 Data from Public Employment Service

Our second data source for vacancies is the Danish and Swedish register

data from the Public Employment Service (PES).

In Sweden it was mandatory for all employers to register their open

positions at the Public Employment Service until July 2007 (Cronert,

2016). After this date the requirement has been con�ned to positions at

the central government level. Enforcement of the requirement has been

weak, however. The �ne for was low, and in praxis very few �rms were

sanctioned for non-compliance. In Denmark all public sector employers

are required to announce available positions via the Public Employment

Service.5

Sweden

For Sweden, we have access to all vacancies registered at the Swedish

Public Employment Service. This database covers the all job vacancies

made at the agency during the period 2001-2012. The database contains

a row for each posting made at the agency with information on the

start and end date of the posting along with information on the number

of workers the �rm is searching for and information on job and �rm

type. In principle, the database contains both a �rm and plant identi�er.

However, for the majority of the observations the plant identi�ers are

missing, so the database in practice only contains useful information on

the �rm level. The database is known to contain a number of duplicates.

To remove these, we drop vacancies that are identical to another vacancy

in �rm identi�er, start-date, and job-characteristics.6 Furthermore, to

allow for comparison to the survey, we restrict our sample to the PES

vacancies that are active on the reference day of the survey.

5http://www.ombudsmanden.dk/find/udtalelser/beretningssager/alle_

bsager/2010-20-4/201020-4.pdf/
6This operation removes 8% of the rows in the database. One row can contain

more than one vacancy.
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Denmark

For Denmark, we use all vacancies announced at the Danish Public Em-

ployment Service throughout the period 2010-2012. Each row in the

database contains a �rm identi�er, the number of positions available,

on the announcement day of the vacancy as well as the date on the va-

cancy was withdrawn from the database. As in the Swedish case we limit

our sample to vacancies active on the reference day of the survey.

3.2.3 Background variables

For both Denmark and Sweden, we have access to background variables

at the �rm level.

For Sweden we have access to information on industry, �rm size, value

added, and turnover. The vacancy survey provides industry information

on the NACE level, and using this data we classify the �rms into eight

industry groups.7 We further have access to a subset of the variables

from the company section of the Longitudinal Integration Database for

Health Insurance and Labour Market Studies (LISA). This is a register

database maintained by Statistics Sweden, that provides information on

�rm size, value added and turnover for the registered �rms at an annual

frequency.

For Denmark we have access to industry information, �rm size and

average wage level on the �rm level. All these data derive from The

Integrated Database for Employment Research (IDA), which is developed

and maintained by Statistics Denmark. The database contains the set of

�rms where at least one person is registered as being employed during

November each year.

3.2.4 Data selection

The survey data is collected on the plant level, while the register data

only has useful identi�ers on the �rm level. To address this issue, we

7The Statistical classi�cation of economic activities in the European Community
is abbreviated as NACE.
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restrict our sample to �rms with only one plant. For Denmark we obtain

the number of plants per �rm from the IDA database. For Sweden the

number is obtained from the IFAU database, which contains information

on all employment spells on the plant and �rm level. This data is based

on Swedish tax records, and allows us to compare the correct number

of survey and register vacancies to each other, but it clearly comes at

the cost of restricting attention to a non-random subset of the data. In

Table 3.1, we show that 43 and 35% of all observations for Sweden and

Denmark, respectively, are lost through this operation.

Analyses that exploit �rm background variables further reduces the

size of the sample. While the reduction is negligible in DK, the sample

is reduced by 14% in the Swedish case.

In Table 3.7 we assess the representativeness of our sample vis-a-vis

the distributions of �rms in the wider economy. Table 3.7 shows that

Farming, �shery, and mining is over-sampled in both countries, while

manufacturing is under-sampled. Besides that, the distribution across

industries roughly mimics that in the economy. Across size, our sample

has a an over-representation of larger �rms, while �rms with high value

added (for Sweden)/wage (for Denmark) per worker are over-sampled.

This may seem at odds with the data restriction to �rms with only one

plant, but larger �rms are likely to have been over-sampled initially in

the vacancy surveys.

Finally, for a fraction of observations in the PES data there missing

�rm identi�ers. For Denmark this share is low (1.5%) over the entire

sample period, while for Sweden it falls from around 30% in 2001 to 1%

in 2010 and remains constant thereafter.8 However, our conclusions are

robust to restricting the Swedish sample to the period after 2009.9

8The exact shares are 32.6% in 2001, 26.2% in 2002, 17.8% in 2003, 13.25% in
2004, 10.5% in 2005, 8.4% in 2006, 6.6% in 2007, 3.4% in 2008, 2.8% in 2009, 1.1%
in 2010, 1.2% in 2011 and 1.1% in 2012.

9To check for the impact of this issue we have redone our main table for Sweden
(Table 3.6) with a sample restricted to after 2009 in the Table 3.8.
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3.2.5 Descriptive statistics

Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of vacancies for both measures and

countries. We note three similarities between the two countries. One, is

that more than 80% of the observations have zero vacancies. A second is

that the fraction of observations with zero vacancies is somewhat higher

in the PES than in the survey. The third similarity is that the fraction

of observations is monotonically decreasing in the number of vacancies.

There are, however, also a dissimilarity between the countries: the aver-

age of survey vacancies is 75% higher in the Swedish data.

Table 3.2 presents means and standard deviations for the background

variables. The distribution of �rms across both industries and sizes di�ers

considerably across the two samples.

3.3 Patterns at the �rm level

Figure 3.2 shows scatter plots of vacancies as measured in the survey and

in the PES on the �rm level. One dot represents the number of vacancies

in the survey. For the PES, a dot is an average over three �rms for one

point in time.10 Two observations are clear from this �gure. First, the

dots are not scattered around the 45-degree line, which would be the

case if the two measures represented the same vacancy concept. Second,

there are a substantial number of observations above the 45-degree line.

This is surprising as one would expect the survey data to be a super-set

of the data from the PES, following the de�nitions in Section 3.2.

The interpretation of the scatter plot could be clouded by the sub-

stantial number of observations around zero. However, regression results

con�rm that the slope coe�cient is considerably smaller than one.11

In Figure 3.3 we look more closely at the joint distribution of the

PES and survey vacancies. Panels (a) and (b) show the concentration

of PES vacancies for a given number of survey vacancies. From these

10The averaging is carried for anonymity reasons, but does not a�ect the patterns
in the �gures.

11These regressions are available upon request.
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graphs we see that regardless of the number of observations registered in

the survey, most of the density mass is concentrated at zero PES vacan-

cies. However, the variation in PES vacancies increases in the number of

survey vacancies. Panels (c) and (d) show the same graphs, but with the

concentration of survey vacancies for a given number of PES vacancies.

A similar pattern is observed here. The pattern is clearer for Sweden,

which is likely due to the larger sample size. Table 3.3 also presents the

joint distribution. We note that around 80% of the observations have

both zero PES and survey vacancies, 18% (15%) of the observations

have more survey than PES vacancies in Sweden (Denmark), and 4%

(2%) have more PES than survey vacancies.

In Table 3.4 we show the ratio of PES to survey vacancies (column

P/S). Columns PS and SS in the table show the relevant shares by

subgroups of total PES and survey vacancies, respectively. Four observa-

tions can be made from this table. First, the aggregate share of PES to

survey vacancies is around one quarter in both countries. Second, while

Farming, �shery and mining is the industry with the highest fraction

in Sweden, Public and personal services is the industry with the highest

fraction in Denmark.12 Note however, that Farming, �shery and min-

ing only accounts for a small share of both survey and PES vacancies.

Third, for Sweden the fraction of PES to survey vacancies is decreasing

in �rm size, while no clear pattern is visible in the Danish data. Fourth,

for Sweden we observe that the share is decreasing in value added per

worker, while for Denmark the share is decreasing in salary per worker.

Table 3.4 does not highlight that a given aggregate fraction of PES

to survey vacancies does not need to stem from the same fraction in

all �rms. Thus, in Table 3.5 we look more closely at the relationship

12That the share of PES to survey vacancies in Public and private services in
Sweden is not above average is somewhat puzzling. Especially given the requirement
to report open positions at the central government level. Imperfect compliance is one
potential explanation. Another potential explanation is that an employer might use
one vacancies at the PES to employ more than one worker. In Table 3.9 I restrict
attention to �rms with a positive number of vacancies registered in the survey. For
this subset of the data Public and private services is the sector where the largest share
of �rms also have positive vacancies in the PES.
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between survey and PES vacancies at the �rm level, as �rst presented in

Figure 3.2. In columns (1) and (5) we report the number of observations

where the two measures are identical. Columns (2) and (6) are similar

but involve a restriction the sample to observations where at least one of

two measure is non-zero. In columns (3) and (7) we report the fraction

of observations with a higher number of PES than survey vacancies.

Columns (4) and (8) report the fraction of all PES vacancies that do not

have corresponding number of survey vacancy registered. The fractions

are computed in relation to all survey vacancies: E.g. if a �rm has posted

10 PES and 2 survey vacancies in one period, then this �rm contribute

with 8 to the numerator of the NC measure in columns (4) and (8).

In both countries the share of observations with an equal number

of PES and survey vacancies is around 80%. However, a large share of

these observations are located at the origin. Indeed, only 7% and 3%

of all non-zero observations are identical. As noted in the discussion of

Figure 3.2 above, there are also observations with a higher number of

PES than survey vacancies. These account for 4% of all observations in

Sweden and 2% in Denmark.

The �ndings so far have shown that the aggregate number of PES

vacancies constitutes a fraction of the survey vacancies. This may lead

one to presume that PES vacancies simply form a subset of survey va-

cancies. In column (4) and (8) we show that this presumption is false.

Indeed, 61% and 64% of the vacancies in the PES are not present in the

survey.

Figure 3.4 shows the overlap and dis joint sub-sets of the PES and

survey vacancies. Slightly more than 90% of the survey vacancies are

not present in the PES database and the remaining 10% are present in

both databases. Finally, the number of survey vacancies would grow by

approximately 15% if all PES vacancies were also present in the survey.

That is, if the survey truly was a super-set of the PES vacancies.

To assess whether the ratio of total vacancies to survey vacancies

varies systematically across �rms we regress the ratio on observable �rm

characteristics in Table 3.6. Columns (2) and (4) show that for both
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countries the ratio increases in �rm size. Also for both countries �rms

within Public and personal services have signi�cantly higher ratios than

for the reference group, Energy and water supply.

3.4 Aggregate implications

Above we have shown that a substantial amount of vacancies are present

in the PES but not in the survey data. This means, that one cannot

simply interpret the latter as a super-set of the former. This has implica-

tions on the aggregate level, as one has to take into account the vacancies

present in the PES, but not in the survey, in order to get closer to the

true number of vacancies in the economy.

In Figure 3.5 we report the full set of unique vacancies in our database

to the number of vacancies counted in the survey. The full set of unique

vacancies is computed by adding the vacancies unique to the PES to the

total number of survey vacancies. For both countries, this ratio varies

in the range 1 to 1.3. In Appendix Figure 3.6 we report the underlying

times series.

To assess whether the ratio varies systematically over the business cy-

cle, Table 3.6 reports the coe�cients from a regression of the ratio on the

rate of unemployment. For Sweden the ratio varies negatively with the

rate of unemployment, while this relationship is insigni�cant in Denmark.

The latter is likely due to a shorter time period. In other words, when

labor market conditions improve the level of mis-measurement tends to

increase.

3.5 Concluding remarks

Using linked survey- and register-data for both Sweden and Denmark we

have investigated the �rm level relationship between these two commonly

used vacancy measures. One is from a survey compiled by national sta-

tistical o�ces, while the other is register data from public employment

services.
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It it well known that the survey based measure covers a larger set of

vacancies. Consistently with this we �nd that the sum of PES vacancies

only constitutes around a quarter of all survey vacancies in our sample.

However, the �rm level structure of our data allows us to establish that

the survey vacancies are not a super-set of vacancies in the PES. In

particular, we �nd that the survey based measure must be adjusted by

factor of approximately 1.2 to represent the full set of unique vacancies

in these two measures.

This mis-measurement of vacancies is not necessarily a problem if is

unrelated to underlying �rm characteristics and business cycle �uctua-

tions. Shifts in the number of survey vacancies would still be informa-

tive in this case about changes in the labor market conditions. However,

we show that the mis-measurement varies systematically over time and

across �rm characteristics. This implies that variation in survey vacan-

cies is not only caused by changes in the actual number of vacancies, but

also by changes in the level of mis-measurement.

We �nd that the ratio of total vacancies to survey vacancies varies

from less than 1.1 to more than 1.25 over time. In other words, an ob-

served increase in survey vacancies of 15% could solely be the outcome

of changes in mis-measurement. The variation in mis-measurement over

time might be a result of changes in the underlying composition of job

vacancies across �rm type, as the fraction of PES vacancies not included

in the survey data varies from less than 60 to more than 80 percent across

industries and �rm size.

The degree of mis-measurement has similarities across the two coun-

tries. The number of PES vacancies constitutes about one quarter of

the total number of survey vacancies in both Sweden and Denmark, but

about 60% of all PES vacancies are not included in the survey data in

both countries. With respect to �rm level characteristics, however, the

patterns varies between the two countries.

Let us conclude by suggesting a couple of questions for future re-

search. On the micro level it would be relevant to learn if the relationship

between the number of unique vacancies in the survey and PES would
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provide a closer relationship than the one documented in Chapter 2. On

the macro level it would be interesting to investigate how the matching

function would change if using this alternative vacancy measure.
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Figure 3.1: Vacancy distributions in the Survey and the Public Employ-
ment Services data (PES).
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Figure 3.2: PES vacancies plotted against survey vacancies for Sweden
and Denmark. Each dot represents the average across three �rms.
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Figure 3.5: Total vacancies related to aggregated survey vacancies
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Tables

Table 3.1: Sample selection

SWE
N Frac Vac

Full sample 852,156 1.00 2.0
Information on # plants 726,058 0.85 2.1
One plant per �rm 487,667 0.57 0.8
Covariates available 366,610 0.43 0.9

DEN
N Frac Vac

63,722 1.00 1.2
61,496 0.97 1.3
41,731 0.65 0.5
41,668 0.65 0.5

Table 3.2: Descriptive Statistics

SWE
Mean SD

Industry
Farming, �shery, and mining 0.06 0.24
Manufacturing 0.16 0.37
Energy and water supply 0.01 0.09
Construction 0.09 0.29
Trade, hotel and restaurants 0.20 0.40
Transportation, mail, and telecom 0.05 0.22
Finance and business services 0.25 0.43
Public services and personal services 0.17 0.38

Firm size
No. of employees 16.6 43.7
0-5 0.30 0.46
6-10 0.11 0.31
11-50 0.16 0.36
50+ 0.43 0.50

Value-added/salary
Value added per worker (1,000 EUR) 64.1 134.0
Gross salary per worker (1,000 EUR)

DEN
Mean SD

0.03 0.18
0.15 0.36
0.15 0.35
0.31 0.46
0.11 0.31
0.05 0.23
0.14 0.35
0.06 0.24

26.2 56.4
0.42 0.49
0.14 0.35
0.29 0.45
0.14 0.35

44.4 51.3
Notes: Value added per worker and gross salary per worker is adjusted to the
2012 price level using the harmonized consumer price index for both countries
and converted to EUR using the 2012 exchange rates.
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Table 3.3: Row and Column Elements

Sweden

Survey
0 1 2 3 4+

P
E
S

0 0.771 0.063 0.032 0.015 0.033
1 0.026 0.011 0.008 0.005 0.014
2 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.003
3 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001
4+ 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.002

Denmark

Survey
0 1 2 3 4+

P
E
S

0 0.832 0.069 0.031 0.013 0.025
1 0.010 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.002
2 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001
3 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001
4+ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Notes: Tables show the joint distribution of �rm observations across the number
of vacancies in the survey and in the PES, respectively.
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Table 3.4: Fractions

SWE

P/S PS SS

All 0.23 1.00 1.00
By industry

Farming, �shery, and mining 0.63 0.02 0.01
Manufacturing 0.20 0.30 0.33
Energy and water supply 0.10 0.01 0.02
Construction 0.21 0.02 0.02
Trade, hotel and restaurants 0.25 0.11 0.10
Transportation, mail and telecom 0.21 0.06 0.06
Finance and business services 0.23 0.23 0.23
Public and personal services 0.24 0.25 0.23

By �rm size
0-5 0.38 0.02 0.01
6-10 0.38 0.03 0.02
11-50 0.37 0.13 0.08
50+ 0.21 0.82 0.89

By value added/salary per worker
Quartile 1 0.35 0.23 0.15
Quartile 2 0.36 0.20 0.13
Quartile 3 0.20 0.17 0.19
Quartile 4 0.17 0.22 0.29

DEN

P/S PS SS

0.23 1.00 1.00

0.09 0.01 0.03
0.10 0.11 0.25
0.09 0.02 0.06
0.08 0.06 0.17
0.36 0.10 0.07
0.06 0.03 0.12
0.33 0.19 0.13
0.74 0.46 0.14

0.13 0.03 0.05
0.21 0.03 0.03
0.45 0.34 0.18
0.19 0.59 0.74

0.82 0.50 0.14
0.46 0.24 0.12
0.13 0.12 0.22
0.05 0.10 0.49

Notes: P PES vacancies, S survey vacancies, PS share of all PES vacancies, and
SS share of all survey vacancies. For Sweden the quartiles refer to value added per
worker. For Denmark the quartiles refer to the gross salary per worker.
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Table 3.6: Regressions results - Dependent variable: The ratio of total
vacancies to survey vacancies

SWE
(1) (2) (3)

Unemployment -0.14 -0.82∗∗

(0.18) (0.36)
Farming, �shery, and mining 0.02∗∗ 0.02∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
Manufacturing 0.02 0.02

(0.02) (0.02)
Construction 0.01 0.02

(0.01) (0.01)
Trade, hotel and restaurants 0.02∗ 0.02∗

(0.01) (0.01)
Transportation, mail and tele. 0.01∗ 0.02∗

(0.01) (0.01)
Finance and business services 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
Public and personal services 0.04∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
6-10 employees 0.00∗ 0.00∗∗

(0.00) (0.00)
11-50 employees 0.00∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00)
50+ employees 0.06∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
VA/Salary per worker, quar. 2 -0.00 -0.00

(0.01) (0.01)
VA/Salary per worker, quar. 3 -0.01∗∗ -0.01∗∗

(0.00) (0.00)
VA/Salary per worker, quar. 4 0.01 0.01

(0.01) (0.01)
Constant 1.03∗∗∗ 0.98∗∗∗ 1.04∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

Observations 470,073 352,126 352,126

DEN
(4) (5) (6)

-0.01 0.02
(0.48) (0.50)

-0.01 -0.01
(0.01) (0.01)
-0.00 -0.00
(0.00) (0.00)
-0.00 -0.00
(0.00) (0.00)
0.01 0.01
(0.02) (0.02)
0.01∗ 0.01∗

(0.00) (0.00)
0.03 0.03
(0.02) (0.02)
0.12∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04)
0.00 0.00
(0.00) (0.00)
0.03∗ 0.03∗

(0.01) (0.01)
0.04∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
-0.00 -0.00
(0.02) (0.02)
-0.02 -0.02
(0.02) (0.02)
-0.02 -0.02
(0.02) (0.02)

1.01∗∗∗ 1.00∗∗∗ 0.99∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.01) (0.04)

41,152 38,974 38,974

Notes: The columns show the point estimates for α from estimating the following
model: ratioit = α0 + α1uneit + βXit + εit using ordinary least squares, where ratio
is the ratio of total vacancies to survey vacancies and une is the unemployment rate
and X is the set of indicators capturing �rm level characteristics. The reference group
for industry is Energy and water supply. Standard errors clustered on the �rm level
in parenthesis. Con�dence levels are indicated as follows: ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and
∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 3.7: Firm distribution in economy (E) and sample (S)

SWE

E S

By industry
Farming, �shery, and mining 0.22 0.06
Manufacturing 0.07 0.20
Energy and water supply 0.00 0.01
Construction 0.08 0.08
Trade, hotel and restaurants 0.17 0.19
Transportation, mail and telecom 0.04 0.05
Finance and business service 0.27 0.24
Public and personal services 0.15 0.17
χ2 test 0.00

By �rm size
-5 0.57 0.36
5-10 0.18 0.17
10-50 0.20 0.31
50 0.05 0.17
χ2 test 0.00

By value added/salary per worker
Quartile 1 0.26 0.15
Quartile 2 0.25 0.23
Quartile 3 0.25 0.29
Quartile 4 0.24 0.32
χ2 test 0.00

DEN

E S

0.06 0.03
0.05 0.15
0.09 0.14
0.20 0.29
0.07 0.10
0.04 0.05
0.11 0.13
0.18 0.05

0.00

0.72 0.39
0.12 0.14
0.13 0.30
0.02 0.17

0.00

0.25 0.14
0.25 0.20
0.25 0.29
0.25 0.37

0.00

Notes: E Distribution in the entire according to the Firm Database in Sweden and
IDAN in Denmark, S distribution in our sample, The chi-square test is a test for
the two distributions being equal. For Sweden the quartiles refer to value added per
worker. For Denmark the quartiles refer to gross salary per worker.
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Table 3.8: Dependence on missing �rm identi�ers: The ratio of total
vacancies to survey vacancies

SWE
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Unemployment -0.14 -0.60
(0.18) (0.49)

Farming, �shery, and min-
ing

0.02∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.00)
Manufactoring 0.02 0.01

(0.02) (0.01)
Construction 0.01 0.01∗

(0.01) (0.00)
Trade, hotel and restau-
rants

0.02∗ 0.01∗

(0.01) (0.00)
Transportation, mail and
telecom

0.01∗ 0.01

(0.01) (0.01)
Finance and business ser-
vices

0.02∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
Public services and per-
sonal services

0.04∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
6-10 employees 0.00∗ 0.00∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00)
11-50 employees 0.00∗∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00)
50+ employees 0.06∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01)
VA/Salary per worker,
quartile 2

-0.00 -0.01∗∗

(0.01) (0.00)
VA/Salary per worker,
quartile 3

-0.01∗∗ -0.01∗∗

(0.00) (0.01)
VA/Salary per worker,
quartile 4

0.01 -0.00

(0.01) (0.01)
Constant 1.02∗∗∗ 1.02∗∗∗ 1.03∗∗∗ 1.07∗∗∗ 0.98∗∗∗ 0.99∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.04) (0.01) (0.01)
Observations 470073 124506 470073 124506 352126 104508
Include pre-2009? YES NO YES NO YES NO

Notes: The columns show the point-estimates for α from estimating the following
model: ratioit = α0 + α1uneit + βXit + εit using ordinary least squares, where ratio
is the ratio of total vacancies to survey vacancies and une is the unemployment rate
and X is the set of indicators capturing �rm level characteristics. The reference group
for industry is Energy and water supply. Standard errors clustered on the �rm level
in parenthesis. Con�dence levels are indicated as follows: ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, and
∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 3.9: Share of �rms with and without non-zero PES vacancies, Swe-
den

Survey>0
PES>0 PES=0

Farming, �shery, and mining 0.12 0.88
Manufacturing 0.26 0.74
Energy and water supply 0.24 0.76
Construction 0.10 0.90
Trade, hotels and restaurants 0.23 0.77
Transportation, mail and telecom 0.20 0.80
Finance and business services 0.21 0.79
Public and private services 0.39 0.61

Notes: The table shows the share of �rm observations with a non-zero, and zero,
number of PES vacancies. The sample is restrícted to the observations with a positive
number of survey vacancies.
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Chapter 4

Swedish Unemployment

Dynamics*

4.1 Introduction

An important question in labor market economics is the relative impor-

tance of di�erent labor market �ows for business cycle �uctuations in

unemployment. The standard estimation method in the literature builds

on Shimer (2012). He notes that actual U.S. unemployment is close to

the steady state implied by the prevailing �ow rates and uses this obser-

vation to decompose unemployment variations into contributions from

unemployment in�ows and out�ows. A number of responses to Shimer

(2012) using U.S. data have challenged some dimensions of his analysis

but have maintained the steady state assumption (Fujita and Ramey,

2009; Elsby et al., 2009).1

*This is joint work with Hannes Malmberg. We are very grateful for helpful com-
ments from Tobias Broer, Saman Darougheh, Karl Harmenberg, John Hassler, Georg
Marthin, Per Krusell, Alexander Kohlhas, Kurt Mitman, Erik Öberg, Torsten Pers-
son, Hans Henrik Sievertsen, David Strömberg as well as seminar participants at the
IIES, Copenhagen University and the National Institute of Economic Research. Han-
delsbanken's Research Foundations are gratefully acknowledged for �nancial support.
All remaining errors are our own.

1Shimer (2012) was �rst published as a working paper in 2005 (Shimer, 2005).
Hence, the discrepancy in timing between original paper and responses.
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In this paper we argue that the steady state assumption can be prob-

lematic when working with European data. First, gross �ows are much

smaller in European countries than in the U.S., which makes the steady

state unemployment rate less likely to be a good approximation of the

actual unemployment rate (Elsby et al., 2013). Second, many European

labor markets are dual and there are potentially large di�erences in la-

bor market dynamics between permanent and temporary jobs. Duality

thus at the very least motivates a distinguish between permanent and

temporary jobs in the decomposition analysis.

Recent papers have started to address these problems. Elsby et al.

(2013) develop a method to handle non-steady state dynamics in a two-

state model and uses this method to analyse the variation in unemploy-

ment across the OECD. Silva and Vazquez-Grenno (2013) and Hairault

et al. (2015) set up a framework to study a dual labor market with a

separate state for temporary and permanent employment and use this

framework to analyze the labor market dynamics in Spain and France,

respectively.2

Our paper makes a methodological contribution by developing a

model that allows jointly for (i) slow convergence to steady state and

(ii) an arbitrary number of labor market states. Our method relies on

the assumption that data is generated by a continuous time Markov chain

with a time-varying transition matrix Q(t). We express the current level

of unemployment as a function of the full history of �ow rates Q(t) be-

tween labor market states. We estimate Q(t) using labor market data

and log-linearize the expression for unemployment around trend �ow

rates and decompose the variance in unemployment into contributions

from all labor market �ows.

We apply our methodology to a new data set covering Swedish labor

market �ows through the period 1987-2011. In the Swedish labor mar-

2A methodological di�erence between the two papers is however that the for-
mer uses a four state model (permanent employment, temporary employment, un-
employment, and inactivity), while the latter uses a three state model (permanent
employment, temporary employment, and unemployment).
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ket, temporary employment accounts for 13% of total employment.3 The

labor market is also characterized by slow convergence to steady state,

with a half life of deviations from steady state of approximately 2 years.

We �nd that roughly 60% of the variation in unemployment over the

business cycle can be attributed to variability in the in�ows to unem-

ployment, while the remaining 30% can be attributed to variability in the

out�ows from unemployment. The remaining 10% stems from �ows not

involving unemployment, that is, moves between permanent and tempo-

rary jobs, as well as moves in and out of the labor force. Furthermore, we

�nd that �ows involving temporary contracts account for approximately

40% of the variation in unemployment, while �ows involving permanent

contracts account for approximately 30% of the variation. The former is

sizable given that workers on temporary contracts only account for 13%

of employment on average during the period.

We also show that it is important to account for the out of steady

state dynamics. If we use the standard decomposition method from the

literature which relies on fast convergence to steady state, we under-

estimate the contribution to variation stemming from temporary con-

tracts and overestimate the contribution from permanent contracts. The

intuition is that the low gross �ows involving permanent employment,

together with the large share of the population with permanent jobs,

means that variations in steady state permanent employment is larger

than variations in actual permanent employment.

These results are of broader interest in the study of European labor

markets. Indeed, they suggest that decomposition based on the steady

state assumption is unlikely to be a suitable in dual labor markets. In

particular, our results indicates that existing studies on France and Spain

(Silva and Vazquez-Grenno, 2013; Hairault et al., 2015) risk having un-

derestimated the share of variance stemming from temporary contracts,

and overestimated the share of variation stemming from permanent con-

tracts.

3This is an average over the period.
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The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 4.2

we describe our data on the Swedish labor market. Section 4.3 describes

our new decomposition method and contrasts it with the standard steady

state method. Section 4.4 discretizes the method in Section 4.3 and shows

how data can be used to estimate the variables used in Section 4.3. In

Section 4.5 we apply both our new method and the steady state method

to the data set. Section 4.6 concludes.

4.2 Data

4.2.1 Data description

Our data is from the Swedish Labor Force Survey (LFS) and covers the

period 1987-2012 (Statistics Sweden, 2011, 2012). During this period the

survey samples 17 000-29 500 individuals each month. The survey began

already in 1961, but micro data is only available for 1987 and onwards.

The survey samples individuals from a register which aims to contain the

entire population in Sweden (RTB). Up to 2001 the sample includes all

ages 16-64, but from 2001 the age interval was expanded to 15-74. For

consistency, we con�ne our sample to ages 16-64 throughout the entire

period.

The survey sample is rotating (Figure 4.1). Speci�cally, a participat-

ing individual is interviewed about his or her employment status at a

given week every third month for two years. In each month eight groups

of individuals are interviewed. Seven of these eight groups have been in-

terviewed previously, while one group is being interviewed for the �rst

time.

The surveyed population is divided into three categories (i) employed,

(ii) unemployed, and (iii) outside the labor force (Figure 4.1).

� An individual is characterized as employed if she worked at least

one hour during the reference week as (a) self-employed (including

helping spouse), (b) on a permanent contract (tillsvidareanställ-
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ning), or (c) on a time-limited contract.4 An individual who has

a job but was absent work due to illness, leave, vacation, military

service, a con�ict or similar is also counted as employed. So is an

individual in a labor market program if she receives some enumer-

ation from the employer.

� An individual is de�ned as unemployed if she is not employed, but

has been applying for work within the last four weeks and is able to

start work within the reference week or the two following weeks. An

individual is also characterized as unemployed if she is set to start

a job within the next three months, provided that the individual

would be ready to start already in the reference week or during the

following two weeks.

� Finally, an individual is characterized as outside the labor force if

she is not covered by the de�nitions above. This includes individ-

uals who would and could be able to work, but did not actively

seek jobs (latent unemployment). This group includes, inter alia,

pensioners, people engaged in home production, and conscripted

soldiers.

The treatment of students deserves a discussion. Up to 2007 full-

time students were always counted as belonging to outside the labor

force. However, in October 2007 the de�nition was altered such that

non-employed students who have been applying for work within the last

four weeks and are ready to start work within 3 weeks, are characterized

as being unemployed. This change was made in order to comply with

guidelines from the International Labour Organization (ILO) and the

European Union (EU). In order to ensure consistency, we however the

pre-2007 de�nition throughout the entire period.

4An alternative term for a permanent contract is that it is open-ended. Time-
limited contracts are dominated by temps, object jobs (objektanställningar) and
�called as needed� (kallas vid behov), but also include trial employment, vacation,
and seasonal employment (Statistics Sweden, 2005)
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4.2.2 Data selection

We use the de�nition from the Labor Force Survey to construct four

categories. We thus classify an individual as either being (i) employed

on a permanent contract, (ii) employment on a temporary contract, (iii)

unemployed, or (iv) outside the labor force. All these categories stem

from the de�nitions above. We de�ne self-employed workers as being

employed on permanent contracts.

To compute labor market transition probabilities P (t, t + 1) in a

quarter t we restrict the sample to individuals for whom we also have

an observation in the next quarter t + 1. We then de�ne 16 indicator

variables for each of these observations: It,i,s1,s2 for s1, s2 ∈ [1, 4]. Here

It,i,s1=j,s2=k = 1 if the individual i was in state j at time t and in state

k at time t− 1. We compute the �ow probability from state j to state k

at time t as

pt,j,k =

∑
i Ii,t+1,s1=j,s2=k∑
i

∑
s1
Ii,t,s1,s2=k

(4.1)

When conducting this calculation we apply weights to each observa-

tion as supplied by Statistics Sweden. These weights re�ect the relative

over/under sampling of various demographic groups in the survey and

are computed separately for both stock and �ows on a monthly, quarterly

and yearly frequency, respectively. Weights for �ows are unfortunately

only available from 2005 and onwards. To compute �ow rates for the en-

tire period we thus resort to stock weights. In particular, to compute the

�ows from quarter t to t+ 1 we use the weights from quarter t. To check

the validity of this approach, we compute the �ow rate using both stock

and �ow weights during the period 2005-2012 when both are available.

The choice of weight in this period matters very little.5

We clean and seasonally correct data before conducting our analysis.

As the entire panel is replaced in the beginning of 2005, the �ow proba-

bilities cannot be computed in 2004Q4. In this period we interpolate all

5The �gures are available upon request.
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transition rates. We correct the diagonal in the interpolated transition

matrix to make sure it sums to one. We also seasonally correct transition

and stock rates in order to abstract from high frequency variation. More

precisely, we apply a four quarter centered moving average correction

such that the observed data at time t is a weighted average of data in

the interval [t− 1, t+ 2].

4.2.3 Labor market stocks and �ows

Figure 4.2 shows the stock of employed, unemployed, and inactive in

Sweden since 1987. The overall employment rate is falling by approxi-

mately 8 percentage points over the period (from 82 to 74 percent), while

the inactivity rate is increasing from 16 to 21 percent. The change in the

overall employment rate masks diversity in the changes for permanent

and temporary employment, however: while the share of the population

on permanent employment is down from 72 to 63 percent, the share on

temporary employment has risen from 9 to 11 percent.

Figure 4.3-4.4 shows the �ows moving between the four groups com-

puted as quarterly hazard rates. In Section we 4.4 explain the computa-

tion method. From these �gures two trends are visible. First, all the �ow

rates into permanent and temporary employment have decreased. This

trend is particular clear for the �ow from unemployment to permanent

employment. Second, the probability of �owing from employment into

unemployment has increased. There is no clear trend in the hazard rates

for movements into inactivity.

4.2.4 The cyclicality of �ows rates

Table 4.2 illustrates the sensitivity of labor market transition rates to

the business cycle. We measure the cyclicality by regressing the rele-

vant transition rate (logged) on the unemployment rate and a linear

trend. Table 4.2 reports the coe�cient on the unemployment rate from

this regression. A positive (negative) value in Table 4.2 indicates that

the correlation between the relevant transition rate and unemployment
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is positive (negative). As unemployment correlates negatively with the

business cycle this means that a negative (positive) value implies a pro-

cyclical (counter-cyclical) transition rate. Thus, from Table 4.2 we see

that all transition rates into permanent and temporary employment are

pro-cyclical, while all rates into unemployment are countercyclical. The

transition rate from permanent and temporary employment to inactivity

is a-cyclical, while the transition rate from unemployment to inactivity

is counter-cyclical.

4.3 Method

In this section, we outline our method for decomposing �uctuations in un-

employment into contributions from the underlying labor market �ows.

Our methodological contribution is to in develop a method for de-

composition that (i) does not rely on a steady state assumption and

(ii) allows for an arbitrary number of labor market states. Our method

simultaneously addresses three issues.

First, it addresses the well-known time aggregation problem. The

time aggregation problem arises when individuals can change labor mar-

ket states several times within a measurement interval. In particular, an

individual who is coded as being employed for two consecutive quarters

might have experienced a spell of unemployment in between. As pointed

out by Shimer (2012), this can lead to an underestimation of the impor-

tance of the job �nding rate for business cycle dynamics, as a decrease in

the job-�nding rate mechanically lead to an increase in the measured job

loss rate. In a manner similar to that used in Shimer (2012), we address

this problem by using a continuous time formulation of the problem.

A common method in the literature is to assume that steady state

unemployment is a good approximation of actual unemployment and

to therefore measure how variations in labor market �ows contribute

to variations in steady state unemployment. This assumption appears

appropriate in the U.S. where large labor market churn ensures a quick

convergence to steady state, but is more questionable in Europe where
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both the job-�nding and separation rates are lower. Indeed, Elsby et al.

(2013) �nd an average monthly job-�nding rate of 13 percent in Europe

compared to 57 percent in the United States and a monthly separation

rate of 0.8 percent in Europe compared to 3.6 percent in the United

States.6 The steady state assumption is even more questionable when

one includes a distinction between permanent and temporary jobs since

the �ows in and out of permanent employment are low. Our second

contribution is to devise a method that can handle a slow convergence

rate towards the steady state.

Third, our method allows for an arbitrary number of labor market

states. So far the papers accounting for out of steady state dynamics uti-

lize a setting with two states (Elsby et al., 2013; Hairault et al., 2015).

But we argue that going beyond two states may be important, particular

in Europe. By using �ow matrices and matrix exponentials to charac-

terize labor market dynamics, we can derive a compact expression for

decomposing �ows with an arbitrary number of states.

In this section, we �rst introduce our notation and describe how we

use a matrix formulation of a continuous time Markov chains to express

the current labor market distribution as a matrix exponential of a se-

quence of �ow rates. Second, we express the deviations in labor market

states from their trend as a function of deviations of labor market �ows

from their respective trends. Third, we log-linearize the resulting expres-

sion around its trend and perform variance decomposition. Finally, we

compare this method to the standard method where current labor mar-

ket states are approximated by means of the steady state level associated

with current labor market �ows.

4.3.1 Notation

We develop our model in continuous time and discretize it later for the

purpose of estimation. We write X(t) for variables de�ned in continuous

6For Europe the numbers are simple averages for the countries France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden. The sample start varies from
1968 to 1986.
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time and Xt for variables de�ned in discrete time. We introduce sub-

scripts when necessary to denote indexing, so Xi,j(t) denotes the (i, j)

element of a matrix de�ned in continuous time at time t, and Xi,j,t de-

notes the (i, j) element of a matrix de�ned in discrete time at time t. We

use an analogous notation for vectors.

Our �rst key variable is x(t) which denotes an 1 × S vector that

de�nes a distribution over labor market states. xs(t) thus denotes the

share of the workforce in state s ∈ {1, . . . , S}, so that

S∑
s=1

xs(t) = 1.

Q(t) denotes an S×S instantaneous �ow matrix where the S×(S−1)

o�-diagonal elements denote the transition rates between labor market

states. The rows of Q are de�ned to sum to zero, which implies that the

diagonal elements are Qi,i = −
∑

j Qi,j .

Q̂(t) denotes the trend of the instantaneous �ow matrix. It is de�ned

as follows. Q̂i,j(t) is the trend component of Qij for i 6= j, and Q̂ii(t) =

−
∑

i 6=j Q̂i,j . We describe the trend estimation in detail in Section 4.4.

We will also make use of the matrix exponential exp(A) which is

de�ned as

exp(A) =
∑
n≥0

An

n!

4.3.2 Expressing the labor market distribution using

Markov chains in continuous time

Using standard results on continuous time Markov chains (Norris, 1997),

the evolution of the labor market distribution from period t to period

t+ τ can be expressed as

x(t+ τ) = x(t) exp

(∫ t+τ

t
Q(u)du

)
. (4.2)
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Thus, we can write the distribution at time t as

x(t) = x(0) exp

(∫ t

u=0
Q(u)du

)
(4.3)

This expresses the labor market distribution at time t as a function

of an initial state and all subsequent �ow rates.

We are interested in decomposing the variance in labor markets state

over the business cycle into contributions from changes in di�erent �ow

rates. To do this, we de�ne labor market trend states x̂(t) as the vector

generated by starting from an initial state and assuming that the labor

market evolves according to the trend instantaneous �ow matrix Q̂(t).

Formally,

x̂(t) = x(0) exp

(∫ t

u=0
Q̂(u)du

)
(4.4)

Log-linearizing the expression for the actual labor market state (4.3)
around the trend labor market state (4.4) yields the following expression:

log (xs(t))− log (x̂s(t)) ≈
∫ t

u=0

∑
i,j 6=i

∂xs(t)

∂Qi,j(u)

∣∣∣∣∣
Q=Q̂

Q̂i,j(u)

x̂s(t)

(
logQi,j(u)− log Q̂i,j(u)

)
du,

(4.5)

where Q̂ denotes the whole history of Q̂(u). Here the percentage de-

viation of each labor market state from its trend is a function of the

percentage deviation of each labor market �ow from its trend, weighted

by the elasticity of the relevant labor market state with respect to the

particular �ow rate. Notice also that the expression is a function of the

entire path of deviations in �ow rates from trend. An example of an elas-

ticity we are discussing is �the elasticity of unemployment today with

respect to a change in the permanent to temporary employment �ow

rate one year and three months ago, keeping all other �ow rates con-

stant�. We then integrate over all time periods and sum over all di�erent

types of �ow rates. This is how the method deviates from the steady

state assumption that non-contemporaneous �ows are irrelevant for un-
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derstanding the current state.

This expression motivates the de�nition of a contribution function

Γi,j,s(t) which gives the contribution of �ow i→ j to variations in state

s at time t. We de�ne Γi,i,s,t = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , S and for i 6= j, we

de�ne

Γi,j,s,t ≡
∫ t

u=0

∂xs(t)

∂Qi,j(u)

∣∣∣∣∣
Q=Q̂

Q̂i,j(u)

x̂s(t)

(
logQi,j(u)− log Q̂i,j(u)

)
du.

With this formulation, we obtain

log(xs(t))− log(x̂s(t)) ≈
∑
i 6=j

Γi,j,s,t (4.6)

Given (4.6), we wish to decompose the observed business cycle varia-

tion in labor market states into contributions from each �ow rate. To do

so, we rely on the linear expression for deviations in trend as a function

of �ow rates in (4.6). We carry out a statistical variance decomposition

of (4.6) in order to �nd the contribution from each �ow rate.

This variance decomposition yields the expression

βnon.st.st.i,j,s =
Cov (log x(t)s − log x̂(t)s,Γi,j,s,t)

V ar (log x(t)s − log x̂(t)s)
. (4.7)

Here, βnon.st.st.i,j,s denotes the contribution of �ows i → j to the variance

of state s.

4.3.3 Comparison with the steady state-based method

As mentioned above, the literature often relies on an assumption that

the current labor market state can be well approximated by the steady

state associated with current labor market �ows.

Speci�cally, we let x̄(t) be the steady state associated with the ob-

served �ow matrix Q(t). This distribution can be found as the (left-)

eigenvector to Q(t) with eigenvalue zero. We de�ne the function σ(),
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which takes Q(t) as input and yields x̄(t) as output such that:

σ : Q(t) ∈ Rs × Rs −→ x̄(t) ∈ Rs (4.8)

s.t

x̄(t)Q(t) = 0 ,
∑
s

x̄(t) = 1

This way, the steady state distribution associated with Q(t) is written

as:

x̄(t) = σ(Q(t)) (4.9)

We assume that Q(t) ful�lles standard conditions that guarantee the

singe-valuedness of σ, in particular that the embedded discrete time

Markov chain is irreducible. This is trivially ful�lled in the labor market

as all labor market �ow rates are non-zero.7

We similarly de�ne the trend steady state distribution as

x̃(t) = σ(Q̂(t)).

This expression captures the stationary distribution associated with the

trend �ow rates. That is, if the trend �ow rates would persist forever, this

is what the labor market would converge to. If we live in a labor market

where the actual distribution is close to the stationary distribution, the

di�erence between the steady state x̂(t) and the trend steady state x̃(t)

closely mirrors the di�erence between the trend state of the labor market

and the actual state of the labor market.

Log-linearizing (4.9) around the steady state associated with trend

�ows x̃(t) yields

log (x̄(t))s − log (x̃(t))s ≈
∑
i,j,i 6=j

∂σ(Q(t))s

∂Q(t)i,j

∣∣∣∣∣
Q=Q̂

Q̂(t)i,j

σ(Q̂(t))s

(
logQi,j(t)− log Q̂i,j(t)

)
.

(4.10)

7For standard conditions, see Norris (1997)
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Now we can de�ne Γst.st.i,j,s,t as the contribution of �ows i→ j

Γst.st.i,j,s,t =
∂σ(Q(t))s
∂Q(t)i,j

∣∣∣∣∣
Q=Q̂

Q̂(t)i,j

σ(Q̂(t))s

(
logQi,j(t)− log Q̂i,j(t)

)

We can compare this expression with the expression for non-steady

state contribution Γi,j,s(t) from (4.6). Just as with Γi,j,s(t), the percent-

age deviation of each labor market state from trend is again a function of

the percentage deviation of each �ow rate, but they are now multiplied

by the elasticity of the steady state labor market state with respect to

that �ow rate. Here, there is no integral over previous time periods, as

the decomposition only depends on contemporaneous �ows.

We can again take advantage of the linearity in (4.10) and conduct

a variance decomposition to �nd the contribution from each �ow rate.

βst.st.i,j,s =
Cov

(
log x̄(t)s − log x̃(t)s,Γst.st.i,j,s,t

)
V ar (log x̄(t)s − log x̃(t)s)

(4.11)

Here βst.st.i,j,s denotes the contribution from the �ow rate from state i to

state j to the overall business cycle variation in state s.

4.3.4 Decomposing changes in the rate of unemployment

So far we have decomposed the �uctuations in the population share of

people in various labor market states � including the unemployment

share. To be consistent with the literature, we wish to decompose �uc-

tuations in the unemployment rate, which is the unemployment share of

population divided by labor force participation.

To facilitate this calculation, we let unemployment be state U and

assume that the labor force (that is, employment and unemployment)

span from state 1 to state l. We can then write the unemployment rate
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as

χU =
xU∑l
s=1 xs

(4.12)

This means that the logarithm of the unemployment rate is written as

the logged unemployment share less the logged participation rate:

log(χU ) = log(xu)− log(
l∑

s=1

xs) (4.13)

Thus, to determine how much a particular �ow contributes to vari-

ations in the unemployment rate, we need to take its contribution to

variations in log(xu) derived in the previous section and subtract its con-

tribution to variations in the log participation rate.

The �rst step in doing this is to log-linearize the participation rate
around its trend. For the non steady state method we obtain

log

(
l∑

s=1

xs(t)

)
− log

(
l∑

s=1

x̂s(t)

)
≈

l∑
s=1

∫ t

u=0

∑
i,j 6=i

∂xs(t)

∂Qi,j(u)

∣∣∣∣∣
Q=Q̂

Q̂i,j(u)∑l
s=1 x̂s(t)

(
logQi,j(u)− log Q̂i,j(u)

)
du (4.14)

And for the steady state-based method we obtain

log

(
l∑

s=1

x̄s(t)

)
− log

(
l∑

s=1

x̃s(t)

)
≈

l∑
s=1

∑
i,j 6=i

∂σ(Q(t))s

∂Qi,j(t)

∣∣∣∣∣
Q=Q̂

Q̂i,j(t)∑l
s=1 x̃s(t)

(
logQi,j(t)− log Q̂i,j(t)

)
(4.15)

Note that these expressions are almost identical to equation (4.5) and

(4.10). The di�erence is that we sum over all labor force states and

divide by the trend participation rate
∑l

s=1 x̂s(t) instead of by x̂s(t).

Following the de�nitions from the previous sections, the non-steady state
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decomposition becomes

log

(
l∑

s=1

x(t)s

)
− log

(
l∑

s=1

x̂s(t)

)
≈
∑
i 6=j

Γlfpi,j,t,

whereas the steady state decomposition becomes

log

(
l∑

s=1

xs(t)

)
− log

(
l∑

s=1

x̂s(t)

)
≈
∑
i 6=j

Γst.st,lfpi,j (t).

Here

Γlfpi,j,t =
l∑

s=1

[
Γi,j,s(t)

x̂s(t)∑l
s′=1 x̂s′(t)

]

and

Γst.st.,lfpi,j,t =

l∑
s=1

[
Γst.st.i,j,s (t)

x̃s(t)∑l
s′=1 x̃s′(t)

]
.

Having de�ned this log-linearization, we can log-linearize the unem-

ployment rate using the non steady state method as

log

(
xU (t)∑l
s=1 xs(t)

)
− log

(
x̂U (t)∑l
s=1 x̂s(t)

)
≈
∑
i 6=j

Γi,j,s(t)− Γlfpi,j (t)

while using the non steady state method we obtain

log

(
x̄U (t)∑l
s=1 x̄s(t)

)
− log

(
x̃U (t)∑l
s=1 x̃s(t)

)
≈
∑
i 6=j

Γst.st.i,j,U (t)− Γst.st.,lfpi,j (t).

Using these expressions, we can de�ne the contribution of each �ow i→ j
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to unemployment by

βnonst.st.,lfpi,j =

Cov

(
log

(
xu(t)∑l

s=1 xs(t)

)
− log

(
x̂u(t)∑l

s=1 x̂s(t)

)
,Γi,j,u(t)− Γlfpi,j (t)

)
V ar

(
log

(
xu(t)∑l

s=1 xs(t)

)
− log

(
x̂u(t)∑l

s=1 x̂s(t)

)) (4.16)

βst.st.,lfpi,j =

Cov

(
log

(
x̄u(t)∑l

s=1 x̄s(t)

)
− log

(
x̃(t)u∑l

s=1 x̃(t)s

)
,Γi,j,u(t)− Γlfpi,j (t)

)
V ar

(
log

(
x̄u(t)∑l

s=1 x̄s(t)

)
− log

(
x̃u(t)∑l

s=1 x̃s(t)

)) (4.17)

We use discretized versions of (4.16) and (4.17) together with esti-

mates of Q, Q̃, x̂, x̃, and Γ to compute the contribution of di�erent �ows

to the unemployment rate.

4.4 Estimation and discretization

In order to perform the decomposition, we need estimates of the instanta-

neous �ow matrix Q and the corresponding trend matrix Q̂. However, as

detailed in Section 4.2, the data only records quarterly transition prob-

abilities P (t, t+ 1). In this section, we outline how we use P (t, t+ 1) to

estimate Q(t) and Q̃(t) and how we discretize the formulas (4.16) and

(4.17) to allow us to perform the decomposition.

4.4.1 Estimation of the �ow matrix Q(t)

We start by noting the relationship between the observed transition ma-

trix and the underlying instantaneous �ow matrix, where the time unit

is one quarter:

P (t, t+ 1) = exp

(∫ t+1

t
Q(u)du

)
. (4.18)

That is, the observed transition matrix between period t and t + 1 is

a function of the continuum of instantaneous �ow matrices during the

time interval.

To identify a �ow matrix from an observed transition matrix we
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assume that transition rates are constant between two measurements.

Speci�cally, we will assume that �ow matrix is constant in the interval

(t, t+ 1). This allows us to identify Q(t) from (4.18)

Q(t) = logm P (t, t+ 1), (4.19)

where logm is the matrix logaritm.

The resulting �ow rates are presented in Figure 4.3, which we de-

scribed above in Section 4.2.

4.4.2 Estimation of the trend �ow matrix

We then identify the trend �ow matrix Q̂(t) element by element using

the full time sequence of Q(t).

Speci�cally, we follow the method from the literature and identify

Q̂ij,i6=j(t) by applying an HP �lter on the corresponding time series

{Qi,j(u)}Ts=0. We face a choice of the value of the smoothing parame-

ter λ. Here we follow Gomes (2012), who also works with quarterly data,

and sets λ = 105.8 In the Appendix we vary λ to check robustness. The

diagonal elements, Q̂i,i(t), are computed as residuals such that each row

in Q̂(t) sums to 0. The resulting trend �ow rates are depicted in Figure

4.5.

4.4.3 Discretization

When we have estimated the discrete versions of Q(t) and Q̂(t), we can

de�ne Qt and Q̂t as the values they take on the intervals [t, t + 1). We

can now write the labor market evolution in discrete form as

xt = x0 exp

(
t−1∑
u=0

Qu

)
.

8http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/research/Documents/workingpapers/2009/wp367.pdf
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With this expression, we can re-express the contribution function Γi,j,s(t)

in a discrete version Γi,j,s,t as

Γi,j,s,t =

t−1∑
u=0

∂xs,t
∂Qi,j,u

Q̂i,j,u
x̂s,t

(
log(Qi,j,u)− log(Q̂i,j,u)

)

and with the concomitant change to Γlfpi,j,t. With this discrete approx-

imation, we de�ne the contribution of a �ow i → j to variations in

unemployment as

β̂nonst.st.i,j =
C̃ov

(
log
(

xU,t∑l
s=1 xs,t

)
− log

(
x̂U,t∑l
s=1 x̂s,t

)
,Γi,j,U,t − Γlfpi,j,t

)
Ṽ ar

(
log
(

xU,t∑l
s=1 xs,t

)
− log

(
x̂U,t∑l
s=1 x̂s,t

))
where C̃ov and Ṽ ar denote sample covariances and variances. This is

the estimation method we take to the data.

4.5 Results

Panel A in Table 4.3 shows the decomposition of the variation in the

unemployment rate using our preferred non steady state method de-

scribed in Section 4.3. A number of observations can be made from

this panel. The contribution from the variation in the in�ow to un-

employment (60%) is higher than the variation stemming from out�ow

from unemployment (33%). The largest contribution from the variation

in out�ow to unemployment stems from temporary employment (22%).

The lion share of the variation in in�ow to unemployment comes from

inactivity (28%), while the contributions from out�ow from permanent

employment and temporary employment are somewhat smaller (15% and

17%, respectively). Finally, note that the contributions from �ows that

do not involve unemployment are only marginal.

Panel A in Table 4.3 also tells us how variations in �ow rates con-

cerning temporary and permanent contracts contribute to the total vari-

ation in unemployment. In particular, we see that variations in �ows
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involving temporary employment accounts for 44% of the variation in

unemployment, while �ows concerning permanent employment accounts

for 33%. The former is sizable, as workers on temporary contracts on av-

erage (during 1987-2012) only account for 10% of population aged 16-64,

while workers on permanent contracts accounts for 66%.9

We also compute the decomposition using the traditional steady state

method. As explained above in Section 4.3 this method is only suitable

insofar as if convergence to the steady state can be assumed to be fast.

This convergence rate can be calculated using the second largest eigen-

value to the transition matrix, Q(t). The largest eigenvalue is 0 so the

second largest eigenvalue is a negative number λ < 0. Deviations from

steady state decay at rate −λ. As the second largest eigenvalue is ap-

proximately −0.09, the halving time of a deviation from the steady state

is approximately 70/9 ≈ 8 quarters ≈ 2 years.10 Hence, the steady state

method is unlikely to be useful for our data. Nevertheless, we will apply

it to gauge the size of the discrepancy compared to the non-steady state

method.

In Panel B of Table 4.3 the variation decomposition is carried using

the steady state method. The method yields roughly the same contribu-

tion from variation in in�ow to unemployment, while it underestimates

the contribution stemming from out�ow from unemployment slightly.

This is mainly due to an underestimation of the contribution coming

from out�ow from out�ow to inactivity. Most noteworthy is the overes-

timation of the contribution of �ows to permanent employment. Most

of this stems from an overestimation of the contribution of �ows from

temporary to permanent employment.

The contributions of �ows involving permanent and temporary em-

ployment are over- and underestimated using the steady state method,

respectively. Speci�cally, the contributions from �ows involving perma-

nent employment are overestimated by 10 percentage points, while the

9Recall from Section 4.2 that we have characterized self-employed workers as being
on permanent contracts.

10For reference, see Norris (1997)
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contributions from �ows involving temporary employment are underes-

timated by 3 percentage points.

Why are the contributions stemming from permanent employment

overestimated? A likely reason is that the stock of persons in permanent

employment is sizable. Consequently, small swings in the in- and out�ow

rates from this state will have large impact on the steady state level

of unemployment. However, as the �ows in and out of permanent em-

ployment are low it takes a long time to reach these new steady states.

Consequently, short-lived swings in the transition in and out of regular

employment will cause large variations in the steady state but small ones

in the actual distribution.

Taken together our results suggest that properly accounting for out-

of-steady state dynamics is important when analyzing a dual labor mar-

ket. In a Swedish context failing to do so leads to an underestimation of

the variation coming from temporary employment and an overestimation

of variation coming from permanent employment. We think this point is

potentially also important in a broader European context, where labor

markets have a substantial share of temporary contracts. When analyz-

ing labor market duality in France and Spain, existing studies (Hairault

et al., 2015; Silva and Vazquez-Grenno, 2013) have not accounted for the

out of steady state dynamics. This could have led these papers to mis-

estimate the variation stemming from temporary and permanent con-

tracts, respectively.

How do our �ndings relate to existing evidence on Sweden? To our

knowledge Sweden has only been studied by Elsby et al. (2013), who

decompose the �uctuations in unemployment into in- and out-�ows for

14 OECD countries. They do so using stock data from national labor

force surveys, and infer the in- and out-�ow rates using the distribution

of unemployment across durations. As mentioned above, they carry out

the decomposition both with and without a steady state assumption. For

Sweden they �nd a 50:50 split using both methods. This di�ers somewhat

from our 60:30 split. The di�erence could be explained by the di�erences

in both data and methods. First, Elsby et al. (2013) use Swedish data
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covering the period 1976 to 2009. We only have date available for the

period 1987-2012. Second, whereas Elsby et al. (2013) use a model with

two labor market states, we allow for four.

In Table 4.4 - Table 4.9 we check the robustness of our results in

three dimensions. First, we redo the decomposition using non seasonally

adjusted data (Table 4.4). Second, we vary the value of the smoothing

parameter we utilize to compute the path of trend �ow rates, Q̃(t). We

do this in Table 4.5 - Table 4.6. Third, we vary the time period. We

do this to (i) exclude the latest recession (Table 4.7), (ii) exclude the

recession in the early 1990s (Table 4.8) and (iii) both of these recessions

(Table 4.9). All this changes our results little.

4.6 Conclusion

This paper decomposes the total variation in unemployment in Sweden,

where the labor market is dual and the convergence to steady state is

slow. In doing so, we make two methodological contribution to the liter-

ature. First, we extend existing decomposition methods in the literature

by allowing for an arbitrary number of labor market states. This is help-

ful in order to analyze the Swedish labor market, where both temporary

and permanent contracts exist. Second, in this setting we allow for non

steady state dynamics. This is important in a Swedish context, due to

low �ows between states and consequently a slow rate of convergence

towards the steady state.

Using this setup we show that the contribution to unemployment

variability from in- and out�ow from unemployment is roughly 60/30.

We furthermore show that �ows involving temporary contrasts account

for 44% of the total variation, while �ows involving permanent contracts

account for 33%. The former is substantial given that on average only

13% of total employment is on temporary contracts.

We also show that properly accounting for out of steady state dynam-

ics is important. Indeed, applying the standard decomposition from the

literature, which relies on an assumption of fast convergence to steady
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state, leads to overestimating the contribution from permanent con-

tracts and underestimating the contribution from temporary contracts.

We think this point is relevant for existing studies that decompose the

variability in unemployment in a European context (Silva and Vazquez-

Grenno, 2013; Hairault et al., 2015).
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Figure 4.1: Basic classi�cation of population in labor force survey
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Figure 4.2: Labor market stocks across time
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Figure 4.3: Hazard rates for transition across labor market states
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Figure 4.4: Hazard rates for transition across labor market states, logged
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Figure 4.5: Trend �ow rates computed using a HP-�lter with λ = 105
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Figure 4.6: Actual and simulated labor market distribution, seasonally adjusted data
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Figure 4.7: Actual and simulated labor market distribution, non seasonally adjusted data
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Tables

Table 4.1: Illustration of the rotating panel structure

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 Group 8
Month 0 G0 G−3 G−6 G−9 G−12 G−15 G−18 G−21

Month 1 G1 G−2 G−5 G−8 G−11 G−14 G−17 G−20

Month 2 G2 G−1 G−4 G−7 G−10 G−13 G−15 G−19

Month 3 G3 G0 G−3 G−6 G−9 G−12 G−14 G−18

Month 4 G4 G1 G−2 G−5 G−8 G−11 G−14 G−17

Month 5 G5 G2 G−1 G−4 G−7 G−10 G−13 G−16

Month 6 G6 G2 G0 G−3 G−6 G−9 G−12 G−16

Month 7 G7 G4 G1 G−2 G−5 G−8 G−11 Gdv−14

Month 8 G8 G5 G2 G−1 G−4 G−7 G−10 G−13

Month 9 G9 G6 G3 G0 G−3 G−6 G−9 G−12

Month 10 G10 G7 G4 G1 G−2 G−5 G−8 G−11

Month 11 G11 G8 G7 G4 G1 G−2 G−5 G−8

Month 12 G12 G9 G6 G3 G0 G−3 G−6 G−9

Notes: Gn is group of individuals who entered the survey in month n. Each group is surveyed with an interval of 3 months. In each
month 7/8 of the sample has been surveyed before. 1/8 of the sample is surveyed for the �rst time.
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Table 4.2: Cyclical variation in hazard rates

From
To

Permanent emp. Temporary emp. Unemployment Inactivity

Permanent emp. −0.0599∗∗∗ 0.0546∗∗∗ −0.0032
Temporary emp. −0.4190∗∗∗ 0.5632∗∗∗ 0.0124
Unemployment −1.7459∗∗∗ −3.9956∗∗∗ 0.9163∗∗∗

Inactivity −0.1924∗∗∗ −0.2939∗∗∗ 1.1750∗∗∗

Notes: The reported �gure is the the coe�cient of the unemployment rate in a regression of the relevant hazard rate logged. Time
trends are included in the regression. *(**)[***] denotes signi�cance on 10(5)[1] pct. level. Sample period is 1987Q1-2011Q3.
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Table 4.3: Decomposition of the variance in Swedish unemployment rate, seasonally adjusted data,
λ = 100000, 1987-2012

A. Non-steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.02 0.15 -0.00 0.13
TE 0.05 0.00 0.17 -0.00 0.21
U 0.13 0.22 0.00 -0.02 0.33
I 0.03 0.03 0.28 0.00 0.34∑

0.20 0.23 0.60 -0.03 1.00

B. Steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.05 0.18 0.00 0.14
TE 0.10 0.00 0.14 -0.00 0.24
U 0.15 0.19 0.00 -0.00 0.34
I 0.05 0.02 0.21 0.00 0.28∑

0.30 0.17 0.54 -0.00 1.00

C. Di�erence (panel B. - panel A.)

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.03 0.03 0.00 0.01
TE 0.06 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.03
U 0.02 -0.03 0.00 0.02 0.01
I 0.02 -0.00 -0.07 0.00 -0.05∑

0.09 -0.06 -0.06 0.02 0.00

Notes: Panel A and B are computed using (4.7) and (4.11), respectively. PE: Permanent employment. TE: Temporary
employment. U: Unemployment. I: Inactivity. The total variation has been normalized to the contribution from
�ows from/to these 4 states. λ = 100000 in HP-�lter.
Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Table 4.4: Decomposition of the variance in Swedish unemployment rate, non seasonally adjusted data,
λ = 100000, 1987-2012

A. Non-steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.02 0.15 -0.00 0.13
TE 0.05 0.00 0.17 -0.01 0.21
U 0.13 0.22 0.00 -0.03 0.31
I 0.03 0.03 0.30 0.00 0.35∑

0.20 0.23 0.61 -0.04 1.00

B. Steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.04 0.18 0.01 0.15
TE 0.09 0.00 0.15 0.01 0.24
U 0.15 0.22 0.00 -0.01 0.35
I 0.04 0.02 0.19 0.00 0.25∑

0.28 0.20 0.52 0.01 1.00

C. Di�erence (panel B. - panel A.)

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03
TE 0.04 0.00 -0.02 0.01 0.04
U 0.02 -0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04
I 0.01 -0.01 -0.10 0.00 -0.10∑

0.08 -0.03 -0.09 0.05 0.00

Notes: Panel A and B are computed using (4.7) and (4.11), respectively. PE: Permanent employment. TE: Temporary
employment. U: Unemployment. I: Inactivity. The total variation has been normalized to the contribution from
�ows from/to these 4 states. λ = 100000 in HP-�lter.
Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Table 4.5: Decomposition of the variance in Swedish unemployment rate, λ = 500000, 1987-2012

A. Non-steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.02 0.13 -0.00 0.11
TE 0.04 0.00 0.16 -0.00 0.21
U 0.14 0.23 0.00 -0.03 0.34
I 0.03 0.02 0.29 0.00 0.35∑

0.21 0.24 0.59 -0.04 1.00

B. Steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.04 0.16 0.00 0.12
TE 0.09 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.24
U 0.16 0.20 0.00 -0.01 0.34
I 0.05 0.02 0.23 0.00 0.30∑

0.30 0.18 0.54 -0.01 1.00

C. Di�erence (panel B. - panel A.)

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.02 0.03 0.00 0.01
TE 0.05 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.03
U 0.02 -0.03 0.00 0.02 0.01
I 0.02 -0.00 -0.06 0.00 -0.05∑

0.08 -0.06 -0.05 0.03 0.00

Notes: Panel A and B are computed using (4.7) and (4.11), respectively. PE: Permanent employment. TE: Temporary
employment. U: Unemployment. I: Inactivity. The total variation has been normalized to the contribution from
�ows from/to these 4 states. λ = 500000 in HP-�lter.
Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Table 4.6: Decomposition of the variance in Swedish unemployment rate, λ = 1600, 1987-2012

A. Non-steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.02 0.20 0.01 0.19
TE 0.03 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.20
U 0.11 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.30
I 0.01 0.02 0.27 0.00 0.31∑

0.15 0.19 0.64 0.03 1.00

B. Steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.06 0.23 0.02 0.18
TE 0.13 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.27
U 0.14 0.16 0.00 0.02 0.32
I 0.04 0.03 0.15 0.00 0.22∑

0.32 0.12 0.51 0.04 1.00

C. Di�erence (panel B. - panel A.)

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.04 0.03 0.01 -0.01
TE 0.11 0.00 -0.04 -0.00 0.07
U 0.04 -0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02
I 0.03 0.01 -0.12 0.00 -0.09∑

0.18 -0.06 -0.13 0.01 0.00

Notes: Panel A and B are computed using (4.7) and (4.11), respectively. PE: Permanent employment. TE: Temporary
employment. U: Unemployment. I: Inactivity. The total variation has been normalized to the contribution from
�ows from/to these 4 states. λ = 1600 in HP-�lter.
Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Table 4.7: Decomposition of the variance in Swedish unemployment rate, λ = 100000, 1987-2007

A. Non-steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.02 0.15 -0.00 0.13
TE 0.05 0.00 0.17 -0.00 0.21
U 0.13 0.22 0.00 -0.02 0.33
I 0.03 0.02 0.28 0.00 0.33∑

0.20 0.22 0.60 -0.03 1.00

B. Steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.05 0.18 -0.00 0.13
TE 0.10 0.00 0.15 -0.00 0.25
U 0.15 0.19 0.00 -0.01 0.34
I 0.05 0.02 0.22 0.00 0.29∑

0.30 0.17 0.54 -0.01 1.00

C. Di�erence (panel B. - panel A.)

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.03 0.03 -0.00 -0.00
TE 0.06 0.00 -0.02 0.00 0.04
U 0.02 -0.03 0.00 0.02 0.01
I 0.02 -0.00 -0.06 0.00 -0.05∑

0.10 -0.06 -0.06 0.02 0.00

Notes: Panel A and B are computed using (4.7) and (4.11), respectively. PE: Permanent employment. TE: Temporary
employment. U: Unemployment. I: Inactivity. The total variation has been normalized to the contribution from
�ows from/to these 4 states. λ = 100000 in HP-�lter.
Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Table 4.8: Decomposition of the variance in Swedish unemployment rate, λ = 100000, 1992-2012

A. Non-steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.02 0.14 -0.01 0.11
TE 0.05 0.00 0.16 -0.01 0.20
U 0.13 0.26 0.00 -0.03 0.36
I 0.03 0.03 0.27 0.00 0.33∑

0.21 0.28 0.56 -0.05 1.00

B. Steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.05 0.16 -0.00 0.11
TE 0.12 0.00 0.13 -0.00 0.25
U 0.15 0.22 0.00 -0.00 0.37
I 0.05 0.03 0.19 0.00 0.27∑

0.32 0.20 0.48 -0.01 1.00

C. Di�erence (panel B. - panel A.)

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00
TE 0.06 0.00 -0.02 0.01 0.05
U 0.03 -0.04 0.00 0.03 0.01
I 0.02 -0.00 -0.09 0.00 -0.06∑

0.11 -0.07 -0.08 0.04 0.00

Notes: Panel A and B are computed using (4.7) and (4.11), respectively. PE: Permanent employment. TE: Temporary
employment. U: Unemployment. I: Inactivity. The total variation has been normalized to the contribution from
�ows from/to these 4 states. λ = 100000 in HP-�lter.
Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Table 4.9: Decomposition of the variance in Swedish unemployment rate, λ = 100000, 1992-2007

A. Non-steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.02 0.14 -0.01 0.11
TE 0.05 0.00 0.16 -0.01 0.20
U 0.13 0.26 0.00 -0.03 0.36
I 0.03 0.03 0.27 0.00 0.33∑

0.20 0.27 0.57 -0.05 1.00

B. Steady state method

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.05 0.15 -0.01 0.10
TE 0.12 0.00 0.14 -0.00 0.25
U 0.16 0.22 0.00 -0.00 0.37
I 0.05 0.03 0.19 0.00 0.28∑

0.33 0.20 0.49 -0.01 1.00

C. Di�erence (panel B. - panel A.)

From
To

PE TE U I
∑

PE 0.00 -0.03 0.02 0.00 -0.01
TE 0.07 0.00 -0.02 0.01 0.05
U 0.03 -0.04 0.00 0.03 0.02
I 0.02 -0.00 -0.08 0.00 -0.05∑

0.12 -0.07 -0.08 0.04 0.00

Notes: Panel A and B are computed using (4.7) and (4.11), respectively. PE: Permanent employment. TE: Temporary
employment. U: Unemployment. I: Inactivity. The total variation has been normalized to the contribution from
�ows from/to these 4 states. λ = 100000 in HP-�lter.
Source: Own calculations on data from Statistics Sweden
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Algorithm description

In this section, we describe the algorithm we use to calculate the contri-
bution terms for the non-steady state βnonst.st.i,j,s and βnonst.st.,lfpi,j . We are
interested in calculating

βnonst.st.,lfpi,j =

Cov

(
log

(
x(t)3∑3

s=1 x(t)s

)
− log

(
x̂(t)3∑3

s=1 x̂(t)s

)
,Γi,j,3,t − Γlfpi,j,t

)
V ar

(
log

(
x(t)3∑3

s=1 x(t)s

)
− log

(
x̂(t)3∑3

s=1 x̂(t)s

)) , (4.20)

where

Γi,j,s,t =

∫ t

u=0

∑
i,j 6=i

∂x(t)s
∂Q(u)ij

Q̂(u)ij
x̂(t)s

(
logQij(u)− log Q̂ij(u)

)
du

and

Γlfpi,j,t = Γi,j,1,t
x̂(t)1∑3
s=1 x̂(t)s

+ Γi,j,2,t
x̂(t)2∑3
s=1 x̂(t)s

+ Γi,j,3,t
x̂(t)3∑3
s=1 x̂(t)s

.

Discretization

The �rst step in implementing the algorithm is to rewrite the expression

of the current labor market state in the discretized version as

x(t) = x(0) exp(

t−1∑
u=0

Qu),

where Qu =
∫ u+1
z=u Q(z)dz is the average �ow matrix over one period.

With this expression, we express Γi,j,s,t as

Γi,j,s,t =
t−1∑
u=0

∂x(t)s
∂(Qu)ij

(Q̂u)ij
x̂(t)s

(
log(Qu)ij − log(Q̂u)ij

)
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and similarly construct Γlfpi,j,t. With this discrete approximation, we de�ne

the contribution of a �ow i→ j to variations in unemployment as

β̂nonst.st.i,j =
C̃ov

(
log
(

x3,t∑3
s=1 xs,t

)
− log

(
x̂3,t∑3
s=1 x̂s,t

)
,Γi,j,3,t − Γlfpi,j,t

)
Ṽ ar

(
log
(

x(t)3∑3
s=1 x(t)s

)
− log

(
x̂(t)3∑3
s=1 x̂(t)s

)) ,

where C̃ov and Ṽ ar denote sample covariances and variances.

Recursive formulation

To �nd Γi,j,s,t, we de�ne it recursively over t. We write Γi,j,·,t for the row

vector with elements Γi,j,s,t and s = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Proposition 1. Γi,j,·,t satis�es

Γi,j,·,0 = 0

Γi,i,·,t = 0 ∀i = 1, 2, 3, 4

and

Γi,j,·,t =
∂xt

∂Qi,j,t−1

∣∣∣∣
Q̂

·
(

1

x̂t

)
Q̂i,j,t−1+

[
Γi,j,·,t−1 · x̂t−1 ·

(
1

x̂t

)]
exp

(
Q̂t−1

)
where 1

v denotes a vector with elements 1/vi and the dot · denotes
element-by-element multiplication.

Proof. Γi,j,·,0 = 0 as it is an empty sum, and diagonal elements

are zero by how we de�ned the derivative with respect to a �ow matrix

(adjusting the diagonal element to keep all row sums zero).

Furthermore, we can use that

xt = xt−1 exp (Qt−1)

to obtain
∂xt

∂Qi,j,u

∣∣∣∣
Q̂

=
∂xt−1

∂Qi,j,u

∣∣∣∣
Q̂

exp(Q̂t−1)
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whenever u < t − 1. Using this expression, we obtain that whenever

u < t− 1, we have

∂xt
∂Qi,j,u

·
(

1

x̂t

)
Q̂i,j,u

(
log(Qi,j,u − log(Q̂i,j,u

)
=

∂xt−1

∂Qi,j,u
exp(Q̂t) ·

(
1

x̂t

)
Q̂i,j,u

(
log(Qi,j,u)− log(Q̂i,j,u)

)
=[(

∂xt−1

∂Qi,j,u
·
(

1

xt−1

)
Q̂i,j,u

(
log(Qi,j,u)− log(Q̂i,j,u)

))
· xt−1

]
· exp(Q̂t−1) ·

(
1

x̂t

)
.

We can use this expression to calculate

Γi,j,·,t =

t−1∑
u=0

∂xt

∂Qi,j,u
Q̂i,j,u ·

(
1

x̂t

)(
log(Qi,j,u)− log(Q̂i,j,u)

)
=

∂xt

∂Qi,j,t−1
Q̂i,j,t−1 ·

(
1

x̂t

)(
log(Qi,j,t−1)− log(Q̂i,j,t−1)

)
+

t−2∑
u=0

∂xt

∂Qi,j,u
Q̂i,j,u ·

(
1

x̂t

)(
log(Qi,j,u)− log(Q̂i,j,u)

)
=

∂xt

∂Qi,j,t−1
Q̂i,j,t−1 ·

(
1

x̂t

)(
log(Qi,j,t−1)− log(Q̂i,j,t−1)

)
+

[(
t−2∑
u=0

∂xt−1

∂Qi,j,u
·
(

1

xt−1

)
Q̂i,j,u

(
log(Qi,j,u)− log(Q̂i,j,u)

))
· xt−1

]
exp(Q̂t−1) ·

(
1

x̂t

)

=
∂xt

∂Qi,j,t−1
Q̂i,j,t−1 ·

(
1

x̂t

)(
log(Qi,j,t−1)− log(Q̂i,j,t−1)

)
+ (Γi,j,·,t−1 · x̂t−1) · exp(Q̂t−1) ·

(
1

x̂t

)
,

which completes the proof.
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Implementation in arrays

We use the following for arrays

x = S × (T + 1)

x̂ = S × (T + 1)

Q = S × S × (T + 1)

Q̂ = S × S × (T + 1)

Γ = S × S × S × (T + 1)

Γlfs = S × S × (T + 1).

We observe/derive x, x̂, Q, Q̂. We then initialize Γi,j,s,0 = 0 for all i, j, s.

We iterate on t and for each t = 1, . . . , T we de�ne that diagonal elements

are zero:

Γi,i,s,t = 0∀ i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

For each i 6= j we de�ne a row vector Γi,j,·,t by

Γi,j,·,t = x̂·,t
∂ exp(Q·,·,t−1)

∂(Qi,j,t−1)

∣∣∣∣
Qt−1=Q̂t−1

·
(

1

x̂t−1

)
Q̂i,j,t−1

(
log(Qi,j,t−1)− log(Q̂i,j,t−1)

)
+ (Γi,j,·,t−1 · x̂·,t−1) exp(Q̂t−1) ·

(
1

x̂·,t

)

Lastly, we de�ne

Γlfpi,j,t = Γi,j,1,t
x̂(t)1∑3
s=1 x̂(t)s

+ Γi,j,2,t
x̂(t)2∑3
s=1 x̂(t)s

+ Γi,j,3,t
x̂(t)3∑3
s=1 x̂(t)s

.

and we can calculate the required sample covariances.
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Chapter 5

The New Keynesian

Transmission Mechanism: A

Heterogeneous-Agent

Perspective*

5.1 Introduction

There is signi�cant recent interest in how inequality between consumers

may a�ect the monetary transmission mechanism and how inequality is

a�ected by monetary policy. Traditional New Keynesian (NK) models

rely on a setting with a representative agent (RA) and thus by de�ni-

tion do not allow this topic to be analyzed. The RA setup is analyti-

*This is joint work with Tobias Broer, Per Krusell and Erik Öberg. We are
very grateful for comments from Adrien Auclert, Lídia Brun, John Cochrane, Martin
Eichenbaum, Jordi Galí, John Hassler, Hannes Malmberg, Karl Harmenberg, Jean-
Baptiste Michau, Valerie Ramey, Søren Hove Ravn, Matthew Rognlie, Johan Söder-
berg, Karl Walentin, Ivàn Werning, Andreas Westermark, and seminar participants
at the IIES, MIT Macro Lunch, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Sveriges Riksbank, EN-
TER Jamboree in Mannheim 2015, UiO-NHH Macro Workshop at Norges Bank,
SED Annual Meeting 2015, and EEA Annual Meeting 2015. Handelsbanken's Re-
search Foundations are gratefully acknowledged for �nancial support. All remaining
errors are our own.
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146 THE NEW KEYNESIAN TRANSMISSION MECHANISM

cally very convenient, however, and the hope, perhaps, has been that its

main conclusions are robust to extensions to multiple agents.1 With new

analytical and computational tools available, a burgeoning literature is

now beginning to explore the conjecture that most of the RA model's

conclusions are indeed robust to consumer heterogeneity. This literature

also explores the possibility that models with inequality can, under some

conditions, give a richer and more realistic description of the monetary

transmission mechanism. Very interesting analyses along these lines in-

clude Auclert (2015), Gornemann et al. (2016), McKay et al. (2015), and

Kaplan et al. (2016), which all study rich heterogenous-agent (HA) set-

tings with nominal frictions; Kaplan et al. (2016) coin the term HANK

models to represent HA extensions to the NK model, thus making RANK

an appropriate term of NK models using the RA assumption, with no

pun intended.

Motivated by these analyses, the present paper points to a partic-

ular challenge that HANK models face when calibrated to the kind of

inequality observed in the data. In the data, wealth is extremely con-

centrated; this has been documented extensively, with notable recent

contributions by Wol� (2014), Piketty and Zucman (2015), Kuhn and

Rios-Rull (2016), and Saez and Zucman (ming). Labor income is quite

concentrated as well but much less so than is wealth.2 In this paper

we analyze the very simplest extension of a NK model, namely, a model

with two consumers aimed to represent �workers� and �capitalists�, hence

capturing what is arguably the key element of inequality in the data.3

1Very simple extensions to consider inequality have been shown to give near equiv-
alence with the corresponding RA model in the context of real business cycle models;
see the baseline results in Krusell and Smith (1998).

2The factor shares of income have not undergone major �uctuations, although
they do exhibit some movements, especially recently; see, e.g., Karabarbounis and
Neiman (2014).

3Our paper is related to the literature on monetary policy under limited asset
market participation�Bilbiie (2008), Galí et al. (2004), Bu�e (2013), and Ascari
et al. (2016)�that has centered around exploring the parameter region in which a
Taylor-type monetary policy rule produces a determinate equilibrium. These papers
also study new NK models with two classes of agents, reminiscent of our worker-
capitalist model. Moreover, with di�erent goals in mind, Walsh (2014) analyzes the
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We show that it has quite di�erent properties than the corresponding

textbook RA model, where these two agents are simply merged into one

household. We show, in particular, that the transmission mechanism de-

pends greatly on the form of the nominal rigidity. A key �nding is that

it is especially challenging to make the 2-agent model generate active

monetary transmission when hours are determined by the labor supply

decision by workers. This is true under the baseline model with price

stickiness. Under wage stickiness, however, where workers are de facto

supplying hours mechanically over the cycle, the monetary transmission

mechanism is active and resembles that in the corresponding RANK

model.

Given the simplicity of the 2-agent model, our insights are easy to

understand. In the textbook NK models, labor is the sole factor of pro-

duction. With rigidities only in the goods market, workers respond to

wages according to their labor supply curve. With the kind of preferences

used in the macroeconomic literature�those where income and substi-

tution e�ects cancel (see King et al. (1988))�and without pro�t income

accruing to workers, the income and substitution e�ect from changes

in the wage level cancel out.4 Consequently, changes in the wage level

will not be able to a�ect employment, and output becomes invariant to

monetary policy. This does not mean, however, that monetary policy is

neutral with respect to real variables. To the contrary, there are strong

redistributional e�ects. As is well-known regarding this class of models

(see, e.g., Christiano and Evans (1997)), pro�ts respond countercyclically

to monetary policy shocks, and from our 2-agent perspective this makes

impulse responses to a richer set of shocks in a similar worker-capitalist model that
also includes taxes.

4The preferences in King et al. (1988) are often described as balanced-growth
preferences as they deliver a balanced growth path for all macroeconomic variables
under the restriction of a constant labor supply. Boppart and Krusell (2016) recently
argue that a better approximation to the data is that hours fall at a constant (but
small) rate and o�er an enlargement of balanced-growth preferences that is consistent
with this behavior and where income e�ects slightly outweigh substitution e�ects.
Such preferences would only change our main conclusions here slightly (they would
actually strengthen them).
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capitalists poorer while workers become richer in response to a surprise

cut in the nominal interest rate. In sum, monetary policy cannot a�ect

output, but there are e�ects on the distribution of consumption.

In contrast, under wage rigidity, workers are constrained to supply the

quantity of labor demanded in the short run. A stronger degree of wage

rigidity thus makes employment, and hence output, more determined

by the response in consumption demand following the monetary policy

shock. Consequently, the response of output to a monetary policy shock

approaches that of the representative agent model for a su�ciently high

degree of wage stickiness. Summing up, we see that the main results of the

textbook NK model with price stickiness are not robust to introducing

stylized consumer heterogeneity, but the same model with wage stickiness

is; in the former, monetary policy cannot a�ect output, whereas in the

latter it does.

Besides shedding light on how the transmission mechanism of mone-

tary policy interacts with inequality, our results also highlight what we

believe is an under-appreciated feature of the transmission mechanism

in the standard RANK model with price rigidities only. In particular,

both the countercyclical response of pro�ts and their steady-state size

play a key role for the employment and output response to monetary

policy shocks in this environment. With preferences in the King-Plosser-

Rebelo class (King et al. (1988)), it is the deviation of total income from

labor income that determines the response of labor supply. When house-

holds receive pro�t payments lump-sum, such a deviation can occur: in

response to an increase in goods demand and wages, �rm pro�ts fall,

making the households poorer, thus generating the required increase in

labor supply that meets the higher demand. Moreover, the larger is the

steady-state pro�t share, the more potent is this channel.5

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 5.2 we describe the

representative-agent and the worker-capitalist versions of the NK

5The standard RANK model often serves as a benchmark for business cycle and
policy analysis in the NK literature (see, e.g., Lorenzoni (2009), Christiano et al.
(2011), and Werning (2012)).
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model. In Section 5.3.1 we analyze the impulse responses to monetary

shock under the assumption of �exible wages. In Section 5.3.2 we

perform the same analysis under sticky wages. To make the exposition

easier, we do not allow �nancial trade between the worker and the

capitalist in the benchmark version of the worker-capitalist model we

study. To verify that our results are robust to adding �nancial trade,

we redo the impulse responses under this assumption in Section 5.4.

Section 5.5 concludes.

5.2 Two models

To investigate the consequences of heterogeneity for monetary policy, we

will compare the impulse-responses implied by a textbook version of the

New Keynesian model to those of a 2-agent worker-capitalist model. In

this section we describe the setups for these two models. Apart from the

household sector, the models are identical in the way �rms set prices and

how the central bank sets the interest rate. Since these components are

standard and well-known, we will describe them only brie�y.6

A time period should be interpreted as a quarter of a year. As for

notation, if not otherwise stated we will for any variable Xt denote its

steady-state value with X̄, its log value with xt and its log deviation from

steady state with x̂t. We will refer to the these deviations as �gaps�. It

is common to describe the log-linear equilibrium in terms of deviations

from the �exible-price rather than in deviations from the steady state.

In this paper, the only source of exogenous disturbances is shocks to the

nominal interest rate, and since the model features long-run monetary

neutrality, the two measures coincide.

We start by describing the common elements of both models, and

then describe how the models di�er in the setup of the household sector.

6For a detailed exposition, see Galí (2009). The only deviation from Galí (1999)
Ch. 3 is that we assume a CRS production function whereas he assumes diminishing
returns to scale. Assuming diminishing returns to scale complicates the expressions
but does not a�ect the response of the worker-capitalist model to the textbook model
in any meaningful way.
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5.2.1 Common elements

The �nal good sector. There is a representative �rm that produces

the �nal good Yt by combining a continuum of intermediate goods Yit
through the Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator with elasticity of substitution εp:

Yt =

(∫ 1

0
Y

εp−1

εp

it di

) εp
εp−1

. (5.1)

The intermediate good sector. Intermediate goods are produced

by a continuum of �rms, indexed by i, with CRS technology Yit = Nit.

To allow for rigid wages (considered in a later section), we assume that

Nit consists of a composite of di�erentiated labor inputs combined using

a Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator with elasticity of substitution εw:

Nit =

(∫ 1

0
N

εw−1
εw

ijt dj

) εw
εw−1

. (5.2)

Each �rm i takes the wages Wjt as given. The intermediate goods pro-

ducers set their prices to maximize expected discounted pro�ts using the

market discount factor Qt. They can, however, only reset their prices

with probability 1− θp in every period. From these assumptions we can

derive a log-linear relationship between in�ation and the deviation of

average marginal cost from steady state, that is, a Phillips curve:

πpt = βEtπ
p
t+1 + λm̂ct, (5.3)

where πpt is the in�ation rate in the goods market and λ ≡ (1−θp)(1−βθp)
θp

.

Note that with CRS production technology, deviations in the average

marginal cost equals the deviation in the real wage level, m̂ct = ω̂t.

Wage evolution. There is also an accounting equation for the evolu-

tion of real wages

ω̂t = ω̂t−1 + πwt − π
p
t , (5.4)
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where πwt is wage in�ation.

Monetary policy. Finally, there is central bank that sets the interest

rate according to a log-linear Taylor rule:

it = ρ+ φππt + φyŷt + νt. (5.5)

5.2.2 Households in the textbook model

There is a unit mass of households, indexed by j, who only di�er in the

type of labor they provide. They derive utility from consuming a �nal

good and disutility from working and can trade using a complete set of

state-contingent assets. Each household can reset its wage with proba-

bility 1 − θw each period. A resetting household in period t chooses a

wage level W ∗t to maximize its expected discounted utility conditional

on not being able to reset this wage. The constraints the household faces

includes the labor demand function from the intermediate good sector,

(5.7): the hours choice is not free, given that the wage is set. The house-

hold also faces a budget constraint over the future relevant to not reset-

ting the wage: (5.8).7 Speci�cally, the optimal wage then solves

max
W ∗t

Et

∞∑
k=0

(βθw)k

(
log(Cj,t+k|t)−

N1+ϕ
j,t+k|t

1 + ϕ

)
(5.6)

s.t.

Nj,t+k|t =

(
W ∗t
Wt+k

)−εw
Nt+k (5.7)

Pt+kCj,t+k|t + Et+k
(
Qt+k,t+k+1Bj,t+k+1|t

)
≤ Bj,t+k|t +W ∗t Nt+k|t + Pt+kDt+k.

(5.8)

7The overall consumer problem, which considers all contingencies, i.e., how di�er-
ent subproblems associated with di�erent outcomes for the resetting process connect
to each other, is speci�ed in Erceg et al. (2000). We refer the reader to that paper for
details.
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Here, Nt+k ≡
∫ 1

0 Nj,t+kdj is total hours supply, Wt+k the average wage

level, Pt+k the price level, and Dt+k real pro�t income all in period

t + k. Qt+k,t+k+1 denotes the one-period nominal bond price function

at t + k normalized by the corresponding conditional probability.8 The

individual variables are Cj,t+k|t, Nj,t+k|t, and Bj,t+k|t: real consumption,

hours worked, and nominal bond income, respectively, in period

t + k and conditional on not having reset the wage after t. Thus,

Et+k
(
Qt+k,t+k+1Bj,t+k+1|t

)
is the total nominal value of all assets

purchased by the household to be carried into period t+ k + 1.

Under complete markets and separable utility, consumption is equal-

ized across all households: Cj,t+k ≡ Ct+k. The �rst-order condition asso-

ciated to the wage choice can be written

∞∑
k=0

(βθw)kEt

{
C−1
t+k|t

W ∗t
Pt+k

−MwN
ϕ
t+k|t

}
= 0, (5.9)

where Mw ≡ εw
εw−1 . One can show that aggregate wage dynamics there-

fore follow

Wt =
[
θwW

1−εw
t−1 + (1− θw)(W ∗t )1−εw] 1

1−εw . (5.10)

Combining and log-linearizing (5.9) and (5.10) around steady state, we

�nd the wage in�ation Phillips curve

πwt = βEtπ
w
t+1 − λwµ̂wt , (5.11)

where µ̂wt = µwt − µw is the log deviation in average wage markups

µwt ≡ ωt − (ϕnt + ct) from their steady-state level µw = logMw and

λw ≡ (1−θw)(1−βθw)
θw

1
1+εwϕ

.

Notice that with fully �exible wages, i.e., under θw = 0, one can

log-linearize the �rst-order condition (5.9) around the steady state to

8Q is a function of next period's state.
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obtain

ω̂t = ϕn̂t + ĉt. (5.12)

The �rst-order condition with respect to consumption in the con-

sumer's overall problem furthermore yields the usual Euler equation,

which log-linearized around the steady state delivers

ĉt = −(it − Etπt+1 − ρ) + Etĉt+1, (5.13)

where ρ ≡ − log β and it ≡ − logQt.

Market-clearing conditions. The goods market clears when

Ct = Yt,

where Yt is total output. The state-contingent assets are in zero net

supply, which implies that

Ct =

∫ 1

0

Wjt

Pt
Njtdj +Dt.

Log-linearizing around the steady state, we �nd

ĉt = ŷt, (5.14)

ĉt = S̄(ω̂t + n̂t) + (1− S̄)d̂t, (5.15)

where S̄ = W̄ N̄
Ȳ P̄

is the labor income share of output in steady state.

5.2.3 Households in the worker-capitalist model

The worker-capitalist model features a unit mass of workers and a repre-

sentative capitalist. As the words suggest, workers only have labor income
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and capitalists only have capital income (pro�ts).9 In this model, we thus

need to restrict agents' smoothing possibilities across dates and states

in order for the analysis to fully capture heterogeneity and in order to

remain in contact with the well-known settings in the macro-inequality

literature. Markets can be restricted in several ways, however, and it is

not entirely immaterial how the analysis is carried out. We have opted

for a procedure where we �rst use the simplest setting allowing for mean-

ingful analysis and then, as a robustness check, look at a more general

structure. The simplest structure is one where capitalists have no access

at all to smoothing and thus merely receive and consume pro�ts. Work-

ers, on the other hand, can trade in a complete set of state-contingent

contracts amongst themselves. The equilibrium of this setting implies

that workers' total consumption must also equal total labor income and

that, within the worker group, there is full insurance. Moreover, the Euler

equation is derived from workers. In the more general setting, we con-

sider �nancial trade between workers and capitalist subject to trading

costs and for costs such that there is a limited amount of active trade

in response to shocks, the results from the simpler model are not sig-

ni�cantly di�erent from those of the simplest model.10 The analysis of

�nancial trade is contained in Section 5.4.

9The motivation for these stark assumptions is of course the very concentrated
capital income (relative to labor income). The notion is thus that the simple model
here is a short-cut for a more complex Aiyagari/Huggett-style model where some
agents live mostly o� of labor income and a small group of agents mostly o� of
capital income. The key qualitative di�erence is then that capitalists in such a richer
setting would also work. However, they would work relatively little given their wealth
and we conjecture that such a model would have similar features compared to the
much more analytically tractable model studied here.

10An alternative to the simpler model would be a speci�cation where the worker
is constrained and hand-to-mouth while allowing the capitalist to trade in the bond
market. Under this assumption, however, the model does not have a determinate
equilibrium under a standard Taylor rule, which would make a comparison of the
worker-capitalist model to the textbook model di�cult. The problem of indetermi-
nacy, in the context of a similar model that also features hand-to-mouth households,
is discussed in Bilbiie (2008).
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Workers. The workers in the worker-capitalist model are very similar

to the households in the standard model. They face the same maxi-

mization problem as does the representative household (5.6), with the

exception that the budget set now does not include pro�ts. That is, the

budget set of the workers now reads

Pt+kCw,j,t+k|t + Et+k
(
Qt+k,t+k+1Bj,t+k+1|t

)
≤ Bj,t+k|t +W ∗t Nt+k|t,

(5.16)

where we use the subscript w on consumption to denote that of the

worker.11 Working with the implied maximization problem leads to a

modi�ed wage in�ation Phillips curve:

πwt = βEtπ
w
t+1 − λwµ̂wt , (5.17)

where µ̂wt = (ω̂t − (ϕn̂t + ĉwt)) − µw. Under fully �exible wages, (5.17)

can be replaced by the standard intra-temporal optimization condition

ω̂t = ϕn̂t + ĉwt. (5.18)

The Euler equation, in its log-linearized version, now reads

ĉwt = −(it − Etπt+1 − ρ) + Etĉwt+1. (5.19)

The capitalist. The capitalist receives pro�ts and consumes them

hand-to-mouth. This way, the consumption of the capitalist simply reads

Cct = Dt. (5.20)

Market-clearing conditions. The goods market clears when

Cwt + Cct = Yt,

11Capitalists do not work or use �nancial assets so no new subscripts are needed
on such variables.
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where Yt is total output. The state-contingent assets are in zero net

supply, which implies that

Cwt =

∫ 1

0

Wjt

Pt
Njtdj.

Log-linearizing around the steady state, we �nd

S̄ĉwt + (1− S̄)ĉct = ŷt, (5.21)

ĉwt = ω̂t + n̂t, (5.22)

where S̄ = W̄ N̄
Ȳ P̄

is the labor income share of output in steady state.

5.3 Impulse responses to a monetary policy

shock

We now consider the implications of an innovation in the monetary pol-

icy rate in the textbook model and the worker-capitalist model respond.

We carry the comparison out under two di�erent parameterizations (Ta-

ble 5.2). In the �rst one, we assume that wages are fully �exible (θw = 0)

and that workers have no market power (εw → ∞). This case corre-

sponds to the simple 3-equation model presented in Galí (2009), Ch. 3

that is commonly used as a benchmark in the literature. In the second

parameterization, we assume that wages are rigid. We take the parame-

ter values from Galí (2009), Ch. 6, in which the resetting probability is

set to θw = 3/4 (corresponding to an average wage spell duration of four

quarters) and εw = 6.

The rest of the parameters are the same in both experiments and

directly taken from Galí (2009), Ch. 3. Goods market prices are rigid

with εp = 6 and θp = 2/3. For the preference parameters, we set ϕ = 1

and β = 0.99. For the Taylor rule, we set φπ = 1.5 and φy = 0.125.

Under both parameterizations, it is easily con�rmed that the log-linear

equilibrium systems have unique stable solutions.

For the monetary policy shock, we assume that innovations follow
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the process

νt = ρννt−1 + ενt,

with ρν = 0.5. We feed a positive 25 basis-point shock to the two models.

5.3.1 Impulse responses under �exible wages

In this section, we discuss the e�ects of a monetary policy shock under

the parametric assumptions θw = 0 and εw →∞. The impulse-response

functions following the monetary policy shocks are plotted in Figure 5.1.

As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the textbook and worker-capitalist mod-

els give qualitatively very similar responses in terms of the real interest

rate gap, in�ation, real wages, and pro�ts. Thus, a part of the trans-

mission mechanism appears very similar across models. However, in the

textbook model, there is a substantial negative output and employment

response, whereas in the worker-capitalist model, there is no response at

all in these variables.

What explains these key �ndings? We start analyzing the responses

in the worker-capitalist model. Looking at the right-hand side of Figure

5.1, we see the standard response to the surprise increase in the nominal

interest rate: the real interest rate increases. From the Euler equation

(5.19), we then know that the worker consumption gap must start out

negative to follow an upward-sloping path. This is because the worker

responds to a downward-sloping interest rate path by moving consump-

tion forward in time. The worker income gap must therefore follow the

same path, as worker consumption equals worker income in equilibrium.

Hence, either wages, hours worked, or both must initially fall. We see

that only real wages fall; hours worked do not move.

The reason for the lack of response in hours worked is our preference

speci�cation: we use the KPR utility function, employed in most of the

applied macroeconomic literature and originally proposed in King et al.

(1988). These preferences are constructed so that hours have no trend

in the long run, despite wage growth, and this is accomplished with an
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interior choice of hours only if income and substitution e�ects cancel.

In a model where the consumer/worker only receives labor income, as

in the present setting, this insight carries over straightforwardly. For-

mally, insert the market-clearing condition (5.22) into the intratemporal

optimality condition (5.18):

ϕñt + c̃wt = ω̃t and c̃wt = ω̃t + ñt

⇒ ϕñt + ω̃t + ñt = ω̃t

⇔ ñt = 0.

Clearly, regardless of the Frisch elasticity, hours will not change.12 Since

hours worked are unresponsive, the fall in worker consumption matches

the fall in wages. Because wages fall, so does the marginal cost of pro-

duction, which leads to a fall in in�ation and an increase in pro�ts. The

countercyclical response of pro�ts, however, has no e�ect on equilibrium

output since it is directly consumed by the hand-to-mouth capitalists.

Notice, �nally, that although aggregate consumption is una�ected by

monetary policy, its distribution is: in response to a higher interest rate,

the consumption of workers falls and that of capitalists increases.

Having explained the responses in the worker-capitalist model, it is

now easy to understand the responses in the textbook model. As in the

worker-capitalist model, the real interest rate gap increases, which leads

to a fall in the consumption gap. There is also a fall in the real wage gap

and an increase in the pro�t gap. However, hours worked and the output

gap now decrease. To explain this, we again insert the market-clearing

12With the slightly larger preference class derived in Boppart and Krusell (2016)
and a parameter restriction implying that hours fall over the long run if wages grow,
we would see hours rise in response to a drop in wages. Thus, a monetary policy
tightening would make output go up, and hence make the transmission mechanism
in the 2-agent model even more di�erent than that in the textbook model.
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condition (5.15) into the intratemporal optimality condition (5.12):

ϕñt + c̃t = ω̃t and c̃t = S̄(ω̃t + ñt) + (1− S̄)d̃t

⇒ ϕñt + S̄(ω̃t + ñt) + (1− S̄)d̃t = ω̃t

⇔ ñt =
1− S̄
ϕ+ S̄

(ω̃t − d̃t). (5.23)

Equation (5.23) allows us to make two related observations: hours can

respond and the size of the response depends on the steady-state labor

share. In particular, 1−S̄
ϕ+S̄

is decreasing in the labor share S̄ = W̄ N̄
Ȳ P̄

on the

unit interval and equals 0 when S̄ = 1. If the labor share is 100 percent,

KPR preferences imply that hours worked are unresponsive to monetary

policy. When the labor share is less then 100 percent, the response of total

income can potentially deviate from the response of labor income and so

hours worked become responsive as well. The magnitude of the response

is determined by how much the response of pro�ts deviates from the

response of real wages. To generate a response in output consistent with

the path of the nominal interest rate and in�ation, pro�ts necessarily

become countercyclical.

Intuitively, the increase in pro�ts makes the representative household

choose to work less: an income (wealth) e�ect. The e�ect is naturally

decreasing in the steady-state pro�t share, which is about 17 percent

in our parameterization. Moreover, the wage change has a direct e�ect

on hours worked now since the worker also receives pro�t income, thus

making the substitution e�ect stronger than the income e�ect. The fall

in wages thus depress hours from this perspective as well.

The textbook model is thus capable of generating negative responses

of employment and output to a positive innovation in the policy rate

because 1) the households that supply labor also receive pro�t income

and 2) because pro�t income responds less procyclically than do wages

(in fact, the former is countercyclical in the model whereas the latter is

procyclical). Although logically clear, this transmission mechanism does

not seem empirically well grounded for two reasons. The �rst is the one
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emphasized here: few households have substantial non-labor income (see

Table 5.1) and hence one would not expect workers to be much a�ected

by movements in pro�ts.

The second reason is that already pointed to in the literature: pro�ts

are strongly procyclical, not countercyclical, in the data and the avail-

able evidence is also that they fall after a monetary policy tightening

(see Christiano and Eichenbaum (2005)). Thus, although the 3-equation

textbook NK model o�ers very intuitive reduced-form responses to mon-

etary policy that are aligned with intuition, the transmission mechanism

whereby this is achieved is very hard to justify empirically. Fortunately,

as we shall see, the rigid-wage model performs much better.

5.3.2 Impulse responses under rigid wages

In this section, we discuss the e�ects of a monetary policy shock under

the parametric assumptions θw = 3/4 and εw = 6 while maintaining

sticky prices parameterized as before. The impulse-response functions

following the monetary policy shocks are plotted in Figure 5.2.

Before comparing the responses of the textbook and worker-capitalist

model, we discuss how adding wage rigidities changes the impulse re-

sponses in the textbook model by comparing the left-hand side of Fig-

ure 5.2 to the left-hand side of Figure 5.1. Adding wage rigidities with

θw = 3/4 to the textbook model changes the magnitude of the responses

in several variables. Notably, it almost eliminates the response in real

wages, as well as making the response of pro�ts procyclical. The reason

is that with rigid wage setting, nominal wages respond very little to the

shock. Hence, nominal marginal costs of the intermediate goods �rms

respond only little. As a consequence, the response of in�ation is also

muted, but still su�ciently strong to almost completely close the real

wage gap. As the real wage gap is almost zero, the movement of pro�ts

is solely determined by the movement in output, and thus pro�ts respond

procyclically.

Turning to the comparison between the textbook and the worker-
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capitalist model, we see that the responses to the monetary shock are

almost indistinguishable. With an average wage resetting duration of

4 quarters, the income and substitution e�ects matter less for the de-

termination of hours worked at the shorter horizon. The majority of

households (workers) are instead constrained to supply whatever labor

is demanded from equation (5.7). Labor demand follows directly from

consumption demand, as labor is the sole factor of production. In the

textbook model, aggregate consumption demand follows from the real

interest rate. And since pro�ts constitute a small share of total income

in the steady state (close to 17 percent) and respond procyclically, aggre-

gate consumption demand in the worker-capitalist model behaves similar

to that in the textbook model.

Assuming rigid wages thus seems to o�er a solution to the implausi-

ble transmission mechanism in the textbook 3-equation model. In fact,

the di�erence between the textbook and the worker-capitalist model is

decreasing in θw, which means that strength of this solution is increasing

in the degree of wage rigidities. Whether the actual economies feature

substantially rigid wage setting at the business cycle frequency is an

empirical question that we do not evaluate here. At the very least, how-

ever, in light of our �ndings, to have accurate measures of the degree of

rigidities in the labor market seems important for generating a plausible

transmission mechanism with this class of models.

5.4 Robustness: �nancial trade

In the setup of the worker-capitalist model, we did not allow for �nancial

trade between the workers and the representative capitalist. We made

this assumption for reasons of tractability. In this section, we show that

this model can be seen as an approximation to a model where the capi-

talist is allowed to trade a risk-free bond with the workers.

Without further assumptions, allowing the capitalist to trade in the

bond market implies that the model becomes non-stationary. In response

to a surprise increase in the nominal interest rate, we have seen that the
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response of real wages (when the nominal wage is fully �exible) is nega-

tive while the response of pro�ts is positive. In equilibrium, the workers

will therefore become indebted to the capitalist when allowing trade in

bonds. The consumption-smoothing motive makes this indebtedness per-

manent, so that the capitalist has permanently higher consumption than

the worker in response to the shock. Hence, linearization around a given

steady state does not o�er a way of analyzing the e�ects of shocks. To

maintain stationarity when allowing for �nancial trade in the model we

therefore assume that the capitalist faces quadratic bond-holding costs,

which ensures that the capitalist holds zero �nancial wealth in the long-

run equilibrium. This assumption is commonly used to close two-country

international macroeconomic models; see, e.g., Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe

(2003).

Thus, we change the capitalist problem described in Section 5.2 to

max
Cct,Bct

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt logCct

s.t. PtCwt +QtBct ≤ Bc,t−1 + PtDt −
ζ

2
B2
c,t−1,

where Bct is the capitalist's net purchases of risk-free bonds. Maximiza-

tion yields an Euler equation, which we log-linearize around the steady

state to �nd

ĉct = − 1

σ
(it − Etπt+1 − ρ) + Etĉc,t+1 + ζȲ b̂ct, (5.24)

where b̂ct is de�ned as b̂ct = Bct
Ȳ
, i.e., the private debt-to-GDP ratio,

where GDP is measured by its steady state value.

The goods market clearing condition is now

Cwt + Cct +
ζ

2
B2
ct−1 = Yt.

As stated, in the steady state we construct, B̄ct = 0. Thus, if we log-
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linearizing around the �exible-price equilibrium, we �nd that

S̄c̃wt + (1− S̄)c̃ct = ỹt (5.25)

c̃wt = ω̃t + ñt. (5.26)

The rest of the worker-capitalist model is una�ected.

We have one more parameter to calibrate now: ζ. Changes in the

value of ζ have a larger impact on the aggregate responses when wages

are �exible, with a countercyclical response in capital income and a pro-

cyclical response in wage income. We calibrate ζ focusing on this case.

With higher values of ζ, there is naturally less trade in bonds in equi-

librium, converging to no trade as ζ → ∞; this limit case mimics the

worker-capitalist model in Section 5.2. At the other extreme, when ζ = 0,

the model coincides with the standard representative-agent setting. We

thus focus on an intermediate case, with ζ = 4, implying small amounts

of intertemporal trade. For this case, the response to a 25 basis-point

monetary policy shock amounts to a peak for the debt-to-GDP ratio of

0.099 percent. 13

We feed in the same monetary shock as in the previous section. The

impulse responses are plotted side by side with the responses in the

worker-capitalist model without �nancial trade in Figure 5.3 and 5.4, for

the parameterizations without and with rigid wage setting respectively.

As seen, the two models behave very similarly under �exible as well

as rigid wages. In the case of rigid wages this is natural, since we have

already seen that the worker-capitalist model without �nancial trade be-

haves very similarly to textbook model. In the case of �exible wages,

the similarity might be more surprising. However, because the adjust-

ment costs limits the response of the debt-to-income ratio to 10 percent

of GDP, worker consumption is still close to labor income every period.

Hence, the determination of labor supply is similar to that in the model

13For near-zero adjustment costs, as pointed out above, debt-to-GDP responses
are extremely persistent. For the case we report on here, convergence rates are much
faster and the debt-to-GDP ratio is back to (very close to) steady state within less
than three years.
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without �nancial trade. That is, workers do not experience the positive

income e�ect coming from the increase in pro�ts and hence the income

and substitution e�ects are still approximately of the same size, so that

the responses of hours worked and output are close to zero.

5.5 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have discussed how income heterogeneity a�ects the

impulse responses to a monetary shock in the New Keynesian framework.

We have done so under two di�erent assumptions regarding the source

of nominal frictions. Our main conclusion from this analysis is twofold:

(i) the benchmark textbook NK model is not robust to the introduction

of stark and real world-like inequality; but (ii) the textbook NK model

with added wage rigidity does show robustness. In the process, we also

uncovered that the representative-agent model with only price stickiness,

though allowing a reduced-form link from monetary policy to output that

seems plausible, relies on a transmission mechanism that is implausible:

in response to a lowering of the policy rate, pro�ts fall, making workers

poorer and hence enticing them to work harder.

In this concluding section, we brie�y comment on how consumer het-

erogeneity of the kind considered here has other implications as well. In

particular, we study the impulse responses to TFP shocks. After that,

we discuss some possible directions for future research.

Let us thus �rst comment on TFP shocks. Galí (1999) has argued

that the response of a TFP shock in the textbook NK model serves

as an argument in favor of that model compared to the standard real

business cycle (RBC) model. Speci�cally, the former generates a drop

in hours worked in response to a positive innovation in TFP, while the

later generates an increase. The response of hours to TFP shocks in the

data has been subject to debate, but a number of studies �nd that hours

fall in response to a positive productivity shock: Galí (1999); Francis and

Ramey (2005); Basu et al. (2006). This Galí (1999) interprets as evidence
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in favor of the NK and against the RBC framework.14

Investigating the response of hours worked to a TFP shocks in the

worker-capitalist model can help us understand what drives the response

in the standard NK model. Without rigid wages, KPR preferences imply

that hours are constant also under TFP shocks.15 So why do hours fall in

the standard NK model? When productivity increases in that standard

model, both wages and pro�ts respond procyclically. Higher wages a�ect

hours worked positively, as the substitution e�ect dominates the income

e�ect, while the higher level of pro�ts weighs in negatively on hours

through the wealth e�ect they imply. On net, hours fall in the standard

model because the latter e�ect dominates. This mechanism seems im-

plausible as only few households have substantial non-labor income in

their budget set. Because we �nd this transmission mechanism implau-

sible, we are correspondingly skeptical toward the mechanism through

which the standard NK model generates a countercyclical response of

hours to TFP shocks. Rigid wages would, however, change the picture

here as well.

Our main claims of this paper are of course con�ned to a speci�c

class of NK models. It can thus turn out that representative-agent NK

(RANK) models that only have stickiness in prices but that include other

features not considered here lead to less implausible transmission chan-

nels. Obvious such features include physical capital, investment adjust-

ment costs, and consumption habits. However, those other features are

then crucial for the transmission mechanism and should therefore be in

focus also in textbooks, in our view. Thus, the textbook RANK model

with only price stickiness must at best be interpreted with great caution.

In contrast, the textbook RANK model with sticky prices and wages per-

forms well from the perspective studied here, but of course this conclusion

too is subject to the caveat that richer RANK models with wage rigidity

14However, Lindé (2009) argues that the RBC model also can generate falling hours
in response to a positive TFP shock, namely, when allowing for a persistent shock to
the growth rate of TFP.

15Details from this analysis were included in an earlier version of this paper and
are now available from the authors upon request.
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may not inherit this property. For all these reasons, we would welcome

further investigation into 2-agent versions of richer NK models.

Obviously, we are also interested in the performance of full-�edged

models of inequality of the Aiyagari/Huggett kind and indeed the moti-

vation behind the present paper was to help this kind of research along

by focusing on speci�c challenges that need to be addressed. It can, of

course, be that the richer inequality settings per se help resolve the di�-

culty facing the NK model with price rigidity only. Investigations in this

direction, i.e., of �true� HANK models, are obviously on the agenda of a

number of other researchers and they are on our agenda too.
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Figure 5.1: Equilibrium responses, measured as percentage deviations from steady
state, to a positive 25 basis-point shock in the policy rate. Left panel: standard model;
right panel: worker-capitalist model. Wage setting: �exible. In�ation and interest
rates: yearly terms; other variables: quarterly terms.
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Figure 5.2: Equilibrium responses, measured as percentage deviations from steady
state, to a positive 25 basis-point shock in the policy rate. Left panel: standard model;
right panel: worker-capitalist model. Wage setting: rigid. In�ation and interest rates:
yearly terms; other variables: quarterly terms.
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Figure 5.3: Equilibrium responses, measured as percentage deviations from steady
state, to a positive 25 basis-point shock in the policy rate. Left panel: worker-capitalist
model with bond trade; right panel: worker-capitalist model without bond trade. Wage
setting: �exible. In�ation and interest rates: yearly terms; other variables: quarterly
terms.
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Figure 5.4: Equilibrium responses, measured as percentage deviations from steady
state, to a positive 25 basis-point shock in the policy rate. Left panel: worker-capitalist
model with bond trade; right panel: worker-capitalist model without bond trade. Wage
setting: rigid. In�ation and interest rates: yearly terms; other variables: quarterly
terms.
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Tables

Wealth percentile 0�5 5�20 20�40 40�60 60�80 80�95 95�100

Labor income 92 83 91 89 89 81 55

Financial income 1 1 2 5 6 14 41

Transfers 7 16 8 6 5 6 3

Table 5.1: Data from the Survey of Consumer Finances (2004) for households aged
21�65. �Financial income� includes �nancial income, business income, and capital
gains/losses. Source: Gornemann et al. (2016).
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Table 5.2: Parametrization of models under �exible and rigid wages

Parameter Flexible wages Rigid wages
Discount factor β 0.99 0.99
Elasticity of substitution σ 1 1
Frish elasticity of labor ϕ 1 1
Output elasticity of labor α 1/3 1/3
Elasticity of sub. across goods ε 6 6
Elasticity of sub. across labor εw →∞ 6
Price adjustment parameter θ 2/3 2/3
Wage adjustment parameter θw 0 2/3
Interest rule coe�cient wrt. in�ation φπ 1.5 1.5
Interest rule coe�cient wrt. output φπ 1/8 1/8
Persistency of monetary policy shock ρv 1/2 1/2
Source: Galí (1999)
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Sammanfattning

Hur mäter vi mängden lediga arbeten i ekonomin? Varför varierar ar-

betslösheten över tid? Hur påverkas transmissionen av penningpolitiska

beslut till realekonomin av förmögenhetsfördelningen? Den här avhan-

dlingen undersöker dessa frågor. Avhandlingen består av fyra fristående

uppsatser inom arbetsmarknads- och penningekonomi.

I den första uppsatsenMeasuring Job Openings: Evidence from

Swedish Plant Level Data undersöker jag hur väl vakanser på anläg-

gningsnivå förutspår antalet framtida anställningar.

Bakgrunden till denna uppsats är den utbredda användningen av sök-

modeller i modern makroekonomi. I dessa modeller är antalet lediga jobb

ett nyckelbegrepp. När dessa testas mot data måste man dock översätta

det teoretiska begreppet �lediga jobb� till en mätbart begrepp. Vanligtvis

de�nieras antalet lediga jobb som antalet uppmätta vakanser.1 Dessa

mäts genom enkätundersökningar gjorda av statistiska myndigheter eller

genom register som sköts av arbetsförmedlingar. Tidigare studier har

visat att aggregerade tidsserier för dessa vakansmått överensstämmer

med förutsägelserna från sökmodellerna � åtminstone på en kvalita-

tiv nivå. Dock vet vi ännu lite om hur dessa vakansmått relaterar till

anställningar på anläggningsnivå. I den mån vakansmåttet fångar be-

greppet �ledigt jobb� väl förutspår sökmodellerna att det ska �nnas en

nära relation mellan antalet vakanser och antalet anställningar.

1Bemärk att den precisa de�nition av ordet vakans varierer. Statistiska central-
byrån de�nierar en vakans som ett ledigt jobb som kan tillsättas inom 30 dagar. Jag
användar däremot ordet for alla lediga jobb som verksamheten söker att rekryterar
till. For en precis de�nition se Kapitel 2.
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Uppsatsen studerar relationen mellan vakanser och anställningar

på anläggningsnivå med en ny svenskt databas. Jag �nner att

relationen mellan vakanser och framtida anställningar är svagt samt

att vakanser predikterar framtida anställningar i mindre utsträckning

desto �er vakanser som �nns på anläggningen. Detta står i kontrast

till förutsägelserna om ett starkt linjärt samband som härleds från

sökmodellerna. Jag visar dock att det är möjligt att förstärka

prediktionskraften i regressionen på anläggningsnivå med ett alternativt

mått på lediga jobb. Detta mått erhålls som en funktion av både

anläggningens storlek samt antalet uppmätta vakanser på anläggningen.

Genom att använda resultaten från anläggningsnivå konstruerar jag

också ett alternativt mått på antalet lediga jobb på aggregerad nivå.

Detta mått konstrueras genom att använda vakansmåttet tillsammans

med anläggningsstorlek i den relation som skattades i mikrodata.

Det nya måttet gör att den skattade matchningsfunktionen mellan

2001-2012 överensstämmer bättre med data. Det nya måttet kan också

delvis förklara varför den så kallade Beveridgekurvan (som fångar

relationen mellan vakanser och arbetslösheten) förändrades efter 2008.

I den andra uppsatsen Firm Level Evidence from Two Vacancy

Measures undersöker vi också trovärdigheten i vakansdata, fastän med

en annan ansats.

Som noterat använder den empiriska litteraturen om arbetsmark-

nader två källor till vakansdata: enkätdata från statistiska myndigheter

och register från arbetsförmedlingar. Relationen mellan dessa två mått

har tidigare inte undersökts på mikronivå. Denna fråga är viktig, efter-

som det ofta antas att enkätmetoden har ett mindre allvarligt urval-

sproblem. Dock är det samtidigt möjligt att vissa vakanser som arbets-

förmedlingen registrerat saknas i enkätstudien. Man kan alltså använda

fördelningen över dessa två mått på mikronivå för att utvärdera de två

olika vakansmåtten.

Vi undersöker de olika måtten genom att använda svenska och danska

företagsdata. Vi sammanfogar företagsdatan på vakanser från enkätstu-

dien med de vakanser som registrerats av den nationella arbetsförmedlin-
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gen. Något förvånande hittar vi att vissa vakanser hos arbetsförmedlin-

gen inte �nns i enkätstudien. I både Sverige och Danmark saknas cirka

60 procent av de uppmätta vakanserna hos arbetsförmedlingen i enkät-

datan. Vi �nner att antalet unika vakanser i de båda databaserna gemen-

samt är i genomsnitt 20 procent �er än antalet vakanser i enkätstudien.

Felmätningen varierar dock över konjunkturcykeln och med företagens

karaktäristika. Detta är en indikation på att en del av tidsvariationen i

antalet uppmätta vakanser i enkätstudien kan drivas av felmätningar.

I den tredje uppsatsen Swedish Unemployment Dynamics

undersöker vi arbetsmarknaden utifrån ett annat perspektiv. Utan att

beakta underliggande vakanser så undersöker vi istället arbetslöshetens

dynamik utifrån en dekomponering av arbetsmarknads�öden.

Studien motiveras av en enkel observation: en ökning i arbetslösheten

kan antingen drivas av att arbetande personer förlorar sina arbeten i hö-

gre takt eller att arbetslösa hittar arbete i långsammare takt. Vi behöver

därför känna till de underliggande �ödena på arbetsmarknaden för att

förstå vad som driver en tidsvariationen i arbetslösheten. Dekomponer-

ingar av arbetsmarknads�öden har varit föremål för en stor litteratur till

vilken vår studie gör både ett metodologiskt och ett empiriskt bidrag.

Först utvecklar vi en dekomponeringsmetod anpassad till en �dual�

arbetsmarknad med långsam konvergens till den stationära fördelnin-

gen. Tidigare litteratur har oftast antagit att den nuvarande nivån av

arbetslösheten kan approximeras väl av arbetslösheten som gäller i den

stationära fördelning som impliceras av de nuvarande �ödena på ar-

betsmarknaden. Dock, som litteraturen också har visat, fungerar denna

metod bättre i en amerikansk kontext, där brutto�ödena på arbetsmark-

naden är höga, men sämre i en europeisk kontext, där �ödena är lä-

gre. Många europeiska arbetsmarknader har också en dual struktur: det

�nns både tillfälliga och permanenta anställningskontrakt, vilka skiljer

sig markant åt vad gäller inkommande och utgående �öden. Därför be-

hövs �er tillstånd än arbetslöshet, anställd och utanför arbetsmarknaden

för att modellera arbetsmarknaden. För att hantera dessa utmaningar

utvecklar vi en dekomponeringsmetod som samtidigt tillåter (i) långsam
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konvergens till en stationär fördelning och (ii) en godtycklig mängd till-

stånd på arbetsmarknaden.

För det andra gör vi ett empiriskt bidrag genom att tillämpa denna

metod på en svenskt databas på arbetsmarknads�öden under perioden

1987-2012. Vår metod fungerar väl för denna tillämpning: svensk ar-

betsmarknad är både dual �9-11 procent av befolkningen har tillfälliga

kontrakt � samt har låga brutto�öden och därför en långsam konver-

gens mot den stationära fördelningen. Vi �nner att ungefär 60 procent

av svängningarna över konjunkturcykeln i svensk arbetslöshet mellan

1987-2012 kan tillskrivas variationer i in�öden till arbetslöshet, medan

30 procent kan tillskrivas variationer i ut�ödet från arbetslöshet. Övriga

10 procent kan tillskrivas �öden som inte sker till och från arbetslöshet:

detta är �öden mellan permanenta och tillfälliga kontrakt, samt �öden in

och ut ur arbetskraften. Vi kan också dela upp variationen i en del som

beror på �öden till och från temporära kontrakt och en del som beror

på �öden till och från permanenta kontrakt. Vi �nnar att variationen i

�ödena till och från temporära kontrakt står för 40 procent av den to-

tala variationen i arbetslöshet. Detta är en stor andel med tanke på att

enbart 9-11 procent av befolkningen har temporära kontrakt.

Vi visar också om man använder standardmässiga dekomponer-

ingsmetoder, som inte tar hänsyn till dynamiken utanför den stationära

fördelningen, så underskattar man betydelsen av temporära kontrakt

och överskattar betydelsen av permanenta kontrakt. Dessa resultat är

intressanta i en bredare kontext, då de tyder på att tidigare studier på

arbetsmarknader med en dual struktur kan ha underskattat bidraget av

temporära kontrakt till svängningar i arbetslöshet.

Den sista uppsatsen, The New Keynesian Transmission Mecha-

nism: A Heterogeneous-Agent Approach, undersöker huruvida den

penningpolitiska transmissionkanalen i så kallade nykeynesianska mod-

eller förändras när dessa modeller utökas för att inkludera en mer realis-

tisk förmögenhetsfördelning. Denna uppsats kan tyckas mindre relaterad

till fokusen på arbetsmarknaden i de övriga tre uppsatserna. Dock, som

vi visar i denna studie, är arbetsutbudsfaktorer centrale för den penning-
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politiska transmissionmekanismen i dessa modeller.

Uppsatsen analyserar en enkel utvidgning av den vanliga nykeyne-

sianska strukturen till en modell med två olika typer av konsumenter:

arbetare och kapitalister. Arbetare tillhandahåller arbetskraft och får all

sin inkomst från lön, medan kapitalisterna inte arbetar och får all sin

inkomst från utdelningar av företagsvinster. Modellens antaganden ap-

proximerar den extrema ojämlikheten i förmögenhetsfördelningen som vi

ser i data.

Vi visar att vår model kan ge mycket annorlunda e�ekter av penning-

politiska shocker än den vanliga nykeynesianska modellen och att detta

beror starkt på graden av rigiditet hos varupriser och löner. Mest slående

är om enbart varupriserna är rigida reagerar inte den totala produktio-

nen i ekonomin på penningpolitiska shocker alls � i rak motsättning till

en av de huvudsakliga prediktionerna hos den vanliga nykeynesianska

modellen.

Vad förklarar detta resultat? I en modell där enbart varupriserna är

rigida tillhandahåller arbetare sin arbetskraft i enlighet med sin långsik-

tiga arbetsutbudskurva. På den långsiktiga arbetsutbudskurvan har en

tidigare litteratur visat att inkomst- och substitutionse�ekterna är unge-

fär lika stora. Om man använder preferenser där inkomst- och substitu-

tionse�ekterna tar ut varandra, och om vinsterna endast tillfaller kap-

italisterna, så påverkas därfor inte arbetsutbudet av �uktuationer i lö-

nenivån. Därför påverkas inte heller den total produktionen av penning-

politiken, då modellens enda produktionsfaktor är arbetskraft.

Om lönerna istället är rigida kommer arbetare på kort sikt inte själva

kunne bestämma hur mycket de arbetar: deta bestämms helt av efter-

frågan. Lönerigiditeter gör därför responsen i sysselsättning och produk-

tion mer beroende av efterfrågee�ekten som följer av en penningpolitisk

chock. Med tillräckligt rigid lönesättning svarar därför realekonomin i

vår modell på ett sätt som nära liknar mekanismen i den vanliga nykey-

nesianska modellen.

Genom jämförelsen med vår två-agentsmodell belyser också uppsat-

sen tidigare outredda delar av transmissionsmekanismen i den vanliga
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nykeynesianska modellen. När endast varupriserna och inte lönerna är

rigida så spelar nämligen både nivån och den kontracykliska responsen

av företagsvinsterna en nyckelroll för att transmittera penningpolitiska

chocker till realekonomin. Med preferenser som implicerar att inkomst-

och substitutionse�ekterna tar ut varandra är det existensen av inkom-

ster från andra källor än förvärvsarbete som gör att arbetsutbudet svarar

mot penningpolitiken. I standardmodellen leder en expansionär penning-

politisk chock till att företagsvinsterna faller, vilket gör hushållen fatti-

gare därför väljer de att arbeta mer. På samma sätt gör tilldelningen av

vinsterna till hushållen i den stationära jämvikten den relativa storleken

av inkomste�ekten mindre, vilket medför att �uktuationer i lönenivån

påverkar arbetsutbudet.

Den traditionella transmissionsmekanismen tycks därför empiriskt

tveksam av två skäl. För det första saknar en stor andel av hushållen

betydande inkomster utöver dem från sina förvärsarbeten. För det an-

dra visar data att företagsvinster svarar procykliskt till penningpolitisk

shocker.
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